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I NTBOIIUCTI ON

On July 20, 1993 the Minister of Education, Rosemary Vodrey, announced on behalf of

the Prov¡nce of Manitoba the appo¡ntment of a Commission to conduct an ¡ndependent

comprehensive review of Manitoba school division/district boundaries. The

Commission began its work in the fall of 1993 w¡th a responsibility to produce a report

on their findings to the new Minister of Education and Tra¡ning, Clayton Manness, in

the fall of 1994.

The mandate of the Commission is to study, consult and make recommendations to

the Minister of Education and Training on any adjustments ¡n school division / district

boundaries for the Province of Manitoba. With¡n the terms of reference the

Commission is examining a number of areas that may impact on the boundaries

decisions, or be atfected by those decisions. This Commission is also intending to

make recommendations w¡th respect to governance structures for both schools and

school divisions.

This is the second major review of school division boundaries in Manitoba. The first

rev¡ew took place as a result of recommendations flowing from the MacFarlane

Commission Report on Education in 1959. That review resulted in a substantive

restructuring effort which saw the divisions and d¡str¡cts in the province go from over

1800 to the 56 we have today. lt has been over th¡rty years since this quest¡on has

been reviewed in our Province. ln that t¡me there have been many changes livhich

have impacted on the relevance and viability of boundaries which were created more

than two generations ago." 1 These have included changes in: population density,

regional economic activity, provincial and national economic activity, technology,

legislation regarding who should be accommodated within the publ¡c school system,

and expectations regarding programming, delivery of service and learning outcomes.

These changes have contributed to some school boards being unable to offer certain

programs and services, and this has resulted in some perceived inequities in the

educational opportunities for young people in Manitoba.

1 Manitoba Teachers' Society,
1

Nov.24,1993, p.2



We have come full c¡rcle to having to face some of the same questions which brought

us to the MacFarlane Commission ¡n 1959. We are at a po¡nt where school division /
district size has again become an issue.

The question ol optimal sizê - whether ¡t be the opt¡mal size of a school or a school

division - is not usually one raised by practising educators at the school level. lt more

often comes from politicians concerned because small or declining enrolmenls, and

the rêsources available in small schools or Small divisions, appear inadequate to meet

the educational demands or expectations. Fiscal considerations play a key role in

prompting such reviews.

The question of school division reorganization is one being reviewed not only in

Manitoba but also ¡n other Provinces across the country - and for ostensibly the same

reason. The country, nationally and provincially, is in serious debt, and since

educat¡on is considered to be a high cost item, ways are being examined to enable

politicians to contain or reduce costs.

There are, however, other agendas being considered. One is what the public school

system ought to be providing in the way of education. The other is who should be

governing the delivery of that education.

Although school division organ¡zation is more a political decision than an educational

decision, the way in which divisÌons are organized has had prolound effects on lhe

way in which we provide education in the province. lt is for this reason that the writer is

interested in the current review of school division boundaries.

The reader needs to know that the work of this thesis was completed pr¡or to the

finalization of the report and recommendations from the Boundaries Review

commission. Their report was given to the government in November 1994 and was

released to the public during the second week of February 1995' The writer has

added a final chapter to this work which speaks to how the report of the Boundaries

Review Commission supports the findings of the thesis'

2
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IUHRÏ IUItt COMPRISE ÏIIE IUOBK OF THE THESIS?

A Rovlew of the hlstory of consolldetlon ln Manitoba.

The first chapter of this work is devoted to iooking at the efforts made in Manitoba
(between 1870 and 1970) to bring about a more consolidated public school
system. lnformation for this portion of the research comes from gêneral history
books as well as those with a specific educat¡onal focus. The chapter includes a
brief summary of lhe MacFarlane Report of 1959 which stimulated the major
rêorganization of school division and d¡str¡ct boundaries whích exist currently. This
work provides the background for understand¡ng the issues being facêd by the
Boundaries Review Commission today. lt also provides the basis for
understanding the role context plays in the formation of policy.

Some Information on the Current Conteril

Th¡s chapter provides some brief ¡nfomation on the cunent context w¡th respect to
boundary review in both Man¡toba and Canada. This information provides the
frame of reference within which decis¡ons about boundaries in Manitoba are being
made.

A Review of the literature on school divislon slze.

The writer reviewed articles which ident¡fy the research findings of: cost, quality,
curriculum, student achievement, staffing and governance in relation to the
question of division and distr¡ct size. This work provides the theoretical framework
for an analysis and d¡scuss¡on of the questions asked by the Commission
reviewing boundaries and the presentations made to the Boundaries Commission
by the official stakeholder groups. This chapter also includes some of the literature
findings on the role of research in policy decision-making.

4. lnformation relatod to the current Boundar¡es Review Commíssion

This chapter includes some background on the Boundaries Review Commission
and an analysis of the discussion document used by the Boundaries Review
Commission in the consultation process with the various stakeholders. lt also
includes two literature findings with respect to Commissions in general.

3.



5. An analysls of the prêsentat¡ons of the off¡clal stakeholders to the
Boundarles Revlew Commlsslon ln the llght of what the research
says about slze.

ln this chapter the writer exarnines the responses made to the Commission by the
official stakeholders and corpares thosê responses to the rasearch. The intent ¡s
to determine what is be¡ng said to the commission in relation to division and district
size, and to determine how this fits with the research.

The presentations being examined include those from: the Manitoba Teachers'
Society, the Manitoba Association of School Trustees, the Manitoba Association of
School Superintendents, the Canadian Union of Public Employees, the Manitoba
Association of School Business Otficials, the Manitoba Association of School
Principals, and the Parent Teacher Federation.

This chapter also includes a discussion of the political context within which
decisions are made and indicates how this might affect not only what the politicians
do bul also the responses made by the official stakeholders.

6. A summation of what the writer has learned from the study of boundary
reorgan¡zatlon ln Manitoba

ln this study the writer is primarily interêsted in unde¡standing the broader quest¡on

of how policy decisions are made and to what extent research plays a role in that
decision-making. The question of boundary reorganization is a vehicle for lhe
examination of this question. ln this chapter the writer briefly discusses what has
been learned about policy formation from this study.

7. A br¡ef comparison of the find¡ngs of this study to the actual report
& recomm€ndations made by the Boundaries Revlew Commission.

This chapter briefly looks al some of the conclusions reached by the writer
and compares them to the report and recommendations produced by the
members ol the Boundaries Beview Commission.

The primary source ol information for th¡s work ¡ncludes a review of the relevant

l¡terature and an analysis of both the Boundaries Review Discussion Document and

the presentations made by the major stakeholders in education to the Boundaries

Review Commission.

The literature review provides a írame of reference for understanding the process,

4



responses and ¡mpl¡cations w¡th resp€ct to boundaries decisions. The literature is

also used to develop an understanding of how research is used in the decision-

making process.

The Boundaries Review Discussion Documsnt provides a basis for understanding

where the Commission is coming from with respect to boundary reorganization. lt also

provides a practical example aga¡nst which to understand the literature with respect to

comm issions.

The examination of the presentations made to the Boundaries Review Commission by

the official stakeholders provides a practical example of how what organizations say

fits with the research and the extent to which the official organizat¡ons use the research

findings ¡n the¡r arguments and why. These presentations are only seven out of three

hundred and eighteen received by the Commission. The writer is restr¡ct¡ng this study

to an examination of what the major stakeholders say for several reasons:

1. The official bodies represent the key players in education and have a
powerful voice in what happens in educat¡on.

2. lt is a small number of briefs and so manageable to analyze.

3. The official organizations represent the thinking across the province and so

theoretically already represent a compromise of positions, or the

dominant position of the members.

PUBPOSE OF THE STUDY

More simply put, ¡n this study ¡t is the write/s intention to examine the quest¡on of

boundary reorganization and division size as a vehicle for understanding policy

decision-making, and the role of research in that process.



luHY RM I SIU0YlN6 TlllS outsÏl0N?

The change in boundaries that occurred after the MacFarlane Report had an effect on

more than the size of divisions. Boundary changes atfected: the size of schools, the

curriculum being offered, the development of teaching as a profession, and the

governance structure of schooling in Manitoba. Should the divisions again be

reorganized the writer susp€cts that other changes will follow as an indirect

consequence of boundary changes. Some of the changes may benefit education for

young people, others may work against the besl interests of education for young

people.

The writer bel¡eves that by better understanding the process of policy decision-making

educators can make a more influential contribution to that process. Boundary

reorganization has been selected as the vehicle for developing that undêrstanding

because ¡t has a long history in Manitoba and is also a current issue before the policy

makers in our province.



CHNPÍEN ONE

THE HISTORY OF CONSOTIDRTION IN
MRN ITOBfi

ln order to understand some of the issues facing the Boundaries Review Commission,
and the pos¡tions taken by the various stakeholders today with respect to division and

district reorganization, it is helpful to rev¡ew how the school districts in the Province
came to be organized as thêy are in 1994. The issue of school division and school

district consolidat¡on has been under discussion ¡n this province for most of the years

since the formation of a public school system of educat¡on in 1871. lt has only lain

dormant since the maior restructuring following the MacFarlane Commission
recommendations in 1959.

CONSOTIIIRTION EFFOBTS IN MRNITOBR PRIOR TO I959

When settlers f¡rst came to Manitoba the pioneer communit¡es were small and self-

contained. Transportation and communication across and between communities was

difficult. 'Under these conditions, the small school district, supported by a few

ne¡ghbours living close together, was the only system that would work." 2 The
schools ¡n the district were established by the church, and the life of both the school

and the church were bounded by the size of the community.

A system of education ¡n Manitoba was established in 1871, one year after the
Province joined Confederation. ln order to accommodatê the two dominanl religious

and cultural groups in the Province the system established was a Dual System, with

both Protestant and Catholic schools. Under this new system the Prov¡nce was

divided into 24 school districts. The boundaries of these districts coincided with the
2 Manitoba Teachers' Society, Building Eouitv. (A Submission to lhe Boundaries Review Commission,
April 20, 1994), p.20.
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prov¡ncial electoral districts of the per¡od. At that t¡me, with¡n the boundaries of the 24

school districts, there were 16 Protestant schools enrolling 816 pupils, and 17 Catholic

schools enrolling 639 pupils. The schools in this new system, which were to be

publicly funded, were all elementary, and the usual pattern was one school per

district.3

By 1890the population had increased significantly. With that increase in population

came an increase in both the number of schools and school d¡stricts. There were still

some of the same d¡fficulti€s in commun¡cation and transportation that had existed

earlier, so the small district structure was still somewhat suited to the time and

conditions.

The demographics had changed, however, and while there was a dramatic increase in

the growth of the student population ¡n the Protestanl schools, the same was not true

for the growth ¡n the population in the Catholic schools. This change would negatively

atfect support forthe dual system of educat¡on.

Attendance at s€condary schools was also on the increase. Accompanying that

growth in secondary education were increasing demands for the continuation of

publicly funded schooling beyond the elementary years. This change in expectation

for secondary schooling was to expand, and to provide the first significant incenlive for

district consolidation fifty years later.

ln 1890 the Dual System was abolished and a non-sectarian Public School System

was established.

By 1897 the number of pupils enrolled in school had increased to 21 ,500. The school

districts serving those pupils had also increased in number lrom 24 to 1 ,018. ln only

sixteen years the average pupils per district had dropped from 60 to 21. The need for

consolidation of schools and districts was already being discussed.

3 Alexander Gregor and K€ith Wilson, The Developmenl of Education in Manitoba. (United States of
Amerirx: KendalUHunt Publishing Conpany, 198a), p.3a.
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ln 1904 an Act was passed in the Provincial legislature which authoriz€d the formation

of consolidated school d¡stricts. 4 As a result of this legislation school consolidations

inc¡eased so that by 1912 there were 41 consolidated school districts. ln that year a

report entitled Consolidation of Rural Schools in Manitoba was published by the

Department of Education. lt included the following arguments in favour of

consolidation:

'1.The children of the farm would have equal opportunities
with those of the town.
2. Better school otfic¡als could be secured by having a

larger area from which to select.
3. The rich and the poor would have equal advantages ¡n

securing a high school education.
4. Graded instruct¡on would be made possible.
5. Sufficient enrolment would be ensured to prov¡de the

social and cultural contact with companionable associates
necessary tor the best development of every child.' s

As the system was, the Department of Education had great ditficulty in controlling both

the cuniculum that was being taught, and how it was being delivered. A reduction in

the number of school divisions would centralize the system, making ¡t easier to
exercise control over content, evaluation and standards. Thus it should be of no

surprise that the¡r report favoured consolidation.

By 1916 there were some addilional consolidations bringing the total number to 72

These consolidations represented 1/1Oth of the entire organized school area of the

Province. By this time the school enrolment had increased to 66,561, but in spite of

consolidation efforts the number of districts had also increased. There were now 1835

school districts in the Province. Although th¡s meant some increase in the number of
pupils per district it was only up an average of 15 from 21 to 36.

By 1918 another 11 school districts had consolidated schools.

ln 1919 legislation was passed which gave the government the power to establish
school districts in any area of the Province. The ¡ntent of this legislation was to enable

4 lbid., p.70.
5 lbid., p. 92.
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the government to extend the public school system into areas which did not have any

schools, or only private schools. At the same time the Public Schools Act was also

amended to force the closure of all schools having an average attendance of fewer

than five pupils. As a result ol this latter piece of legislation there were sclrool closures

which encouraged f urther consolidation.

Between 1919 and 1959 there were three commissions or committe€s charged with

looking at the whole of the educational system. Each of the reports resulting from

thêse examinations of the system had the need to consolidate schools and school

districts as a central theme. The first such study was commissioned by the Prem¡er of

the Prov¡nce, John Bracken, in 1923. The commission, chaired by Walter Murray (then

President of the Un¡versity of Saskatchewan), recommend€d that schools be

consolidated, and that d¡stricts be re-aligned, so that greater etficiency and economy

might be achieved. (At this time some school d¡stricts were having ditficulty operating

because of their limited tax base.) The commission also argued that consol¡dated

schools and school districts would make rural life more attractive, and that better

educated teachers would be attracted to the rural areas. 6

Even though the government of the day believed that more extensive consolidation

was necessary it was unwilling to act arbitrarily. lf consolidat¡on efforts were to be

expanded there needed to be a push from the grass roots.

'The policy of the department in lhese movements of
consolidation and munic¡pal school boards, while actively
sympathet¡c, has been to leave the ¡n¡tiative and carrying
out of the proposals in the hands of the distr¡cts concerned.
Any such movement, to be a success, must be based on
public opinion in the community affected, and harmonious
action is essential to the satisfactory establishing and
maintenance of these new methods of adm¡n¡stration.' 7

That push was not forthcoming because:

"Many of the rural trustees opposed any such move

6 B""þr¡n L"*\ "rhr Srrssl" O"er liodemizalion in Manitobe Education:1924-1960. ' lssues ln The
History Of Educalion ln Manitoba. fihe Edwin Mellen Press, Oue€nslon, Onlario, 1993.)' p. 83.

7 Gregor and Wilson, p.125.
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towards consolidation, and no gov€rnm€nt that had
to depend on a legislature dominated by rural
members could ignore th¡s fact...One historian has
concluded that the most signif¡cant reasons lor
oppos¡tion to consolidat¡on were:

1. Community feeling or trad¡t¡on
2. Fear of increasing school costs
3. Fear of loss of local control
4. Fear of change
5. Fear of weakening the local community un¡t.
6. Local community pride.
7. Belief ¡n the virtue of the small school.
8. Fear of pupil transportation dangers.
9. Fear of loss of parental control over children.
10. Fear of the loss of the ¡ntimate home-school relationship." I

ln 1936 legislation was passed to give the government power to establish municipal

school distr¡cts ¡n those municipalit¡es in which the d¡stricts that had not become parts

of consolidated d¡stricts were under the jurisdiction of an official trustee. e

The second major committee to review educat¡on across the Province was appointed

in 1945. lt was a Special Select committee of the Legislative Assembly and was

appointed to inquire into, and report upon, a wide range of educational concerns.

Two concerns relevant to the delinition of boundaries were:

{...the concern being expressed about the adm¡nistration
and financing of the public school system of the Province,
and

...the concern about the equalization of educational
opportunity throughout the Province." 10

The report stated that there was conclusive evidence that the present system of school

organ¡zation was open to serious criticism as a result of the wide differences in

opportunities between rural and urban areasll and made recommendations in a

I Gregor and Wlsofl, p. 134.
e lbid., p. 108.
lo lb¡d., p. 108.
11 Levin, p. 83.
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number of areas. Two of those were as follows:

'(a) the committêe acceptod the princ¡ple of the larger unit
of school admin¡strat¡on and the relention of local boards
with specific powers, but also recommended that an
educational campaign be initiated to inform the public and
gain public approval and support for the reorganization of
educational administration.

(b) the committee considered that the best argument for the
larger adm¡nistrat¡ve unit would be the successful operation
of such units, and it recommended that the Department of
Education organize two such un¡ts on an experimental
basis in the school year of 1945'1946'" 12

ln addition:

"The comm¡ttee noted that larger administrative units would
result ¡n fairer taxation, administrative efficiencies, and
better condit¡ons for teachers, but espec¡ally that the larger
type of school unit is the only typ€...that could provide the
type of education suited to the needs of the pupils of the
Province as a whole, particularly of the large number.....who
leave school at an early age..'.."13

The committee recognized the need for successful models, plus an ertensive lobby

campaign, if the public notion of how education was to be funded and organized was

to be changed

As a result of the report two larger administrative units were to be set up on an

experimental basis. However, only one was established, the Dauphin'Ochre School

Area on January 1 , 1947.

ln spite of the Munay Repoft, and the report of the select committee, the pos¡t¡on of

the government w¡th respect to forced consol¡dation cont¡nued ¡nto the early fifties,

12 Gregpr and Wilson, p. 108.
13 Levin, p.83.
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even though by that time the perceived need to create larger administrative units had

increased even further.

"ln his reply Mr. Miller agreed consolidation of school
d¡stricts was nec€ssary. The trouble was that many districts
refuse to entertain the idea and ¡t was not the policy of the
government to enforce amalgamation." 14

What the govemment did do was enact legislat¡on in 1953 which permitted the
establ¡shment of secondary school areas. This legislation was ¡ntended to be a
compromise between the need for larger school areas and the desire to maintain local

school district areas of adm¡n¡stration. As a result of th¡s legislat¡on four secondary
areas were established. The first one was established around Portage La Prairie.

While this was a small step towards amalgamation th€ Teachers' Society did not see it

as meeting the basic needs of district reorganizat¡on for the following reasons stated in

their presentation to the Royal Commission on Education of 1959.

"1. There is no broadening of the base for f¡nancing thè
elementary school program.
2. There are overlapping jurisdictions with the consequent

lack of co-ordination between the elementary and
secondary programs.
3. School districts within a natural attendance area may

retain the¡r independence.
4. The minimum size of the Secondary School Area is too

small for etf icient operation.
5. The establ¡shment of Secondary School Areas will tend

to rnake more difficult the ¡mplementation of the larger area
Plan'" 15

Given the recommendations of at least two malor commissions one wonders why

efforts to consolidate were so slow to be implemented. ln Chapter three of 'lssues in

the H¡story of Education in Manitoba" Levin poses three reasons for the lack of

change ¡n how divis¡ons were organized in Manitoba between 1924 and 1960. These

14 Gregor and Wilson, p. 125.
15 Manitoba Teachers' Society, Bdef Submiüed to the Royal Commission On Educat¡on. (November,
1957), p.22.
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reasons, he suggests, had to do with the context within which these recommendations

were made. ln his article he talked aboul the economic, political and cultural context

which existed at the time, and the relationship of those factors to boundaries decisions.

The Econoñlc Context:
Levin notes that up unt¡ì 1940 the agricultural economy of the province was very poor

and that this created some opposition to spending more on education both at the local

and provincial levels. Some alternat¡ves to thêse sources of funding were explored

unsuccessfully during the fort¡ês.

"The federal and provincial governments were negot¡ating
cost-sharing arrangements as a result ol the Rowell-Sirois
Report, although this process did not result in any significant
changes in education fund¡ng." 16

The recommendations to change the boundaries came along w¡th recommendations

for increased funding from the province. Since the government was unwilling to

commit more funds to education, the boundary revisions continued to be placed on

hold.

The Politlcal Context:
During much of the time that consolidation was recommended the provincial

legislature was heavily dominated by rural members. These members were not in

support of the move towards towards consolidation and so Levin suggests that the

"rural focus to government acted as a brake on the the implementat¡on of some of the

recommendat¡ons made in the Murray and Select Committee Reports."tz Wilson and

Gregor state that the governments from 1916 to 1958 provided no educational

leadership and that in 1958 the govemment was actually defeated largely on its

educational record. 18

16 Levin, p. 86.
17lbid.. p.87.
18 Gregpr and Wlson, p. 126.
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The Cultural Context:
The economic and pol¡tical reasons g¡ven above are commonly espoused for the

resislance to consolidalion. Levin g¡ves thês€ reasons less credence and instead

highlights cultural reasons, which he states provid{i; a. betfer explanation for lhe lack of

movêment in this area. His explanåt¡on for the b€haviour of ¡ural legislalors sets aside

the idea that they might have been ignorant of the ¡mportance of education and the

need for change. He argues, ¡nstead, that the rural legislators were not resistant to

change, but simply defending the legitimate interests of the people they represented.

'Given this view, one could argue that the
recommendat¡ons of successive reports were opposed not
because rural residents were thickheaded, but because
they saw quite clearly that such recommendations would
change their lives in fundamental ways, and they did not
want these changes to take place. ln other words, they
were defending what they saw as the¡r real interests." 1s

He went on to add that the reports advocat¡ng consolidation spoke in terms of the

advantages of larger schools and school districts but d¡d not speak of the

consequences for the rural way of life. ln th¡s way the members of the commission

avoided the notion that the recommendat¡ons presented a clash between the rural and

urban ways of life.

The argument that consolidation efforts were slowed more by the social climate than

simply by the econom¡c condilions is supported in Gregor and Wilson.

"As a general conclusion, then, it can only be suggested
that although economic and financial considerations did
influence the development of educat¡on, their influence was
not dominant. For much of this period th€ province enjoyed
relative prosper¡ty; and if this prosperity was not
immediately reflected in the educational conditions of rural
Manitoba, the reason was basically social rather than
economic.'20

Whether the reasons were primarily cultural, or a combination of economic, social,

19 Levin, p.84.
20 Gregp¡ and Wìlson, p. 94.
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pol¡tical and cultural factors, up until the Report of the Hoyal Commission on Education

in 1959 the boundaries of the school districts in Manitoba d¡d not change significantly.

ln the year before the Royal Commission on Education in Manitoba was established

there were more than 1800 districts in the Province. These distr¡cts had a school

enrolment of 159, 533 students serving a total population of 850,040. 21

21 Reporl of the Royal Commission in Manitoba. (Winnipeg, Maniloba. Novêmb€r 1954' p. 14.
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THE CONTEHT ¡N MRNITOBR IN I957

By the time the MacFarlane Commission was established ¡n 1957 the social, political

and economic context of the Province had undergone some changes. These

contextual changes brought with them not only the shifts in thinking, but also the shifts

in power needed to bring about change in how the system of educat¡on was

adm¡n¡stered and organized.

Social Changes:
Both transportation and communication difficulties had been cited as valid reasons to
keep schools and school districts local and access¡ble. By 1957 transportation

difficulties had been eased because of improvements made to the road system. There

was a paved Provincial Highway south to lhe border and north to Flin Flon. Equally as

important, the roads were now open in the w¡nter. Vehicles were also more reliable

and more prevalent than they had been previously. lt was now much easier for the
"once isolated" rural communities to travel to larger centres and make more contact

with urban areas.

Communication d¡fficult¡es had also been reduced s¡gnif¡cantly. Electrification of the

rural areas was almost complete by 1954. This brought the radio and television into

rural Manitoba - and the ways of the c¡ty into the country. lt also made communication

over d¡stances more feasible and more pract¡cal.

Major concerns in these areas had been addressed, leaving the rural areas more

vulnerable to changes ¡n the organization of schools and school districts.

There were events outside th€ Prov¡nce l,vhich were to prec¡pitate changes that

internal agitation by itself could not. The 1957 launching of Sputnik proved to have an

impact on Manitoba, as ¡t did for all North America." æ These evenls served to
underscore the.¡mportance of education, and heighten interest in the

recommendat¡ons from the Commission.

22 Alexander D. Gregor, 'Teacher Education ln Maniloba.'
Manitoba. (The Edwin Mullen Press, Queenslon, Onlario,
17

1993.), p.241.



ln addition....

'...... Manitoba society was profoundly comm¡tted to the ideal
ol equality of opportunity. The widest way to the realization
of the ideal was through the schools. Social rather than
academ¡c agenc¡es, the schools had created out of the
mixed immigrant populat¡on a new sociely of equals, for
whom education might take the place of capital or family.
More and better educat¡on was therefore both needed and
demanded." zs

There was also a growing belief on the part of a large number of people that there

needed to b€ more central control over education. This belief was prec¡pitated by

local test scores and ¡ntêmational events. People felt that the school system had

adopted the American way of social ad¡ustment and sacriliced ¡ntellectual training in

doing so. There was some thinking that the system had been successful in making

Canadians, but had failed to achieve high standards in l¡teracy and numeracy.

"Teaching was being held in contempt by a growing sector of the community." 2,r

This attitude made the general public more receptive to rethinking education, and

more apt to support political decisions which would make ¡t more possible to control

what was going on in schools.

The Manitoba Teachers' Society was increasingly concerned over the welfare of its

teachers in rural Manitoba. Small, local boards were able to hire unqualified teachers

and to negot¡ate teacher salaries to the detriment of the profession. lt was the

Society's wish to have the qualifications for teaching both upgraded and standardized.

It was also a goal to raise teacher salaries to make lhem commensurate with other

paid professionals. The Society saw consolidation as a vehicle to achieve its goal of

professionalism.

Economic Changes:
The economy, which had been very agricultural based, had been dominated with very

conservat¡ve thinking as a result of both the Depression and the War. lnto the Fifties,

however, the economy was changing.

23 W. L. ltlorton, Manitoba: A History. (University ol Toronto Press, Toronto, 1967), p. 475.
2a foid.. p. 467.
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"There were clear and press¡ng causes of change in
Manitoba after 1955. There was lirst the changed economic
clihates of Canada and the world. The cycles of boom and
depression, underscored as they were on the prairies by
drought, crop failure, and debt, had become a fixed part of
the thinking of the province. All enterprise, privatê and
public, was govemed by the need to be able to reduce costs
and carry debt ¡n times of low income. That depression
would follow the Second World War was taken for granted.
That the dry years would come again was thought certain, if
unpredictable. But in fact no major depression, and no
serious drought, or crop failure, occurred ¡n the tw€nty years
after 1945. A fundamental premise of Manitoba thinking
simply did not hold. Tha economic cl¡mate was buoyant,
expansive, beneficent. The hard-taught caution of two
generations was confounded. '25

Since boundaries and funding were tied so closely together in the minds of people a

decrease in the reluctance to spend money on education meant the creation of a more

open attitude towards changes in boundaries.

"ln the second place the very establishment of a
modern soc¡ety created social needs that had to be met. Of
thêse perhaps the chief was improved opportunities lor
formal education. The elementary school system that had
been created to ensure general literacy had largely
succeeded. The secondary school system that had been
designed to fumish recruits for the professions and for
clerical and adm¡nistrative work had also largely fulfilled its
purpose. but these restricted ends were insutficient for the
society which had come into being. For one thing, all lorms
of work, including larm work, required, or benefited from,
more thàn elementary education." za

What was becoming apparent was that, while the need for education was increasing,

as was the willingness to pay more for education, the ability ol all areas to pay equally

for the needed changes was diminishing. The comprehensive scheme of school

taxation proposed by the Munay Commission in 1924 had been instituted for a

z5 lbid.. p. 475.
26 lbid.. p. 475.
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numb€r of years. More Provincial grants were being given to the schools in an atlempt

to equalize the school revenues and create more equality of educational opportunity

throughout the Province. 27 Twenty f¡ve years later, however, the costs of education

had increased and many of the rural dist¡icts, because they were so srnall, anci

because they were losing their economic base to urban centres, were having a

difficult time funding even basic educat¡on. Shifts in the economy had left some of the

rural areas without sufficient tax base from which to draw educat¡on taxes.

Pol¡t¡cal Changes:
ln 1907 there had been changes made in the way in which the úote was distr¡buted

throughout the Province. At that time the numbers in the rural arêa were still greater

than those in the urban areas. By 1951 that was changing. Although the population

was still larger in the rural areas, the real growth in population ¡n Manitoba was taking

place in the urban areas. What lhis meant pol¡t¡cally was that th€re was over

representat¡on in the rural areas and under representation in the urban areas.

Concern over this brought about the Redistribution Act of 1955 which increased the

ratio of urban to rural areas. The political clout, long held by rural Manitobans, was

slowly being taken over by the urban Manitobans. 28 This was to affect how the

government would react to any recommendat¡ons made by the commission.

The Depressiön and the War had made Manitobans very conssrvat¡ve in both their

spending and their vision. For a numb€r of years there had been a coalition of parties

which had tended to create more political harmony, but also less challenge to the

government of the day. ln 1949 and 1953 the elected Premier of the Province was

Campbell. He was a farmer and he was in charge of an agrarian and rural

government which was non partisan. Although he was considered an effective

Premier, his focus was more administrat¡ve than pol¡t¡cal or visionary. When he was

voted out in 1958 he was replaced with Dutf Roblin, a Progressive Conservat¡ve,

during a time when the Conservatives were in power federally under John

Diefenbaker.

27 lbid.. p. 462.
2e lbid.. p. 163.
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It was Campbell who established The Royal Commission to study education in

Manitoba. The study was completed, however, within the administrat¡on of Dutf Roblin,

in a climate where recommendations would not only be made and heard, but also

acted upon.

THE MRCFRHTRNE ROVRT COMMISSION ON EDUCRTION

The commission was established on the 1Sth of May 1957. lt was prompted by

shockingly bad examination results which were achieved in the rural high schools.

The Commission had five members: R. O. MacFarlane, J. H. Bruns, J. A. Cuddy, S.

Hansen and H. Wood. Three of the members, including the chair, were (or had been)

urban residents of Manitoba, two of them were from rural Manitoba. Three ol the panel

members had some connection to the field of education. The chair had been the
former Deputy M¡n¡ster of Education in Manitoba.

The purpose of the Commission was identified in the Order - in - Council 12OB I 57

dated July, 1957. lt stated in part:

'AND WHEREAS section 8 of Order - in - Council No. 841 / 57 provided, in part, as

follows:

"8. The purpose of the Commission shall be to ¡nquire ¡nto
and report upon such matters and things pertain¡ng to
educal¡on in the Province ol Manitoba as may be prescribed
by the Lieutenant - Governor - in - Council.' 2e

Once the Commission was established the members of lhe commission identified the

following terms of reference which were accepted by the government.

"To study and report on all aspects of educat¡on in
Manitoba, up to University level, and without l¡mit¡ng the
general¡ty of the foregoing, in particular to study
and report on the following:

29 Repod of the Hoyal Commission on Education, p. ix.
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1. administration;
2. finance;
3. buildings and equipment;
4. curriculum and standards;
5. supply, tra¡ning, certification and terms of employment of

teachers;
6. inspection and lield services;
7. special groups, such as blind, deaf, physically and

mentally handicapped;
8. special services such as audio, visual' library'

correspondence;
9. scholarships and bursaries;
10. official trustee and special schools;
1 1 . school attendance and its enforcement;
12. adv¡sory and stalutory boards and committees." 30

The commission held hearings on 29 days between October 1 and November 26 in

1957. ln addition to the information received at those hearings a number of written

memoranda wer€ subm¡tted to the commission for inclusion into the¡r thinking. The

input was broad based. lt came from a variety of stakeholders and commented upon

all of the issues identified in the mandate of the commission.

One of the major stakeholders reporting to the commission was the Manitoba

Teachers' Society. Since teachers are key players in the delivery of education in the

province it is useful to examine their position at thatt¡me w¡th respect to boundary

changes.

ITIE MRNITOBR TERCHERS' SOCIETY
PBESENTRTION TO THE MACFf,RTRNE COMMISSION

ln their presentation to the MacFarlane Commission the Manitoba Teachers' Society

made a number of ditferent recommendations w¡th respect to how education might be

improved in the province. ln reference to the boundaries issue the Soc¡ety argued in

favour of the reorganization of school districts into larger atlendance units. The

presentation made by the Society highlighted the reasons for larger units of

administrat¡on recommended by the Select Committee twelve years earlier. These

30 Report of the Royal Commission on Education, p. x
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included:

1. equal¡zation of the tax burden,
2. efficiency in school administration,
3. attraction of high quality educational leadership and

¡nstructional personnel to rural areas through better
teaching conditions, and

4. improvement in the instruct¡onal program. 31

They argued that a program of sound financing was critical to the equalizing of

educational opportun¡ty throughout the Province, and that the reorganizat¡on of the

Province ¡nto larger units of adm¡nistration was an essential prerequisite to that
program of financing. lt was their contention that the typ¡cal school d¡str¡ct in rural

Manitoba had an insufficient tax base to pay for even half of its meagre program, and

as a result had to settle for sub marginal and unqualified teachers, and had to do

without educational leadership.

They also argued that when the distr¡ct was too small it became inefficient in terms of

cost. They.noted ¡n the¡r presentation that whên less lhan 200 pupils were enrolled in

a distr¡ct the per pupil costs increased sharply. ln their presentat¡on the Teachers'

Society did not recommend only one s¡ze for divisions and distr¡cts of the Province.

This was because variations in population density and geographical location would

make such a recommendation unworkable. They did state that most of the settled

areas could be reorganized ¡nto larger administrative units and that 250 to 500

teachers was an optimum grouping to permit the most economical use of funds.

Recognizing that this recommendation alone would not likely be accepted, they also

stated that units of 80 teachers or more would produce adequate supervisory and

administrative control with relatively low overhead and further recommended that each

reorganized district should have at least 50 teachers. This grouping would justify the

minimum administrative support needed to have both financial control and curriculum

leadership.

What the Teachers' Society also did not recommend was the consolidation of schools.

They identified this as a local decision. There are probably two reasons for th¡s

position. Firstly, school closures can greatly affect the local community socially and

31 Gregor and Wilson, p.109,
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econom¡cally, and so are apt to b€ very emotional decisions. Any h¡nt that boundary

reorgan¡zat¡on was an attempt to close schools would further build resistance in the

rural areas and undermine the implementation of the recommendations. Secondly,

while the Society believed that consol¡dated schools would irnprove the general

working conditions of teachers by creating conditions for educational dialogue, single

grade groupings, school leadership etc., there were drawbacks,.l¡ke a possible

reduct¡on ¡n positions available, which could alienate rural teacher support.

ln their presentation the Teachers' Society did recommend that that the divisions

formed should be grouped around logical community centres w¡th s¡m¡larity of road

cond¡tions, as well as good road and rail communications. They stated that previous

arguments against consol¡dation centring on problems assoc¡ated with transportation

and communicat¡on no longer applied.

The Teachers' Society was also concemed about the s¡ze of districts for program

rêasons. They thought that when districts were too small they were subject to extreme

localism which influenced the teacher hired for the pos¡tion, and ultimately the

curriculum taught. This, they argued, tended to reduce the standards and increase the

inequities betw€€n educational opportun¡ties in the rural and urban areas.

ln examining the recommendations related to boundaries presented by The Manitoba

Teachers' Society one needs to remember that the MTS had as their primary agenda

the establishment of teaching as a profession. The Teachers Society had continually

pursued this goal through the arguing of four issues which they considered to be

central to the quest for professional status:

1 . the acknowledgement of education as central to the
building of a social order,

2. increased train¡ng for teachers, both before employment
and after,

3. the improvement of salaries, and
4. input from the teachers into decision-making. sz

Their presentation to the MacFarlane Commission was no exception. The

32 Course notes: 116:737, Jan. 1994
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presentation was based on seven pr¡nciples which The Manitoba Teachers' Society

believed to be fundamental, and which served to prov¡de the basis for their arguments

related to the above issues.

"1. All children in all parts of the province h6vs â right to an
equitable educational opportun¡ty.

2. The educational service to be provided must bê at the
highest standard the province can atford.

3. The cost of providing the educational service must be
shared by the citizens ol the province accordin$ to
their abil¡ty to pay.

4. Education is such a d¡rect personal serv¡ce that there
must be a large measure of local support and control.

s.The right of all children to equitable educational
opportun¡ty at the highest standard the province can
atford implies the necessity of statfing all schools with
the best teachers that can be obtained.

6. Since the public school system accepts all children
regardless ol their ability or background, it must
recognize and make provision for the multiple
individual ditferences within its enrolment.

7. Equitable educational opportunit¡es can be provided only
if lhere is coordination, leadership, and evaluation,
on the one hand, balanced by lreedom to adapt
curricula and services to the individual ditferences
and local conditions." 33

Within the document the Teachers' Society stated their pos¡tion even more clearly:

"Finally, the Man¡toba Teachers' Society believes that one
further step must be taken to ensure that the opportun¡ty of a
ttuly adequate education is available for all the children of
Manitoba. Th¡s step is the development of teaching into a
major profession in the fullest sense.'34

To enable this to happen they made recommendations which, if implemented, would:

* increase the level of provincial funding,

' increase the entry educat¡onal level of students into teacher tra¡n¡ng,

33 Manitoba Teachers' Society, Brief Submitted to the Hoval Commission on Education. (Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Novemb€r 1957.), p.ii.
3¿ lbkj.. p.67.
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'extend the level of taacher training to include a university degree'
* pay teachers at a level commensurate with other salaried professionals,

'pay teachers on one salary schedule based on qualifications and experience

with no regard to position occupied,
* improve pension benefits,
* give credence to the role of the Department of Education, and

' increase the involvement of teachers in curriculum and pedagogy decisions.

lf the boundaries stayed as they were it would be much more difficult to achieve the

goal of profess¡onal status for teachers because local control, coupled w¡th insutficient

financing, worked against the raising of qualifications and remuneration levels which

were central to advancement.

Support for the reorganization of boundaries would facilitate the ¡mplementation of

those recommendations because larger administrative units would: Iink teachers and

give them more clout, provide a stronger tax base and so make ¡t more feas¡ble for the

recruitment of qualified teachers, and create a more centralized system which would

allow the Department to exercise more control over the curriculum and the Standards

of evaluation.

MACFf,BLflNE COMMISSION RECOMMENTIRTIONS
RETRTEO TO SCHOOT DIUISION BOUNIIRRIES

The MacFarlane Commission made a number of recommendations in all of the areas

relating to the terms ol reference. These were, however, based on the

recommendations made by the Commission in the area of finance. The members of

the Commission considered f¡nance recommendations to be central to the not¡on of

change. The MacFarlane Commiss¡on recommended that the province assume a

grealer share of the educat¡onal tax burden, and allocate revenues to the local

divisions in ways that would equalize the tax burden between wealthier and

econom ically disadvantaged areas.
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The memb€rs of the Gommission did not, however, bel¡€ve thal funding changes

alone would bring about improvement in the system. For that reason they chose to end

the first section of the report, the chapter on school finance, with the following

statement:

"lt is a simple matter lo spend more money on education, lt
is a more ditficult task to spend it in a manner which will
improve educat¡on. There is cons¡derable evidence and
frank admissions by outstanding Americans that while they
spend proportionately more on education than any other
country in the fre€ world, it has not brought them the best
education of all. lt is upon these convictions that the
recommendations in the following chapters are based." 3s

The MacFarlane Commission made twenty four recommendat¡ons with respect to the

Organization and Administration of School Divisions. These recommendations

supported the notion that in order to provide the quality and level of programming

demanded by society there was a need to reorganize the system of education into

larger attendance ünits w¡th a tax ba'se able to support both qualified teachers and a

diverse program. The Commission recommended between 50 and 60 school

divisions with 8O to 100 teachers in each division. (This recommendat¡on was very

similar to the recommendations of The Manitoba Teachers' Society.)

The Commission also recommended the process by which the above should happen.

They recommended that:

.a boundary commission be established,

.the Commission draw up boundaries,

.the Comm¡ssion hold local hearings to discuss the proposed changes, and

.that the electorate vote on those boundaries on a preananged date.

"ln 1958, the provincial legislature amended the Public
Schools Act to give the govemment authority lo establish
school divisions that were to be responsible for secondary
educat¡on. The legislation also provided for the

3s Report of lhe Royal Gommission on Education, (Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1959), p. 19
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establ¡shment of a Schools Boundary Commission, which
was responsible for mapping out the proiected school
divisions.

Only a feur years later, the Manitoba Royal Commission on
Local Govemment Organizat¡on and Finance, chaired by
Roland Michener, urged ths gov€rnment to take the neld

' step and establish unitary school divisions that would be
responsible for both €l€mentary and secondary education.
ln 1964, when the M¡chener Report was under
consideration, nine school admin¡stration units - seven.of
which were ¡n metropol¡tan W¡nn¡peg - were already
responsible for both secondary and elementary education.
These nine units were responsible for educating 40"/o ol
Man¡toba's school children. However, throughout the rest of' the province, no fewer than 1500 district school boards were
providing educational services, and almost two-thirds of
these boards were responsible lor a single one-room school
house." 36

By the end ol 1967 forty school divisions had been formed representing 93% of the

school aged populat¡on ¡n Manitoba. Within a short t¡me e¡ght more multi-d¡str¡ct

divisions were added. At that time the only d¡stricts remaining were those which had

never been a part of a school division. These were usually in geographically remote

areas of the prov¡nce. ln 1970, following the final consol¡dat¡ons of the Michener

Report, there were 247,000 students being served by these school divisions and

distr¡cts.

SUMMRRY 8 CONCTUS¡ONS

ln reviewing the history of consolidation in Manitoba the issues under discussion

appear to be lhe same as those being discussed today. The politicians were

grappling with how education should be funded, how to provide more equitable

access to programming for all students, the role of the various stakeholders in the

governance of educat¡on and what reforms would be necessary to provide a higher

standard of education in the province. Commissions were used several times

36 Manitoba Association of School lrude€s, A Discussion Paper On School Division and Dislrict
Boundaries in Manitoba. (Dæember 1993), p.3.
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throughout the h¡story of consol¡dation to gath€r information about education in the

province. ln each case the Commissions had made the recommendation that

boundary reorganization would enhance lhe province's ability to work towards some

of the changes deemed necessary to improve education at the time. The politicians

did not, however, act on the information until after the MacFarlane Royal Commission

on Education in Manitoba in 1959. By that time other changes had occuned in the

province which made school division consolidation a more widely accepted policy

idea. The acceptability of the notion of school division consolidation then made it

possible for politicians to act on the the recommendations ¡n this area.

'(An) assumptive world domain (for politicians)
defines what are acceptable and unacceptable policy
ideas. Policy actors risk loss of power and influence
¡f they propose policies thal trample on powerful
interests, defy tradition, or are deemed "unworkable",
or if they lry to open debates on ¡ssues that diverge
from the prevailing value."s7

What makes a policy idea acceptable?

An examination of the history of consolidation efforts up to 1959 would lead one to

believe that 'acceptabilit/ is based less on the information generated about the

quality of educat¡on through commissions and more on the social, political, cultural

and economic climate of the times. What had changed since 1890 were not the

arguments for or against consolidation but rather the context within which those points

of view were put forth, discussed and decided upon. The improvements ¡n the

infrastructure, the trend towards urbanization, the changes in the economy, the

changing nature of work, the changing beliefs about the importance of education and

the changes in the political composition (to name a few) all influenced and shaped the

way in which the recommendations from the Commission related to boundary

reorgan¡zation would be received, by the general population, and by the provincial

pol¡ticians. When these factors converged to create a common m¡ndset of read¡ness in

the general populat¡on, which was strongly supported by the Teachers' Soc¡ety, the

idea became acceptable to politicians.

37 Calhedne Marshall, 'tsrirlging lhe Chasm Between Policymakers and Educators." Theory lnto Preclice
(Vol. XXVll, Number 2), p.99.
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ln 1959 the dominant soc¡al, economic and political factors came together (with a little

help lrom an MTS and Departm€nt of Education media.campaign) to make

consolidation a winning idea. lt was backed by the pol¡tic¡ans, and it was backed in

the polls when the people voted on the idea.

"Policy actors know they musl bet on the w¡nners, touch all
the bases, get someth¡ng for everyone in policy proposals,

and so on.38

The resuft was a dramat¡c reoryan¡zat¡on of school distticts in Manitoba over an eight

year peiod.

What is interesting with respect to this is what happens if the ordinary th¡nk¡ng that

develops ll¡es in the face of what researchers have found in th€¡r stud¡es of the

question. Should this happen one m¡ght pred¡ct, from the importance placed

historically on lhe contextual factors, that the research would be ignored. This not¡on

is supported in the research that Karen Fish has conducted.

"She concluded that "sc¡ent¡fic and technological factors are
peripheral to the economic, social and polit¡cal concerns

. determin¡ngparliamentarydec¡s¡ons.""3e

lf one accepts the notion that context plays a role in decisions about boundaries it is

useful to examine briefly the context within which boundaries are being discussed

today.

38 lbid.. p.10O.
39 Edward A. Holdaway, 'Making Research Matter." The Albeña Jounlal of Edt¡cational Research. (Vol.

XXXIl, No.2, Septemb€r, 1986.), p.250.
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CHNPTEB TIT'O

THE CUHRENT SITURTION

ln this sect¡on the writer w¡ll d¡scuss briefly some of the contextual conditions within
which the reorganization of school division boundaries is under discussion. These
conditions will include specific Man¡toba information related to enrollments,
governance, per pupil costs and a listing of related reviews and reports which have
been released within the past few years and are under discussion. ln addition some
brief information will be included related to reform considerations in other provinces.

The Educational Conter¡t in Manitoba

According to the enrolment report from Manitoba Education and Training, Schools,
F¡nance Branch, lhere were, ¡n 1993 - 1994, 196, 619 students in the province. These
young people were being educated in 47 school divisions, 6 school d¡stricts and 3
special revenue schools across Manitoba. The smallest educat¡onal organization was
the district of sprague #2439. lt had 132 students. The largest was winnipeg school
Division #1. lt had 34,651 students.

Eleven of the divis¡on, district and revenue school areas have fewer than l OOO

students. Over half of these educational areas, twenty-n¡ne of the fifty-six, have an

enrolment of between 1000 and 3500 students. Nine have enrolments between 3soo
and 8,000. The remaining six have student enrolments of over B,OOO students.40

The Min¡ster of the Department of Education and Training is responsible for the
supervision, control and direction of all public schools. Local school boards, made up

of elected trustees, have jurisdiction over the delivery of education within the
boundaries of those divisions which elect them.

"Each of these school divisions and districts is served by an
elected board of trustees ranging in size from S to 12

40 Boundaries Review Commission Discussion Document, November 1993., p.20.
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elected board of trustees ranging in size from 5 to 12

members. The average size of (a) school board in
Manitoba is I members; therg are a total of 486 public

school trustees in the province."4l

ln March of 1990 the Supreme Court of Canada granted eificial minorities the right to

manage and control their own schools. This right was extended to Man¡toba in 1993.

The result of that ruling has been the establishment of the Francophone School

Division. The establishment of this school d¡vision introduced into Manitoba a school

division which is not defined geographically and which is governed ditferently. This

new division includes French schools from other divisions where the parents have

opted to be part of the Francophone School Division. lt is governed by a school board

which is elected by regional committees who in turn have been elected by parents.

This is a s¡gnificant departure from other divisions which are delined w¡th¡n a certain

geographical area, and where the school boards are elected from, and by, the general

popu lation.

The formation of this new division, which crosses boundaries into other divisions,

leaves some divisions with a sharply reduced enrollment. Non¡vood, St. V¡tal' St.

Boniface and Red River Division *17 a@ four examples of div¡sions that are affected.

The viability of affected divisions ¡s now in quest¡on. This is especially true in the

cases of Nonvood and Red Fliver School Division #17.

The per pup¡l costs of education in lhis province for the school year 1991 ' 1992

ranged from a low of $3,965 to a high of $9,828.12 ln fourteen boundary areas less

than $5,000 was spent to educate each student. ln thirty seven areas the per pupil

expenditure was between $5,000 and $7,000. ln three areas the cost per pupil was in

excess of $7,OOO. The average cost to educate a student in Manitoba was $5,560'

with the total cost for publ¡c school educat¡on cÓm¡ng ¡n at $1,033'394'535.

With¡n the past few years there have been a number of committees of inquiry

investigat¡ng the status of educat¡on in Manitoba.,The work of these comm¡ttees has

included reviews of such asp€cts as: high school education, post secondary

't1 MAST Discussion Paper., Decenüer 1993., p.4.

42 Boundaries Review Discussion Docurn€nl-, p.27.
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educat¡on, d¡stance education, educational finance and educational legislation. Much

of the substance of the reports published after the work of these comm¡ttees has been

aimed at educational finance and educational reform.

ïhe Educationa! Context across Canada

ln December of 1993 the Globe and Mail ran an education articl€ which identified a

school reform trend happen¡ng across Canada. That trend has as its goals the
reduction of costs and the increasing of the efficiency of the system. lncreasing the

size of school divisions is one of the strateg¡es being used or promoted. Other
recommendations po¡nt to a changed percept¡on of how schools should be governed.

ln 1992 the Newfoundland Provincial Government proposed to cut the number of

school boards lrcm 27 to between I and 10. lt also proposed trimm¡ng the number of

trusteos from 17 to 15, with only 10 of those being elected by the general public. The

other five would be church appointed where numbers warrant. ln October 1994 the
government announced that the proposed legislation would not go ahead immediately

as planned.

New Brunswick streaml¡ned its linguistic-based school system in January 1992, cutting

anglophone boards from 27 lo 12 and Francophone boards from 15 to 6. ln addition

to the elected school boards the province has 6 community boards which are

responsible for all aspects of school operation and are responsible to a school district

board.

ln Prince Edward lsland the trustees of the f¡ve boards that remain after reorganization

must work with school councils on local issues. (Since th¡s art¡cle appeared the
province has further reorganized reducing the numbers of divisions to 2 anglophone

boards and 1 Francophone board. The anglophone boards have 7,783 and 15,832

students govemed by 15 elected trustees each. The Francophone board has 627

students governed by 9.elected trustees.)
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ln Nova Scotia the Education Minister indicated that the government wants to devolve

more authority to the local level, with a bigger role for parents. (Presently the Nova

Scotia Government is reviewing its education system with a view to restructuring which

may further reduce the 21 divisions they currently have. This nurnber was reduced

fiom 77 to 22 following a review of the review of the educat¡on financing syslem ¡n

1981.)

ln Ontario etforts to amalgamate school boards and reduce the numbers of trustees

have not gone as smoothly. The Minister ol Education was, however, able to introduce

legislation that would enable boards to reduce trustees by more than the one or two

now ærmitted under the law. The province cunently has 169 school boards served by

2,000 trustees. (Recently the Ontario government released lhe recommendations of a

Royal Commission on Learning which included recommendat¡ons in the area of

governance.)

Quebec also has plans to reslructure school boards along language lines. The

number of d¡stricts was reviewed ¡n 1992 with recommendations to reduce the

divisions to 101 Francophone boards, 49 b¡lingual boards and 8 anglophone boards.

Their timeline for completion is mid 1996. The number of trustees elected ¡s tied to

school enrollment. Div¡sions with 2,000 students elect 9 trustees. Divisions with more

than 25,000 students elect 21 trustees.

ln Saskatchewan a task force proposal to cut the number of school divisions from 92 to

35 is now under consideration. These recommendat¡ons were made as a result of a

School Finance and Governance Review conducted by the Department of Education

and Training ¡n 1990. They include a recommended divisional size of from 2,000

students to 5,000 students. Their proposal for implementation includes incentive

grants for pilot amalgamation projects. ln Saskatchewan there is legislation which

says there must be no fewer than 5 school trustees and no more than 10. lt also

allows for the appointment of advisory councils in urban centres.

Alberta introduced a measure that would allow boards to amalgamate voluntarily. (ln

October 1994 the government announced the amalgamation from 181 school boards
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and divisions to 57. Trustee representation has been reduced from 1,000 to 435. ) lt

also now has a law that allows for the creation of Francophone school boards. ln
addition Alberta has introduced the concept of Charter Schools.

British Columbia currently has 75 school districts w¡th elected trustees for school

divisions ranging from 3 to 9 depending on school division size. The Ministry of

Education in British Columbia is currently discussing a need for a review of school

d¡strict boundaries as part of an examination of govemance and administration of the
publ¡c education system.

ln the Yukon a recenl Education Act (1990) provides for the establishment of both

school boards and school councils which include representat¡on from the F¡rst Nat¡ons

on both.

The number of school boards in the Northwest Territories was recently reduced to 10

from 11 (1994). The number of trustees varies depending upon the number of
commun¡ties included in each jurisdiction. Each school has a Community Education

Council which has one representat¡ve on the Division Board of Education.

The trend across Canada seems to be two pronged - aimed at centraliz¡ng some

aspects of education and decentralizing others.

The consolidation of divisions and distr¡cts in Canada comes at a time when the ma¡or

talk in the country is about balancing budgets and about down-sizing to reduce

government expenditures.

It is within this conþrt that Manitoba is conducting its own inquiry into how and if
ptesent divisìons should be realigned. And it is within this context that Man¡toba ¡s in

the process of implementing the govern¡ng structurc for its newly formed Francophone

Division.
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SUMMRRY E CONCTUSIONS

Less than th¡rty years ago Manitoba had 1800 school divisions. Today it has 56. Both

schools and school divisions are larger than they were in the 1960's. What is currently

under study is whether they should become even larger. ln the past thirty five years a

number of things have changed. Some of the changês (for example: in technology

and in the changing nature ol work) have lead to changing expectations and an

increased demand for accountability in education. Others (for example: the provincial

and national debt load) have lead to a perception that education funding levels must

be reduced. Thus the question of boundary reorgan¡zation has once again surfaced -

not only in Manitoba, but also across Canada. The key questions seem to be "Can

educational expend¡tures be reduced in larger organ¡zat¡ons? lf they can be - at what

"cost" to the level of service provided, and to the etfectiveness of that service?" The

question of boundary reorganization is being raised as the veh¡cle for financial and

educational reform considerations with respect to the delivery of education.

The following chapter examines what the l¡terature has to say in relation to division

size and some of the its effect upon both efficiency and effectiveness. lt also examines

some of the literature findings with respect to the use of research in policy formation.
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CHNPTEB THNEE

TITEHRTURE R-E[']E[I'

The l¡terature on size typically looks at several key variables in relation to size in an

effort to determine the optimal size for a school or school division. These include the

variables of: cost, quality, cuniculum, student ach¡evement, staffing and governance,

which are examined against the background of school division etficiency and
etfectiveness. ln th¡s chapter the wr¡ter will do the following:

* Define some of the key terms which recur in the l¡terature.
- ldentify some of the research findings on size in relation to the following

variables: cost, quality, curriculum, student achievement, staffing and governance.

These findings will then provide a framework for the analysis of the questions asked in
the Boundaries Review Discussion Document, and the analysis of the responses
made by the official slakeholdêrs to the Boundaries Review Commission.

ln th¡s chapter the wr¡ter will also discuss what the l¡terature has to say regarding the

role of research in policy decision-making. This information will provide a background

for understanding the extent to which the research enters the decision-making process

with respect to boundary reorganization, and the extent to which it might be used in the
process.

IUHRT THE BESERBCH SRYS

The question of school and school division size has been under debate for the better
part of this century. That debate has resulted in significant divisional reorganizations

and consolidations - especially prior to 1970 - within both the United States and

Canada. Today there are a number of states and provinces with initiatives concerning

consolidat¡on currently under debate.
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'Reasons given for these....¡n¡tiatives usually fall under the
headings of economic etficiency, broader course offerings,
quality of teaching statf, and better student performance."4Í¡

Frior to most of the school division and district consolidations that took place in North

Amer¡ca there was little research on the effects of size, or the implications that size

increases would have on goals important in educating young people. Consolidation

was encouraged on the premise that education would cost less and provide more in

the way of programming and services. lt was not until 1975 that studies were being

conducted to determine the etfect of school and school division size on student

learning.r'+

Prior to an examination of the literature on size it is useful to define three of the terms

which recur within that l¡terature: size, etficiency and etfectiveness.

What ts the measurc ol slze when examlnlng a school system?

There are a number of ways in which school d¡vision size could be measured. One

could take use the industrial measure of organ¡zational size - a simple or adjuste'd

count of employees. ln a school division, using the industrial measure, sizø could be

determined by counting:

. all of the employees with¡n the system ( ¡e. teachers, administrators, bus
drivers, clerical statf, maintenance personnel etc.), or

. one group of the employees in the system (ie. authorized teachers)

One problem with this definition of size becomes how one recognizes,

organizat¡onally, the large number of people within a school system who are not

employees, and, in fact, outnumber the employees. This group includes both students

and volunteers.

One could also consider taking a count of the schools within the division. Or, on the

4Íl A. Ramirez, 'Size, Cost, and Ouality of Schools and School D¡stric{s: A Ouoslion of Context." Source
Bookon School and Disldct SÞe. Cost. and Ouality. (Eric ED361162, 1992.), p.10.
.t t Heóel J. Walberg, þn Local control: ls Bigger Beter/ source Book on school and Dislricl sÞe-
Cost and Qualitv. (Eric ED 361 1ô4, 1992.), p.8.
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other hand, one could simply measure th€ geographical area of the division to

determine its size.

ln spite of these possibilities, the most common way of measuring school division size

is to identify the student enrolmênt within the division.

"...while student enrolment by itself may represent a
theoretically -- and in some way an ideologically - suspect
indicator of system size, such data have the v¡rtues of being
both easily available and generally comprehens¡ble. For
such reasons alone enrolment will likely cont¡nue to be
used as the dominant measure ol system size.",rs

While enrolment dala are easy to understand, what ¡s not automatically determined

from student enrolment is the "definition" of size. At what enrolment levels is a division

considered small? At what enrolment levels is it considered large? "There is no

immediate answer to this seem¡ngly simple queslion."46

Ramirez used the lllinois State school distr¡cts to ¡llustrate how the terms small and

large are relative.

"...the Chicago Public Schools is one of 950 districts ¡n

lllinois. Chicago has 410,000 students in 540 attendance
centres. The next largest school distr¡ct in the state, Elg¡n,
has 29,000 students in fifty attendance centres. (lllinois
State Board of Education, 1992). Half the d¡stricts ¡n the
state have fewer than 800 students and the average
number of schools per district is about four. Compared to
Chicago, all other school d¡stricts in the state are small."47

A similar illustration could be drawn within Manitoba. The largest school division in

the prov¡nce is Winnipeg #1 with 34,000 students. The next largest ¡s River East #9

with an enrolment of 13,284. One fifth of the divisions / districts have fewer than 1000

'ls Derek J. Allbon and Patdc¡a A. Allison, 'Sìmilarities and Singuhrities: A Conparalive Analysis of the
Orgenizational Size of Canadian School Sy$ems.'
the Sludy of Educalional Adm¡n¡strat¡on. (Quebec, Canada, June 1989.), p.11.
46 lb'rj.. p.4.
a7 A. Ramirez, p. 17.
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students enrolled. ¿8 Compared to Winnipeg #1, all other divis¡ons or d¡str¡cts in th¡s

province could also be considered small.

Were we lo compare school division size in Man¡toba with the Chicago Public Schools

a// of the divisions in Manitoba, including Winnipeg #1, would be considered small.

Allison and Allison support this difficulty with "relative terminolog/ when they note

that the variances between jurisdictions ¡n the range and pattem of size distributions

are such that if one identifies small, medium and large only within an individual context

there can þe no research cross comparisons. What may be considered a large division

in one place, may be considered medium or small when compared to other

iurisd¡ctions.

Within their research they attempted to identify a model for size comparison of

divisions and districts across Canada. Two th¡ngs are of note in that research. The

lirst is that ¡n thêir scheme there was a need for 'outliers" at both ends of the size

spectrum. These outliers are categories for those few divisions which lall ¡nto the very

small or very large categories. The sôcond is that there is some difficulty in comparing

sizes of Canadian school divisions to those across the border. ln the Un¡ted States

they use a four category system which demonstrates a size spread much ditferent than

one would find in Canada.¿s

ln the Un¡ted States there are far more divisions in category D of their system 'wh¡ch

in Canada would be an "outlief category at the extremely low end. Within that

category (<300 students) there are 2,671 divisions (18.7%) ¡n the Un¡ted States. ln

Canada there are only 19 divisions, or 2.41o. While the p€rcentage of divisions with

enrolments between 300 and 2,999 is roughly th€ same in both countries there are

fewer large divisions (>2,999) in the U.S. (4.11%) than in Canada (44.3%). These

statist¡cal variat¡ons might make some of the recommendations from the literature in

the U.S. less appropriate for Canada.

Swanson states further that optimum size is not s¡mply a question of numbers, costs

48 Boundaries Review Discussion Docum€nt, p.20.
ag Allison and Allison, p.16.
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and outcomes. He defines it as a function of desired standards, available technology

and governance structuies. He notes that because there have been significant

changes in these over the years, studies that simply look at the relationship between

size, costs and outcomes are obsolete.so

Thus even lhough enrolment figures are object¡ve and comparable the notion of size is

a relative term and has much to do w¡th the contelit within which the discussion is

occurring. This compounds the difficulty in determining the enrolment size for small

and large divisions - thus complicating the determination of optimal size.

What ls mednt by the word efficìency?

The dictionary definitions of efficient and etficiency are:

'productive of desired etfecls...productive without waste,' and
the quality or degree of being etf¡cient...etfective oþeration
as measured by a comparison of production with cost...'st

W¡thin the l¡terature on school division size efficiency refers to both spending etliciency

and production etficiency. sz

Spencltng efîiciency is measured in per pupil expenditures wh¡ch are determined

by dividing the the total expenditures of the division by the student enrolment within

the division. ln education many of the costs are fixed (ie. building operating

expenses), with the only significant variance ¡n costs coming from those associated

with salaries and benefits which are by far the largest cost in educat¡on.s3

Discussions surrounding consolidation efforts are iargely about try¡ng to create

spending etficiency through economies of scale arrived at through increasing class

50 Audin Swanson, p. 8.
5l Websle/s New Collegiate D¡cl¡onary, p.362.
52 Heòert J. Walberg, 'Expenditure and Size Eff¡cierìcies of Public School D¡stricls." Educat¡onâl
Researcher ,Volume 16, Nurnbêr 7, Octob€r 1987., p.8.
53 Robert F. Hall and Robe¡t L. Amold, 'Sctìool Districl Reorganization in lllinois: lnproving Educational
Opporlunities for Studênts." A Paper Presenled at the Annual Confererìce of the National Fìural
Educât¡on Assoc¡at¡on. (Burl¡nglofl, VT, October 1993.), p.7.
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size, elim¡nat¡ng small classes and bulk purchasing.

Economles ol Scate is a term frequently used within the literature on school

division size. The teñn corn€s lo L¡.s from the study of economics - a social science

concerned chiefly with description and analysis of the production, distribution, and

consumption of goods and serv¡ces.s¿ The idea of economies of scalg is that as an

organization becomes larger it will be able to be both more productive and more

eflicient.

"The basic tenet of operating scale is that as scale is
expanded in scope, generally more activity becomes
feasible. This condition in known as economies of scale.
The converse holds true as well. As scale is reduced in
scope, less act¡v¡ty becomes possible. This condition is
known as diseconomies of scale.

. ...For the provision of services, scale is measured in terms of
the number of persons who are recipients of the service.
For the provision of public education, the student population
receiving programs and services represents
scale."55

Why ts thore a concem wtth spendlng efilclency and economles oî scale?

There has been much leg¡slation, both in the Un¡ted States and Canada, a¡med at

creat¡ng lunding formulas which will help to ensure that, regardless of the wealth of a

particular region, all children will have equal access to a quality education. This has

led to trends towards greater funding from the provinces and states, w¡th less funding

coming directly from the local level.

As the def¡nit¡on of quality has expanded, and expectations have increased, the cost of

providing that education has risen significantly. That factor alone might not stimufate

questions about the expense involved. However, as educational costs have

increased, the resources available to finance public services have dwindled and the

number of taxpayers w¡th ch¡ldren in school has decreased. Thus questions about

54 Webste/s New Collogiatå Did¡onary, p. 360.
55 MTS, Summary of Bgundary lssues ., November 1993., p.l & 2.
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cost, wh¡ch have always had significance, have even greater significance today.

"All commercial entsrpr¡ses and governments are being
forced to re-evaluate their etficiency and effectiveness in
order to remain solvent under today's economic pressures.
Ëntit¡es which are highly dependent upon government
funding are being forced to find new methods by which the
same or more can be achieved with less resources. Thìs is
evident in the health care and education fields where

. demands cont¡nue to grow but resources cont¡nue to shrink.
It is apparent that a rationalization and priorization of
demands together w¡th new and more efficient delivery
mechanisms are mandatory if we expect to achieve the jo¡nt
goals of excellence in that particular field together with
overall defic¡t reduction at the sen¡or government levels."s6

ln a survey of Superintendents and School Board Presidents lrom the 1OO largest

school districts in the United States both groups were in complete agresment that r

finance and related worries were the most ¡mportant problems they face.sT

Ptocluct¡on elticlency, a term used by Monk, refers to how well thê money within a
given division is spent on education. The assessmenl of product¡on efficiency is

determined, in the l¡terature, by. looking both at what division personnel are purchasing

and providing with their educat¡onal dolla¡s, and at the outcomes of the educational
process ¡n those divisions. A review of the former would involve compar¡ng large and

small divisions on things such as: teacher- pupil ratios, teacher qualifications, teacher
workload and degreé of spec¡al¡zation, courses and programs otfered or transportation

t¡me spent by students. A review of the latter (educational outcomes) would involve

comparing large and small divisions on such things as: student achievement, student

involvement, governance structures, bureaucracy, satisfact¡on, student behaviour and

educational qualily. ln assessing educational outcomes some of the literature refers to

this as production etficiency, most refers lo il as effectlveness-

ln the lollowing sections this chapter will contain a review of the l¡terature comparing

School Division S¡ze to: Cost, Quality, Currlculum, Student Achievement,

56 Boundaries Review Commission Discussl¡n Documont, p.26.
57 Allan C. Omslein,"Problems Facing School Sup€r¡ntendents and School Boârd Presirlents of Large
School Dislricts." The Urban Review (Volume 23, Nunrber 3, 1991 .), p.207.
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Statling and Governance. These variables are the ones selected because they

occ'ur mos{ cornmonly in tte researdr literature on optimal size.

sct{o0r 0rursr0N srzE nNllcCI.llÏ

Consolidation etforts were primarily undertaken due to a belief that larger jurisdictions,

(and larger schools) would enable divisions to prov¡de more diversity in curriculum

and support services at an atfordable cost. 58 Melnick cited reduction of costs through

increased purchasing pow€r as one the most frequent arguments in favour of large

schools, which are a significant second level reorganization flowing from divisional

consolidation efforts. Hall and Arnold identified the economies of scale as an

important objective in consolidation deliberations. 5e lt was in the hope of achieving

product¡on economies ol scale and greater statf utilization that many small districts,

since the tum of the century, have consolidated into larger un¡ts. 60

Monk, in his book entitled "Educational Finance: An Economic Approach" indicated

that if it costs more to do the same thing in a small enrolment setting then etficiency is

served by taking steps to increase enrolment. These steps could include: the

reassignment of grades within a building, the clos¡ng of smaller school buildings, fáe

amalgamation of school divisions, or policies a¡med at the building of larger facilities.

Marshan, "Student Achievement and Size of School District in North Texas", agrees

that if size does not influence performance, then the school district should pick the size

that minimizes cost.61

The key assumption in divisional reorganization has been that larger organizations

are more economical, and can provide a higher quality of education at a lower cost.

According to Swanson the public has been quick to accept the concept of economies

of scale cited in some of that research.

58 Swanson, p.11.
59 Hall and AnpH, p.6.
60 Walberg and Fowler, p.7.
61 Jerry Marshan, 'student Achievement and Size of School District ìn North Texas." p.8.
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More recent research has, however, cast doubts on the benefits of consolidation in

relation to the cost of education. Walberg noted that economies of scale, a benefit of

consolidation, has not gained much support lrom the liteiature.62 Ramirez cited

research stating that few fiscal advantages were obtained through consol¡dation.G3

Guthrie found lhat the evidence of cost savings associated with larger schools and

distr¡cts is ambiguous at b€st.6,l

Swanson indicated that one reason for these new findings is that transaction costs are

not accounted for In the typical research on division size. These transaction costs

include cosls ¡n the areas of communication, co-ordination and decision-making. As

divisions increase in size researchers have found a concom¡tant increase in

bureaucracy. This increase in bureaucracy normally results in admin¡strat¡vê costs

not typically accounted for in any research looking at division sizê.65

Monk also found that there are costs associated with organizational solutions which

have nol always been considered in any est¡mates of economies of scale. These

could include one time costs for rêdo¡ng everything with the new divisional name (for

example: letterhead, uniforms, bus lettering etc.), but they might also include ongoing

increases in costs (for example: transportat¡on).66

Another cost, not always identified wilhin plans for divisional reorganization or

consolidation, ¡s that associated with statf salaries and benefits.

"The usual practice in consolidating organ¡zations ¡s to
level upwards - salaries, benefits and programs will tend to
r¡se to the h¡ghest (and usually most expensive) level. The
costs for levelling teachers' salaries and program options
up to the highest level in Manitoba or in Winnipeg would be
very large, far outweighing any sav¡ngs in reduced

62 Walberg, p.4.
63 RamirÊz, p. 13.
64 David H. Monk, "Edr¡cât¡onal Financa An Ecorrcmic Approach."
(McGraw-H¡ll Publishing Company, l,lew York.), p.406.
85 Swanson, p.2.
66 Monk, p.4o4.
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adm¡nistrative costs."67

Since salaries and benefits consume th€ major proportion of educational spending

consolidation efforts aimed at maintaining or reducing costs wh¡cli do nol take lhis into

account may not achieve this goal.

Monk also found that the perceived savings in administrative costs gained through an

increase in division size may not be realizable because of other staffing costs
associated w¡th ¡ncreasing bureaucracy. He also noted that s¡nce administrat¡ve costs
are such a small part of the educational budget any gains made here would be

minimal, and constitute far less of a sav¡ng than previously thought.68

There has also been new knowledge which has been gained with respect to
diseconomies of scale. This new knowledge has added to some of the

disenchantment with previous research. 6s Cost comparisons across divisions have

revealed that the benefits gained from economies of scale have an upper limit - after
which the organization begins to experience diseconom¡es of scale. Some of those
diseconomies ol scale relate d¡rêctly to cost, others relate to the production efficiency
side of the analysis. The complicating factor is that cost comparisons have shown the

breakpoint for economies of scale to vary markedly from division to division. Coleman

found that diseconomies of scale became evident in Oregon once a division enrolled

more than 51,000 students. Similar diseconomies of scale happened in British

Columbia, but at between an enrolment of 15,000 - 20,000 students. ln Manitoba the

breakpoint was significantly lower. Diseconomies of scale in this prov¡nce seemed to

set ¡n at the 4,000 student mark.7o The difficult question to determ¡ne is what the

contextual factors ars that cause such a variance in breakpoints from economies of

scale to diseconomies of scalê. ls it possible that without such knowledge divisions

could reorganize only to find that costs have increased ¡nstead of decreased?

67 Boundaries Review Submission B. Levin, A. Riffel 1994
68 Monk 1992 p.9
69 Swanson p. 2
70 Peter Colernan, "The Perils of Bigness; The Case Aga¡nst Large School Systerns." A paper on School
D¡stricl Size. 26 pages., p.7.
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ln sp¡te of rec€nt research there is still support for the concept of reorganiz¡ng divisions

into larger unils to maintain or reduce costs. Monk found a persistent consensus that

an optimal size Êxists for both schools and school divisions. He also found that there

is a general belief among researchers that economies of scale are more pronounced

in secondary schooling than in primary school¡ng.7l

The search for an optimal size becomes an issue whenever divisions or d¡stricts have

become so small that they are spending more than they receive in revenues. 72 ln

these cases consolidation with other areas seems to be an effective strategy because

it creates a more stable valuation base from which to draw local levies and have

sufficient revenues to provide a full range of programm¡ng.73

Another interesting finding which has supported efforts lo reduce spending has to do

with the relationship of costs to student ach¡evement. Walberg and Fowler have found

that there is no cons¡stênt relationship between how much ¡s spent on education and

how much students actually learn. This appl¡es whether the spending is "general" or

specifically related to certa¡n components of the budget. This finding has be€n

supported by Mullin and Summers and Hanushek. lt has led researchers to speculate

that trad¡tional remedies like reduc¡ng class size and hiring better qualified teachers

are unlikely to improve the learning gains of students. 7,+

"lt bears repeat¡ng that an important ditference exists
between expend¡tures and costs. Attempts to estimate
economies of scale in education are nol concerned solely
with expenditures. lt is not a matter of comparing large and
small school districts in terms of expenditures per pupil.
Such comparisons are virtually uninterpretable since they
fail to control for whatever ditferences might exist in what the
respective school d¡stricts are accomplishing. As should be
clear by now, increasing efficiency is not synonymous with
merely reducing expenditures. Flather, efficiency is
improved if expenditures are reduced without a
conesponding sacrifice of outcomes, or if outcomes are

71 Monk p.405
72 Hall and Amold 1993 p.32
73 Hall and AmoH 1993 p. 20
74 Walberg and Fowle. 1987 p. 7
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increased w¡thout a corresponding increase in
expenditures. Thus, costs concern the relationship between
¡nputs and outcomes and are therefore correctly considered
in a Production context.Ts

Monk noteè that the central empirical question is not simply what it costs to provide a

certain level of inputs, nor simply what outcomes we are able to produce, but rather

what happens to th€ relationship between inputs and outcom€s as the size of a district

varies. He sugg€sts that the literature around school division size and cost is

inconclusive because of the compl¡cated relationsh¡p between inputs and outcomes.

What cons¡stency does exist may result lrom a confirmation of the not¡on of economies

of scale and the wisdom of promoting larger size schooling units, or it may result lrom

researchers making the same mistakes in using crude measures which bear little

relationship w¡th student outcomos and the quality of education. According to Monk,

the qual¡ty dimension can be measured by looking at lhe characteristics of inputs or at

spec¡f¡c studenþrelatêd outcome measures.

This difference in the definition of quality may help to explain some of the confusion

that has sunounded the research on s¡ze.

scH00t Dtutst0N srzE RNp 0u8UïY

Consolidation efforts all along have not only been aimed at creat¡ng spending

efficiencies, but also at providing a h¡gher quality of educalion. The dictionary talks

about quality as a degree of excellence. ln examining the research on qual¡ty as it

relates to division size one finds a wide diversity of op¡nion.76 This is because, in

practical terms, the delinitions of quality, and of exêellence, have changed over time.

These changes in definition are important in underslanding why research has

focussed in certain directions.

Monk and Kadamus ident¡fy the diversity as a spl¡t that has emerged in the research

75 Monk, p.402.
76 Steven A. Melnick and others, "A Corparative Study of the Relationships Between School D¡stdct Size
and Selected lndlxto¡s of Educational Quality." A Paper orepared for the Connedict¡t Association of
School Adminislrators. SmalURural Schools Committee. (February, 1986), p.10.
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dealing with school d¡strict organizational structure and quality. They found the major

d,¡tferenc€ to b€ b€tween findings of early versus moro recent researchers.

'The early studies on the topic tended to find evidence of
signif icant size related inefficioncies and / or inequities and
served as an important basis for the remarkable success
reformers had at reducing the number of schooling units
and increasing the¡r average size. Today, studies finding
significant small size related inefficiencies and / or
inequities can still be found, but they are compl€mented by
stud¡es suggesting that the b€nef¡ts of larger size are either
illusory, elus¡ve, or more modêst in magn¡tude than
commonly supposed.'77

Ornstein had come to the same conclusion six years earlier.

'As we examine the trends w¡th impacts on school finance,
and as we try to determine the outlook lor financing the
schools during the 1990s, we should keep in mind that
equal educational opportunity is no longer the key issue that

' it was in the 1960s and 1970s. Today, the key words are
excellence, performance standards, efficiency, and
academic productiv¡ty.'78

The difference in definitions may very well be a function of the times and where

educat¡on was developmentally, in terms ol what was needed and in terms of what the

system provided.

Previous consolidation efforts were a response to inequ¡t¡es with¡n the system. As

c¡ted, above equal opportun¡ty was a key issue. This created a focus on the ¡nputs

dimension of quality. Proponenls of consolidation werê concerned w¡th things such

as: teacher qualifications and experience, facilities, and programs being otfered. The

concern was a response to inadequacies in these areas.

z Davlj H. Monk and Janres A. Kadamus, 'Th€ Reform of School Distril OçanÞational Slructure: New
Yorl{s Eperimental Use of a Colhborelive Study Process." ( A drañ copy of a paper, Febuary 12, 1994.),
p.4.
78 Allan C. Omslein, "Slate Financing of Public Sctrools." Uúan Edr¡cation (Vo1.23, No. 21, July 1988.),
p.2O2.
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Consolidation efforts created an 87"/o decline in the number of school districts in the

Un¡ted States. Where the Americans once had 117,108 school districts, they now

have 15,367. ln Man¡toba the school divisions declined by approximately 97%, going

from over 1800 school divisions to 56. This m€ant.Rot only the amalgamation of

school divisions, but also the amalgamatiÐn of schools. How did this address the

question of ensuring a quality educat¡on (defined in t€rms of redressing inequities and

providing equal opportunities) for all children regardless of where they lived?

1. Many of the school divisions and districts had only one very small school w¡thin their
jurisdiction. The officials of the division were responsible for the hiring of the teachers

and the monitor¡ng of the curriculum. The local areas had significant influence over

who would teach and what would be taught. Teachers were hired with ditfering

qualifications and on markedly ditferent salary schedules, and curriculum varied with

the expectat¡ons of the community.

Moves toward consolidation were also mov€s towards more central¡zation and

standard¡zation - giving the Department of Education more say over who would teach

and what would be taught. The assumption here is that with more control would come

increased uniformity of curricular offerings and increased standards. Consolidation

efforts were backed by the teachers' associat¡ons because along with consolidation

came a move towards greater profess¡onal¡zat¡on. Th¡s was achieved through the

provision of increased training by the univers¡t¡es and an increased expectat¡on of

uniform credentials for persons wishing to teach.

2. School "divisions' were frequently restricted to very small geographical areas which

meant that enrolments were small and the economic base for support¡ng the school

was very limited.

Consolidation efforts enabled divisions to ¡ncrease their enrolment base and to have a

more viable economic tax base from which to draw local levies to support education.

This became especially important as there were ¡ncreas¡ng demands lor levels of

educat¡on beyond elementary.
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While there is no doubt that previous consolidalion effoñs did lead to increased

teacher professionalizat¡on, more standardization of the curriculum, and broader

curriculum otferings, more recent researchers have now rais€d questions about the

case for larger size and the effect of these changes on student learning.

Monk and Kadamus speculated that the case for larg€r un¡ts might have become more

problematic as the absolute size of the units increased, or that more sophisticated

research methods m¡ght have made it more possible to capture some ol the

drawbacks to larger s¡ze that have always been pres6nt.

Our thinking has been affected by the progress rêsearchers have made in the

assessment of student learning wh¡ch casts doubt on the effectiveness of previous

linkages ( for example: teacher experience, teacher qualifications, money spent, more

curricular otferings) thought to contribute more pos¡t¡vely to student learning. lt has

also been affected by the fact that we now have more refined methods for measuring

school processes which are enabling us to specify more clearly what a high quality

program enta¡ls.7e

Today, although equality of opportunity (as defined on the "¡nputs" mentioned above)

is still important, our notion of quality has more to do w¡th expectations for student

performance and the provision of environments conducive to increas¡ng that
performance. For those reasons more recent research on size has concerned itself

w¡th the etfects of síze on a broader definition of quality educatibn.

Swanson talked about the importance of culture as a d¡mension of quality and its

relationsh¡p to learn¡ng. He found that there were differences ¡n culture which varied

with lhe size of an organ¡zation. He defined culture as the pattern of beliefs and

expectations of the members of the school communily that guide their predominant

att¡tudes and behaviours. According to Swanson:

'Cultures most conducive to learning seem to be found in
small organizat¡ons which are personal and where the

79 Davil H. Monk, "Modem Conceptions o{ EdrcationalQualig end $de Policy Regerding Small
School¡ng Units." Sourcê Book on School and D¡stûf Sizê. CoS. end Oualitv (1992), p.35.
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pr€scr¡ptions for learning are individual¡zed'"80

Swanson's work applied mainly to subunits w¡th¡n the organ¡zation (schools) and

although there may be some question regarding the applicability of this thinking to

school districts, he goes on to cite conclusions reached by others which support the

value of smaller organizations. Berlin and Cienkus , afier co-ed¡ting an issue of

Education and Urban Society devoted to the subject of size of school districts, schools,

and classrooms, came to the conclusion that 'Smaller se€ms to be better.'

Walberg found larger organizations, and subunits of those organizat¡ons, to be less

efficient at producing high quality outcomes. He cited research which has identified

three problems assoc¡ated w¡th large organizations which interfere ì¡/ith their ability to

ach¡eve high quality outcomes. The first has to do with co'ordination costs among

functional departments and administrative levels which divert money, time, and

àttention away from ult¡mate purposes. The second has to do with agency problems

which enable statf members to work for the¡r own, and poss¡bly self-interested,

purposes and which interlere w¡th persons in leadership posit¡ons obtaining full and

accurate information about what is happening in the system. The third has to do w¡th

the characterist¡cs of bureaucracies which favour standard operating procedures over

more productive and client-satisfying innovations.al

Although th¡s literature review is not about school s¡ze it is important to note again that

increasing division s¡ze ofien leads to an increase in school size. For that reason one

cannot totally ¡gnore the research on school size and quality outcomes. There is more

research in this area - and what there is ra¡ses some concern about the merits of

further divisionâl consolidation efforts which are apt to lead to larger schools.

"The preponderance of studies show that, other things
being equal, students generally leam more in smaller
schools and reap related benefits. "e2

Wrlberg notes that elementary schools show pos¡tive learning etfects that are

consistent with being smaller in size. While studies of high schools show less

8o Swanson, p.4.
81 Walberg 1992, p.6.
s2 lbid.. p.9.
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consistent rssults related strictly to achievernent, thes€ same studies find that smaller

high schools show consistent benefits to students in oth€r ways related to qual¡ty. The

smaller h¡gh schools have a positive learning etfec{ on: student sat¡sfaction, student

sense of belonging, student participation and involvement in eldra curricular activ¡ties,

student attendance and retention, and student avoidance of drugs and alcohol.

Ramirez, however, found that wh¡le there are some differences ¡n the qual¡ties

associatêd with school s¡ze these quality indicators tended to balance out giving each

school size a uniqua set of qual¡tative advanlages. These findings suggest there is

still work to be done in the research in this area.

What can be said with confidence on the r€s€arch on school s¡ze ¡s that the quality of

schooling can be said to be positively skewed towards inst¡tutions which are smaller in

size. lf divisional ieorganization etforts lead to larger schools then the quality of

schooling (as it has been redefined) may be adveisely atfected.

SCHOOT DIUISION SIZE RND CURBICULUM

Early definitions of effectiveness looked at curr¡cular otferings to determ¡ne the

measure of quality within a school division or school. The dominant issue under

consideration here was that of equ¡ty. D¡d all students have an equal opportunity to

access courses and programs - and therefore did all students have an equal

opportun¡ty to obta¡n a qual¡ty €ducation?

It was found that students ¡n some schools and school divisions had access to

programs and services which were unavailable in others. lt was also noted that the

size of the jurisdiction seemed to play a key role. Some schools and school divisions

were simply too small to support a lull range of curricular otferings. They had neither

the enrolment nor the rêvenue to suslain that broad a curriculum.

The assumption made was that the greater the number of courses being offered, the

richer the program.sÍl A major criticism of small schools, particularly small secondary

83 Swanson, p.10.
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schools, was therefore that, because they were unable to otler a sutficient range of

courses, they were therefore unable to meet the learning needs of studentè and the

training needs of soc¡ety. ln a 1959 study Gonant lound that large numbers of high

school students were being educated i¡'¡ schools that had ¡nadequate course

offerings.al Monk and Haller also identified limited curricula as a weakness of small

schools.ss

"All ¡nd¡caf¡ons ars that the program otferings of small
jurisdictions are insutficient."s6

Proponents of consolidat¡on efforts lavoured the merging of divisions and schools

because they claimed that with increased size school divisions would be able to take

advantage of some economies of scale (human and financial) and would then be able

to address this concern.

As was predicted larger school divisions and schools were able to offer a greater

range of courses and were able to give students greater flexibility in completing their

secondary educat¡on.

More recent research has, however, looked beyond the surface of those curricular

offerings and discovered some surprising th¡ngs which lead one to question the "more

is bettef mindset of consol¡dat¡on etforts.

Although the couÍse otferings are greater in larger schools and school divisions, this

enriched curriculum does not occur across all program areas. Typically larger settings

otfer more opportun¡t¡es ¡n the arts, vocat¡onal education and foreign languages, as

well as some advanced and remedial courses in certain subject areas. .Most of the

enriched courses offered are not in the basic areas and most are not ones required for

graduat¡on.87

84 Ramirez, p.11 .

85 Hall, p.6.
86 Anne L. Jefferson, "Support of Srnell Sctræl Jurisd¡ctions in Albeda." The Alberta Journal of
Educational Research (Vol. XXXI, No. 1, March 1985.), p.35
87 Melnick, p.9.
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Monk found nol only a variance across subject areas, but also a tendency for

increas€s in curricular otferings to diminish as schools and school divisions get larger.

His research ¡ndicates a breakpoint in the advantage gained with increases in size not

noted previously.

Anothei ¡nterest¡ng finding is that there is a tendency in larger schools to add courses

which are introductory in nature.se Monk notes that the pedagogical value of these

courses can be questioned as a preponderance of introductory courses, instead of
increasing the quality, can contribute to a less cohesive, well developed program.

What ¡s now being researched ¡s not only what courses are offered but who takes
them. Recent findings suggest that while larger secondary schools may otfer a wider

range of courses it does not mean that there is w¡de part¡cipation in those courses.

. "Remarkably small percenlages of students within larger
schools take advantage of those courses found only within
large school curricula.'8e

Part of this small participation is due to the fact that even though larger jurisdictions

offer more courses access can be limited to those courses because of restrict¡ons in

scheduling.so Another aspect of the small enrolment in these courses has to do with

the target population of those additional course otferings.

What happens typically in larger distr¡cts is that the enriched course offerings tend to
favour students enrolled in special educat¡on or advanced courses. The resources in

lhese divisions are shifted away from the 'regulaf students towards those students

with "special needs' at both ends of the spectrum.el ln smaller distr¡cts and schools

the course offerings áre directed more towards mainstream studenls thus making them

less adversely atfected by small school and d¡strict size. This raises new quest¡ons

aboul the equity issue that larger ¡urlsdictions were supposed to solve.

88 Monk, p.406
89 Monk 1992, p.7.
90 Monk 1992, p.39, Monk and Kadamus, p.9
91 Monk 1987, p.375.
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Monk notes that s¡ze plays a "largely misunderstood'e2 role in how one category of

student will be treated in relation lo another category.

Based on the more recent research Monk and Kadamus state that large size cannot be

justified on the basis of enhanced curricular offerings.

The question again becomes one of 'What is large size and at what point might

consolidation be advantageous?" Hall and Arnold examined five school districts with

very small schools which have reorganized since 1983. The preliminary results of

their findings lead them to believe that there are benefits to consolidation - especially

when school divisions become very small, and especially ¡n the area of curriculum

offerings.

SCHOOT DIUISION SIZE RNO STUDENT RCHIEUEMENT

ln today's cl¡mate student achievement is a key indicator of school and school division

quality. Since 1975, while gxam¡nation of costs associated with organizations of

differing s¡ze has not been neglected, a new emphasis has emerged which has been

directed towards f inding out the effects of size on student achievement. After 1983,

and the Nation At R¡sk Report in the Unit€d States, leaming replaced spending as the

key index of educational quality.s3 Recent research has therefore been more

concerned with student outcomes than with the typical process measures that haye

usually been cited in research on size. Melnick now identifies student achievement as

one of the most frequently used ind¡cators of the extent to which a school fulfils its

function.s4 Ram¡rez ¡nd¡cates, however, that th€ question of the relationship between

the s¡ze of the school district and student outcomes becomes very clouded in the

research.9s

The School Distr¡ct Report on Reorganization in lllinois, May 1985, found that school

92 Monk 1987, p. 376.
s3 Waltle€ 1992, p.8.
ea Melnick, p.16.
95 Hamirez, p.19.
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s¡ze and achievement were related and that the relationship favoured smaller units.s6

This is only one of a number of state reports lhat reported more positive ach¡evement

with smaller school sizes. Similar findings havs been identified with smaller school

districts.

Newman and Brown stated:

"The bigger school districts often have lower student
achievement scores and poorer studênt and staff morale
than do smaller districts...Walberg and Fowler (1987) report
that small d¡stricts may spend more funds pêr student than
larger school districts, but they often obtain more
achievement value per dollar."eT

ln his article "On Local Control" Walberg refened io the stuOy conducted by himself

and Fowler which also found an inverse size-achievement relat¡onship.s8

Although Melnick found no significant ditferences between small and large div¡sions

with respect to student ach¡evement, he did find a lendency for small or med¡um h¡gh

schools to show higher test scores than large high schools. The lests used were ones

on the grade n¡ne proficiency examinat¡on, however, and while other research has

corroborated a difference at this level, it has found that this difference does not appear

at the more senior levels of secondary schooling. This suggests that the effect of size

directly on achievement as measured by standardlzed tests may vary accord¡ng to the

age level of the students involved. This research is important in that most of the

divisional consol¡dation etforts have been aimed at increas¡ng the size of secondary

schools.

One of the problems with this research has been the concern expressed with the use

of standardized achievement tests to measure achievement. Walberg and Fowler

disagree, however, w¡th th¡s concern. ln their article 'Expenditures and Size

Etficiencies in Public School Districts' they state:

96 Ramirez, p.10.
97 Dianna L. N€wr¡an and Robe¡t D. Brown, "SchoolBoard Member Rols Exp€ctâtions in Making Decisions about

Educat¡onal Programs.' UÈen Education üol. ZB, No.O, October 1993.), p.270.
98 Walberg 1992, p.8.
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'lf a district is doing poorly on its basic purpose of
achievement in the important school subjects, what
evidence suggests that it ¡s doing better on more difficult
and less tangible goals."ee

Their research found that in all cases largêr district erirolments were assoc¡atêd w¡th

lower test scores. And the larger the distr¡ct the worse the scores became. Based on

their findings they "suggest that the policy of district consolidation undertaken in this

century may have hurt rather than helped leaming since they suggest diseconomies

rather than economies 9f 5ç¿16."100

Schwager, Mitchell, M¡tchell and Hecht also found some interesting differences

between large and small divis¡ons with respect to student ach¡evement and student

retent¡on. ln their research on 'How School District Policy lnfluences Grade Level

Retention in Elementary Schools" they found that:

"...Retention rates, achievement levels, English language
proficiency, and retention pol¡cy content all ditfer in large
and small school districts. Larger distr¡cts have more
complex retention policies, with more objectification of
standards, more required student remediation, and more
adm in istrat¡ve work required for their implementation...
Larger districts have a lower av€rage achievement level
than middle or smaller sized districts...(and) Larger distr¡cts
tend to retain more students than middle or smaller sized
distr¡cts.'101

These findings are interesting because of the research evidence which indicates that

retention does not increase ach¡evement, has an overall negative effect on the

affective concems of retained children, and adds to the l¡kelihood of students dropping

out of school.læ lt is possible that increased fa¡lure rates would also have an effect on

learning climate, and so affect the att¡tudes of teachers and the quality of schooling.

99 Walberg and Fou/ler 1987, p.l 1 .

100 lbid.. p.'ll.
101 [l¿þ¡¿ f. Schwager, Douglas E. Milchell, Tedi K. Mitchelland Jeffrey B. Hect¡|, ïow Sct]ool Dislrki
Pol6y lnfluerrces Grade Level Retention ¡n Elemenlary Schools." Educalional Evaluation and Policy

Analysis. (W¡nlêr 1992, Vol. 14, No.4.), p.¡1314Íß.
102 tbid.. P.421.
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This research refers to one asp€ct of that on p.434.

"...¡t ¡s reasonable to assume that statf members in larger
districts are more likely lo assume that they are responsible
for providing educational opportunities and upholding
standards without taking respoirsibility for whether students
are all assisted in meeting lhe standards.

In several of their articles on school division size Monk et al note the difficulties in

synthesizing the research w¡th respect to school division s¡ze and achievement. They
find that stud¡es'vary substant¡ally in both their level of sophistication and how

schooling outcomes are conceived."l03

It is Monk's opinion, however, that as "measures of learning outcomes become more

refined and more widely available, ¡t will become less and not more important for the

state to specify prefened district and school size and organizational structure...ln such

a world, the state will care less whether the district or school is large or small, and

more about whelher the students reach the chosen threshold learning levels.'1oa

SCHOOT DIUISION SIZE RND STRFFING

Earlier school division consolidation efforts had d¡tficulties associated w¡th statf¡ng as a
key concern. lt was hard to recruit teachers to teach in small, primarily rural, schools

and districts. Many of those that were retained had little in the way of qualifications.

When school divisions were able to hire teachers they were not always able to keep

them so they were continually faced with working with staff with little experience.

More recently lower student achievement in large inner city urban settings was
presumed to be linked to less qualified statf since working conditions in those areas

were seen as less desirable.

It was assumed that these linkages - leacher qualifications and experiênce - had a

significant impact on the qual¡ty of schooling and student achievement.

@
104 Monk 1992, p.¿t3.
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"Research, however, has not been able to find a strong,
consistent relationship between experience and (student)
performance..

...the extra spending for such qualifications appears to exert
no detectable ¡nfluence on learning since the present sttldy
of expenditures, of which salaries are a major part, nor
previous studies of general and specific expenditures on
teacher qualifications show cons¡stent eflecls."105

This does not mean that educational policies of districts and the instruct¡onal pract¡ces

of teachers do not make a ditference with respect to student achievement. They do.

What ¡t doês mean is that consolidation efforts aimed solely at engag¡ng staff with

higher qualificat¡ons and more experience will not bring about improved performance

without changes in those policies and praclices.

It was also assumed that larger organizations would enable teachers to specialize.

This is important because specialization is believed to be an important source of

economies of scale.106 What Monk and others have found is that to some extent this

is true. However, the effects of size on specialization disappear much sooner lhan

would have been predicted. With the breaking po¡nt at approximately 100 students

per grade level at the secondary level the result is still a high school with a relatively

small enrolment.

Similar results were found by Monk in the incidence of teachers teaching multiple

classes. The percentage of teachers teaching two or more sections of the same

course rose lrom 29o/" to 72% between the smallest high schools studied and high

schools registering 100 students per grade. After that the percentage remained about

the same - even when compared with very large high schools.

Melnick found that small high schools had significantly more total staff, and

significantly more content area leachers, than would be found in large high schools.

He did not however f¡nd the student-teacher ratio to be of practical significance

because ¡t did not lall below the 15:1 needed for gains to be made in achievement. He

1os Walb€rg 1 987, p.6 and 12.
106 Monk, p.407.
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also d¡d not find that this increase in staff meant an increase in educational costs. ln

his study there was no significant ditference between the cosl per pupil in small as

compared to larg€ high schools. He sugg€sted th¡s must mean that a higher
proportion of the budget for small high schools is spent on statfing. He also found that

in small high schools significantly more teachers had multiple teaching

assignments.loT

SCIIOOL D¡UISION SIZE RND GOUERNf,NCE

While governance issues are not d¡rectly examined to any significant degree in the

literature, thêy are refened to ¡ndirectly in many of the stud¡€s and do have a
relationship to the beliefs that are held about optimal size.

Discussions about governance revolve around who has author¡ty and control over
directing the enterprise, what that authority encompass€s, and how that authority is

exercised. ln the l¡terature governance issues are discussed as they relate to division

size or changes in division size.

One of the other issues around governance is to what extent educat¡on benefits from

an understanding and ident¡ficat¡on of which functions operate more effectively when

centralized and which operate more etfectiv€ly when decentralized. Within the current

literature on size one sees simultaneous trends lowards centralization and

decentralization. These trends reflect efforts to come to grips with that very question.

On the one hand there are etforts to make divisions or d¡stricts larger, while on the

other hand there are efforts to decentralize authority to subunits of those larger

organizat¡ons. The efforts to consol¡date divisions or distr¡cts, and centralize

administration, would seem to be based more on fiscal conside¡at¡ons, whereas lhe

efforts to decentralize authority would seem to be based more on responsibility and

accou ntabil¡ty consideralions.

107 Melnick and Others, p.30.
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What does the tltenture ùay ebout latget otganlzdtlone?

One of the findings that Walberg made was that larger organizations and subunits

were less etficien! at producing high quality stl¡çe¡s5.108 While the correlation was

weak and negative for organizations (divisions, d¡stricts), it was found to be strong and

negative for subunits of those organizations (schools). Both correlations were,

however, significant.

The reasons for this lessenej ability to produce high quality outcomes were identified

by Walberg and reviewed under the section on size and quality.los ln summary what

he says happens is that as the size'of the organ¡zat¡on increases there is an increase

in bureaucracy which tends to lead to several things which have an ¡mpact on how the

system ¡s governed.

* There is a tendency for the decision-making to become more centrali2ed and

for people working in the organizat¡on; and served by the organization, to feel less

¡nfluential over the work of the organization.
- There is a tendency for larger organizations to rely more on policy and

regulations making it less responsive to needs in the system.
* There is a tendency for people in the organization to become more

specialized in their roles creat¡ng increased needs for communication and

coordinat¡on.
* There is also a tendency for people in the organization to become more

concerned about their own inter€sts than the service they are supposed to be

providing.

These tendenc¡es mit¡gate against producing high quality outcomes because the

system does not engender the commitment, respons¡bilily and accountability at the

grass rools level necessary to bring them about. While these tendencies can be

overcome a conscious effort on the part of the leadership is necessary for ¡t to happen.

l os Walberg 1992, p.121.
109 This psp€r p.52.
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And while these tendencies can also occur in smaller organizations they are less likely

simply because there are fewer people involved, communication is easier, and there is

less need for formalized structures.

One of the other concerns discussed in the l¡terature relates to costs assoc¡ated w¡th

administration. One of the reasons given for consolidalion ¡s the reduction of

admin¡strative costs. lt is assumed that creating larger divisions will enable 'non

divisible" personnel to operate at full capacity thereby perm¡tting for downsizing in

administration and creat¡ng a more efficient operation . The research suggests,

however, that pred¡cted gains ¡n this area are illusionary because of the increase in

administrative costs that is typically associated with increases in bureaucracy.

The other governance factor that changes as divisions become larger was identified

by Strang. He found that in larger districts, legislators, special interest groups,

regulatory agencies and professional associations were able to build consensus

among themselves to influence the kind of programs and services educators were to

del¡ver.110 What this amounts to is less control at the po¡nt of service, where ostensibly

the understanding of the needs should be greater. This ability to control programming,

and in turn to d¡rect resources away from more core programming, does not seem to

be as easy to do in smaller divisions and districts.

Prior to the first reorganization in Manitoba the local community had significant control

and author¡ty over what happened ¡n that school. The Department of Education, on

the other hand, had less control. What control they did have was exercised through

the ¡nspectoral system. Reorganization changed that - reducing control at the local

level and increasing il at the provincial level. lt would seem that more current efforts at

reorganizat¡on are trying to avoid this by the ¡mplementat¡on of governance strategies

which encourage more local control within larger structures. The assumption be¡ng

that if there are fiscal advantages, and the problems w¡th control can be overcome,

then consolidation ¡s a valid strategy for the n¡net¡es.

Newman and Brown found two interesting beliefs of school board members which

1 10 walb€rg 1992, P.6.
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varied accord¡ng to ths s¡ze of divisions. Truste€s from larger d¡str¡cts tended to

believe that the involvement of the community in decision-making was more ¡mportant

than did trustees ol smaller districts. While talking to the Superintendent, and finding

out how he / she felt in regard to csrta¡n issues was important regardless of d¡strict size

trustees in larger districts tended to rely less on the Superintendent to resolve conflicts

that might arise.111

The involvement of the community might be of higher pilority in larger school divisions

because, according to Swanson it is easier to achieve in smaller d¡stricts.l12

The question then retums to the init¡al comparison of size to cost. lf the cost gains are

phantom or minimal should the boundar¡es be redef¡ned knowing that they will lead to

governance issues wh¡ch mitigate against the production of high quality outcomes?

Walberg and Fowler refer quite directly to the importance of closer ¡nvolvement ¡n the

process of education when they indicate why they believe smaller is better:

'Superintendent and central statf awareness of citizen and
parent preferences, the absence of bureaucratic layers and
adm¡nistrative complexity, teacher ¡nvolvement in decision-
making, and close home-school relations - these may
account for the apparent efficiency of small districts.'l13

The previous section of th¡s chapter examined what the research had to say on

division size across a number of variables. Although this information is available to

policy makers, is it used in formulating recommendations or making policy decisions?

The following section looks at the use of research in policy making. lt examines briefly

why research is needed, when it is used and some of the problems associated with

using research in decision-making.

11 1 ¡lg\å/rn¿¡ ¿nd Brown, p.278.
1 12 Swanson, p.9.
113 Walberg arìd Fowler 1987, p.13.
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IHE ROIE OT RESERBCH IN POT¡CY DECISION-MßKING

Research has a role to play in policy formation. Policymakers are frequently faced wiih

decisions they have to make without either the personal experience or the expertise to

make them. They are desperate for information lhat will help them to answer the

d¡ff¡cult questions they face.114 ln the presence of uncertainty it is easier to make

choices by paying attent¡on to the forecast of outcomes which can be identified

through research.1l5 The idea that policy making can be improved by obtaining better

informat¡on about the decision under study is onê that has increased over time.116

There are, however, some serious problems in using the research that ¡s available to
policymakers. The following ¡dentif¡es some of the complaints made by politicians with

iespect to the research information provided to them.

"1 . An 'oversuppl/ of irrelevant informat¡on that cannot be
absorbed by busy gatekeepers and policymakers.

2. lnformation that arr¡ves at the'wrong" time, most often too
late to be of any use.

3. Theories of educational practice and pêrformance that
are not tested with empirical evidence.

4. Education proposals that are insensitive to the practical
and political problems of implementation.

5. Research thal ¡gnores the state's fiscal realities.
6. Biased, inaccurate, and / or non-confirmable

¡nformation.'1 17

ln addition the stud¡es available for use by the policymakers often lead to conflicting

results. The problem is that pol¡ticians do not have the time to read all of the relevant

research in order to form their own opinion.1l8 Th¡s makes the information less usable

by them in the decision-making process.

114 tsvsrly Hetrick arìd Carl E. Van Hom, 'Educal¡onal Research lnformat'ron: Meeting thé Needs of State
Policyrnakers." Theory lntp Prac.tice (Vol. )fiVll, Nurnb€r 2.), p.106.
115 John M. Ouigley and Suzanne Scotchmer, What Counts? Analysis Counts." Journal of Policv
AnaVsis and Management (Vol. 8, No. 3, 1989.), p.¿183.

116 þ¿vfrl K. Cohsn and Michael S. Garet, "Reforming Educational Policy With Applied Social Research."
Harvard Educalional Review (Vol.,t5, No.l, February 1975.), p.294.
1 17 Hetr¡ck & Hom, p.l07.
1 18 Holdâway, p.253.
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Even when the information provided to policymakers is easy to understand, relevant,

feasible and timely, it is only one of the resources policymakers have tô use as they

attempt to balance that knowledge with competing ¡nterests in an essentially political

enVironment.l l9

'Simply because information is timely, relevant, objective,
and given to the r¡ght people in usable form, its use has not
been guaranteed...Obviously, utilization is not a simple
pfocess'"120

The informat¡on that is of most use in decision-making ¡s not the applied research

which is often not generalizable to other s¡tuations, but rather the more basic research

which is generalizable.

'They perce¡ved that basic research is more influential in the
long run than is research focused upon a part¡cular problem
because it has the capacity to provide different
conceptual¡zat¡ons, to reformulate problems, to fumish new
insights, to sharpen percept¡ons, and to stimulate discussion
and questioning."12l

Given these factors, however, the research that is aclually used by politicians tends to

be that research which provides information which is congruent with the pos¡tion they

wish to take.

"Put s¡mply, research provides ammun¡t¡on for politicians to
promote or to f¡ght a proposed pol¡cy option."122

ln this case the research used adds credibility and "objectivity" to the pos¡tion taken by

the politician.

119 Lorm¡ne M. McDonnell, €an Edtrcalion Re.search Speak lo Slale Policy?" Theory lnto Practice (Vol.

XXVll, No. 2.)- p.91.
120 Holdeway, p.252.
121 Holdaway, p.256.
122 Frank W. Lutz, 'Policy-Oriented Resea¡ch: Whât Constilutes Good Proof.'" TheoN lnto Pract¡c€

(Vol.)üVll, Nurnber 2.)- p.126.
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SUMMRBY & CONCLUSIONS

The arguments for and against consol¡dation, and the understandings about division

size, have changed over time. The assumption that bigger is better, when it comes to

schools and divis¡ons, no longer holds true according to the new information gained

through research. These new findings hav€ come about as a result of basically lwo

things. The first is our advanced knowledge and with that our increased ability to

evaluate. The second comes as a result of changes that have been made and so are

available for study. We have made assumpt¡ons about things which affect student

learning, which when we ¡mplement them, and can study them, we find lo not have the

result predicted. For example: the assumption that improved teacher qualifications

would result in enhanced learning by students has not held true under examination.

One of the problems with th¡s is that increases in knowledge only have an impact on

the decision-making process over t¡me. New ideas take time to take root, and

previously held beliefs are hard to change. The idea of economies of scale is a prime

example of this. This is a deeply rooted idea in common thinking that has been

initiated and nurtured through research. We are now faced with educational research

which illustrates breakpoints in some jurisdictions which are much lower than

previously thought lo be true. How long w¡ll it take before this notion ¡s easily or

commonly understood? And how much longer before this affects our notion of optimal

size as ¡t relates to school divisions?

Within the next two chapters the Boundaries Review Discussion Document and the

responses of the Official Stakeholders to that document are analyzed in the light of the

research on division size. The writer exam¡ned these documents to identify what was

said, and to what eldent it fit with the research findings identified ¡n this chapter.
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CHEPTEN FOUB

T}IE BOUNIIRR I ES REU I EIU COMM I SS I ON I 993

BRCK6ROUNII
On July 20, 1993 the former Minister of Education and Training, Rosemary Vodrey,

announced the appointment of a Commission to conduct an independent rev¡ew of

Manitoba school division / district boundaries.

The Mandate and Terms of Beference for the Commission were stâted as follows:

'Mandate and Terms of Reference

A. Mandate
The Mandate of the Manitoba School Divisions / Districts
Review Commission ¡s to study, consult and make
recommendat¡ons to the Minister of Education and Tra¡ning
on any adjustments in school division / district boundaries
for the Province of Manitoba.

B. Terms of Reference
I Develop and ¡elease a consultation paper.

ll Consult with the c¡tizens and associations /
organizations of Manitoba to examine the following areas,
determining their impact on, and resulting consequences of,
boundary alterat¡ons in furlherance of educat¡onal
excellence in Manitoba:

1. Education legislation reform
2. Demographics
3. Pattems of transportation
4. Economic activity in various parts of the Province
5. Pupil enrollment patterns and program offerings
6. Tax assessments
7. Cost etficiency and effectiveness
8. Governance of Francophone schools
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9. School/division/districvdepartmênt roles and
responsibilities

10. Policy-mak¡ng structures (role of advisory
comm¡ttees, elected officials, mechanisms
for parental input, etc.)

1 1. Technology, including distance educat¡on,
and ¡ts impact on, and possibilities for,
program development and delivery

12. Municipal boundaries
13. Current trends in education reform
14. Administrat¡ve and personnel matters,

including employment contracts and the
transfer of assets and liabilities

Consult with appropriate authorities to ascertain
regulations and practices associaled with boundary
establishm€nt.

Determine and recommend the best govemance
structure which will:
(a) further educational excellence
(b) facilitate effective and efficient program delivery
and development in the public schoÖl system
(c) facilitate the goals of education of the province
and ensure that education reflects pr¡nciples such
as equ¡ty, openness, responsiveness, excellence,
choice, relevance and accountability
(d) ensure flexibility in student movement between
and among divisions
(e) acknowledge the increas¡ng applicability of
technology to fac¡l¡tate program delivery
(f) foster partnersh¡p between / among government,
community, parents, labour, business, and industry
(g) receive public acceptance"l23

Eight members were appo¡nted to the Boundaries Review Commission. William

Norrie (previous mayor of Winnipeg) was appointed as the chair of the Commission.

The other four members appointed to the comm¡ssion were: Manson Moir , lan A.

Restall, Joan Wright and Brenda Leslie. Three of the members were appointed to thê

Commission Secretariat which ass¡sted with the work of the Commission. Earl

123 Boundades Review Commission Discussion Document, p.l.
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Backman was appointed as the Executive Diroctor of the Commission Secretariat.

Joan Moore was appointed as the ReseaÍch Analyst and Louise Gauthier was

appo¡nted as the Administrative Assistant.

The Commission's first task was lo prepare a discussion document to focus the

discussion on pertinent issues surrounding the terms of reference mandated by the

government. During January, February and March the Commission planned 23 public

meetings in more than 20 Manitoba centres. lnlerest was such that extra meetings had

to be planned to meet the requests for presentations. Three hundred and eighteen

presentations were made at the public hearings and a further one hundred and fifty

written presentations were subm¡tted to the Comm¡ssion. The Commission presented

its report and recommendations to the Minister of Education and Training on

November 30, 1994 as planned.

NN NNRTYSIS OF THE DISCUSSION IIOCUMENT

This section of the thesis ¡s an examinat¡on of the Boundaries Beview Commission

Discussion Document. The BRC discussion document is an important part of the

political process, and bears examinat¡on because it frames the thinking about the

boundaries issue and influences the responses made by the otficial organizations to

the Commission.

The discussion document stated that a number of issues had to be considered in order

to review the boundaries. To assist in lhat consideration the discuss¡on document

provided some background information to the reader. Each issue identified had a brief

introductory set of statements inclusive of some factual or tabular information which

shed some light on the current situation and / or the events lead¡ng up to the current

s¡tuation. The statements about each issue were then followed by a series of

questions. Although the document stated that the questions were neither limiting nor

all inclusive on the topic, presenters to lhe commission were asked to attempt

addressing the quest¡ons if they chose to respond to those particular issues.
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The issues and questions in the Boundaries Review Commission discussion

document were examined by the writer to se€ how they compared to the research
questions in the l¡terature on optimal size. For the most part the research reviewed

looked at the effect of size on: cost, quality, curriculum, student achievement, staff¡ng

and govemance. To compare the BRC discussion document to the research the writer

sorted the issues and the questions in the BRC discussion document into the

categories used in the research reviewed. New categories were identified by the

writer for issues and questions in the document which did not fall into the categor¡es

discussed ¡n the l¡terature rev¡ew.

The process used to sort the issues and qu€st¡ons was subjective. To sort the issues

the wriler read the titl€, lhe introductory statements and the charts a number of times in
order to determine what the issue was "mostly about." ln some ¡nstances the title is

very indicative of the main idea surrounding the issue, for example: lssue #z: Cost
Efficiency and Effectiveness. The chart included with this issue indicates the total and
per pupil cost of education per division. The ¡ntroductory statements talk about the
need to do the same or mors with less, the variation in per pupil costs across the
province, the cost of adm¡nistration, and examples of cooperation which have resulted

in cost savings. The title is an accurate reflection of th€ ma¡n idea talked about ¡n the

introductory stalements of the issue. The writer placed this issue in the "cost" category.

ln other instances the title is more ambiguous, for example: lssue #12: Municipal

Boundaries. From the title one might infer that the issue is about the logistics of
boundary formation or about governance. (Several of the respondents did, in fact,

respond to this'as if it wêre a governance issue.) The introductory statements,

however, indicate that d¡fferences in educational and municipal boundaries result ¡n

divergent rates of taxat¡on. The emphasis in this issue is on problems related to
educational finance due to ditferences in educational and municipal boundaries. The
wr¡ter dec¡ded that th¡s issue was really about equity, fairness and etficiency in

funding, and placed this issue also in the "cost" category.
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The issues

There are fourteen issues identilied in the document.

1 . Education legislation refom
2. Denngraphics
3. Patterns of Transportat¡on
4. Econom¡c activity in vadous parts of the provirE6
5. Pupil enrollment pattems and program offerinç
6. Tax ass€ssIn€nls
7. Cosl effic¡ency and effectivenqss
8. Govemance óf Francophone schools
9. School / divtsbn / d'lslricl / deparrnrent role.s and responsibilities
10. Pol¡cy-making struclures (role of advisory commitlees, elæled ofñcials,

m€chanisms tor parental irPut, elc.)
11 . Technologry, includ¡ng d¡slance educâtion, and its inpacl on, and poss¡b¡lit¡es for

program development and delivery
12. Municþal boundaries
13. Curenl lrênds ¡n educalion reform
14. Admin¡grative and personnel mettêrs, ¡nclud¡ng €rploym€nt contracts and th€

transfer of assels and liabililies

Of these fourteen issues one ¡s clearly focussed o¡ co.gt (#7), two associated issues

talk about equity in lunding (#s 6 & 12 ), two are related to the quality of

educat¡on (#s 1 & 13), two issues are concerned about the curr¡culum ( #s 5 &

11), three issues raise questions pertaining to governance (#s 8' 9, & 10 )' and

one issue is related partly to staffing (#14). None of the issues talk about student

achievemenl or student learning, either directly or indirectly. Three of the issues

have to do solely with the ¡ogistlcs of how divisions came to be defined as they are

today (in terms of population, tax base etc.), or the log¡stics of how they might be

redefined. (#s 2, 3 & 4). Three other ¡ssues have the logistics of boundaries also

embedded w¡thin the issue (#s 5, 12 & 14).

The questlons

There are fifty seven quest¡ons asked ¡n the document. They are as follows:

lssue #1
1 . How can school divisions / districts boundaries be designed lo be compalible with education

prirriples?
2. ilow do we best ensure thât boundades ail rather lhan impede achieving the goal of equity,

wh€re the best leåm¡ng oppodunities are provided to all Manitobens regaÌdless of backgrcund

or geographic localion?
3. Are legishtive reform considerations necessary to erLsure lhat boundaries are suffrciently
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trånsparenl lo al¡ow and prcmo{o interdivisional cooperatioo, resource sharing and collaborat¡on.
4. Following irplementâlbn cf eny dnnges to school division / dislrict boundaries as a result of

r@mmendetbns from lhis Commiss¡on, how should ftnur€ boundary issues be handled?
Should lhe prwior¡s vehicle, the Board of Refe¡ence b€ reactivated in its previous form wilh the
sarn€ or differenl aúhority?

lssue #2
5. ls 56 an appropriate number of adm¡nistrat¡on units to delivsr educat¡on in Manitoba? Should

the¡e be rnore? ShouH there be less?
6. How have the.population shifts affected edrcalional delivery? How have lhêy affected the

diviskrnal unit?
7 . How has lhe decreasing fanrily size aff€dsd lhe de¡ivery of edrcation?
L Have immigralion and re¡ocåtion of elhnic / linguistic groups affected the divisional unit? Does or

should this hsve any effect on school division boundaries?

lssue #3
9. How hâve lhe chang¡ng transpodation patl€ms of Manitobans affected our edtrcation delivery

sy$em and vice versa?
10. Ar€ school division / dislrirl boundaries in lune with the nonrnl lransportat¡on pattems Manitobans

follow for oth€r purpos€s, or are they in conflict?
11 . Do children attend a local demenlary sctþol only to håve lo anend a h¡gh school in a local¡on that

is inapprcpriate due to boundaries that were set many years ago?
12. Are boundaries suffic¡ent[ transparenl that coop€rative ventuÞs between divisions / dislricls are

easity acconplishabl€ or do exisling boundaries acl as inpediments to srch cooperalion?

lssue #4
13. How do th6 changing patterns of €conom¡c aclivity interact with and affect school division /

districl boundaries?
14. Do th€ pâtterns of commerce and rêsultant transpodation pattems mesh wilh edtrcation delivery

mectranisrns or are they at odds?
15. Has the educalion system b€€n able lo keep pace with the changing ecorìom¡c patterns and do

the exisling political units (divisions / d¡slricts) adequately reflecl that ab¡lity?
16. Could other politir:al and administralive units respond rþr€ appropriately, or do ex¡st¡ng unils

adequalely seÌve us, and w¡ll they be able lo serue us appropriately ¡n the ft.Jture?

lssue #5
17. Do lhe division / d¡strict boundaries adequately reflect lhe changes in cunenl ludent

enrollment?
18. Are changing pupil enrollments having an impad on lhe divisions / districls ability to opêÌate

schools in areas of shrinking or expanding enrollmenls?
1 9. ShouH boundaries be designed wilh $udent numbers as a major factor?
20. How mrch shóuld geographic consklerations play in determining optimum division / district size?

21 . How are changing gudent enrollmenls affecting the ability of the school divis¡ons / d¡stricts to
provirJe qrality programs to meet present provirrcial cuniculum requirements?

22. How have lunding levels affe.led th€ ability to provide bas¡c, cuÍent and / or optional prograrns?
23. Would changes in the size of units perm¡t erçansion of the variety of programs thât cen be offered

in your rÍools? Would shared use agreements betwê€n divisions be an altemative?
24. Hes the curenl ecorþm¡c cl¡rnete had an ¡mpad on studenl s€lecl¡on of programs offered, srch

as vocational programs, and are lhere changes in lhe number of studenls requesl¡ng eccess to
progranìs not off€r€d in th€ divis¡ons in which they reskle?
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lssue #6
25. ls the wile d¡sparity in assessnrent bas€s for th€ tifty-six divisl¡ns / disrftxs a p¡oblem?
26. ShouH ess€ssrn€nt bas€ be a faclor in determining educalirnal boundañes? lf so, lo whal

ê)rl€nt?
27. How does end to whst oxtent do the differênt assessment besas atfect lhe ability of each

educational unit in providing s¡mihr oducåt¡onal oppodunit¡es lo all Manitoba students?
2a. How serious is the issue of differenl talølion levels b€ing generated by differenl combinations of

municipal and.sclnol division boundaries?

lssue #7
29. Could the efiiciency and etfectiveness of our education delivery system be improved v¡a altemate

forms of administrative and politl;a I struc{urÊs, groupinç and / or bour¡daries?
30. How can boundaries be designed such lhat lhey e¡d ¡n coop€¡al¡on between divisions and

d¡stricts ralher than act as impediments to sr¡ch coop€raliv€ efforts?
3f . Does / can epansion or arnalgernation of adminblrative / politi:al units result in aclual qtnntifiable

efficiencies and if so, how will lheSe efficiencies affect the quality of educalion?

lssue #8
32. How w¡lllhe implêmental¡on of th€ Francophone sctrool division affect exisling school divis'on

boundaries?
33. Will the resijual po¡tions of divisions be sufficient lo stand àlone or will integration b€ necessary

for viability of adm¡n¡drative units?
34. How cân edminislralion and financing bfthe resiJual units b€st be acconrplished?

lssue #9
35. What are the consequences of boundary changes relaling to the roles and responsibilities of

eåch enlity in the delivery of edrcalion?
36. Would allered divisbns and wad areas affect local influerpe? WouH rnore comprehensive units

allow for obledive dæisions òn a broader scale, withoX parcchhlism?
37 . WouH altered bôundaries enhance the edrcal¡on of sludenls?

lssue #10
38. Would boundary ed¡usmênls have en iffpact on lhe rol€ of lh€ polftry-making struclures?
39. tf division / disrrid boundaries were adlusted, do thesê boundaries have to be the sâme for all

aspects of education? Can the boundaries affecting pup¡l lransportation, vocat¡onal educalion,
distarrce edrcation, for example, be regional in nâture?

40. Would regional boundaries for some asp€cts of education pronþte creal¡ve cosl-effective
edr.ational program selection and delivery?

41 . Can utilizatþn of local school commitlees ênsure lhat parcnls' vo¡ces are heard irespective of the
size of divisbnal units?

lssue #1 1

42. How will advanced tæhrrclogy have an impact on prcgram ddivery in your area?
43. Do you see sharing of technologically advarrced syslems and equipmenl between schools or

divisions as.addressing some of our fiscal prcblems?
44. lf lhe education syslem is lo prov¡de uptodåte t€chnology programs and utilize interactive

techrclogirxl delivery systems, will lhese s€rve to rnake division boundary lines more
transparent?

45. Will these encourage inlerdivisional agreements?
46. How do you see advanced techrology affecting divis'on boundaries?
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lssu€ #12
47 . What pouems, if ary, are caused ry th6 lec{ school divlsbn / ditst.id boundaries and municipal

boundari€s ero tolally differenf?
48. lt lhey exi*, how sþniñcant are thos€ prcblsrîô ând shouH lhey be a consirJeralion in any

chang€s to school division or dislrid bounda¡ies?
49. What benefils, if any, couH be oblained by having edæation and municþl boundaries eilhe¡

pad¡alV or tolally coincirJental?
50. WouH there be any educalional benefits ló such coincllental boundaries or would all

conslJerations be administrativ€ and politicel?
51. ls lhere any meril to simplifying th€ êlect¡on proc6ss with collaborstion of boundaries and

municþl ofl'rcials and trusteæ?

lssue #13
52. Do existing boundari€s allow us to entorla¡n des¡r€d cun€nt €dr¡cåt¡onal tr6nds?
53. How can boundaries be designed srrch thal they will be nrore responsible to €ducât¡onal tr€rìds?
54. How do we ensure lhal todays's judgrnenls'ar¡d resulting decisirrns will stand lhe test of time

rather lhan b€ p€rceived as adoplion of some of the n€galive asp€cls of historical trends in
educatbnal delivery?

lssue #14
55. lf scftool division / dist¡ict boundaries were altered, whal would be lh€ rnost practicâl way of

dealing with differerces in enrployment contrãcls, espechlly pedaining to sahry lêvels, benefit
lev€ls, lenure and seniority provisions?

56. What are lhê b€sl ìvays to d€al wilh disposition of tangibl€ assots under any alteration of
bounda¡ies which would see change in the rnake up of th€ polit¡€l units admin¡stering tho
lurisdicllnal areas?

57 . What b the b€sl way to deal with res€rues and liabilities of exisling divisircns or dbtrir:ts shouH
they be affected by boundary changes?

A similar process was used to determino the main idea of each of the 57 questions

under th€ fourteen issues, with key words and phrases being used to assist in the
identification. Some quest¡ons were relat¡vely easy to categorize. The following is a

"cost" queslion. lt speaks directly to the impact of size on cost.

31. Does / can expansion or amalgamation of adm¡nistrative / political units
result in actual quant¡fiable etficiencies and if so, how will these
efficiencies affect the quality ol education?

(The writer also identif¡ed this as a qual¡ty quest¡on because the second part of the
question goes on to ask how etficiencies achieved might ¡mpact on quality.)

Other quest¡ons required more study to discern the main intent of the question. The

following question (#12) was also ¡dent¡fied by the writer as a'cost" question. That
decision was made because throughout the discussion document cooperative
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ventures are referred to as a way to achieve €conom¡es of scale, and thus directly

reduce the cost of education, or enable one to purchass more for the available dollars.

Thus a question asking about the impact of boundaries on cooperation was also

asking about the ¡mpact of bounda¡ies on cost.

12. Are boundaries sufficiently transparent that coop€rat¡ve ventures
between divisions I districts are easily accomplishable or.do ex¡sting
boundaries act as ¡mpediments to such cooperation?

It should be obvious Írom these examples that some of the issuês and quest¡ons were

open to more than one ¡nterpretation. ,ln the instances where the writer was unable to

make a dec¡sion regard¡ng lhe ma¡n idea of the issue or quest¡on it was placed in

more than one category. For the writer th¡s happened ten times. Question #31,

mentioned above, is an example of one of these.

The fifty seven questions were looked at to determine which were *research related"

questions.l24 As mentioned ten of the quest¡ons were overlapping and applied to one

or more areas which explains the dupl¡cat¡on ¡n question numbers. The percentage

was determined using 57 as the divisor which explains the total percentage being

greater than 100.

Of the fifty-seven questions in the discussion document eleven (#s 12, 13, 18,22,

25,27, 28,29, 31, 40 & 43) are t¡nance related (approximately 19%). These

questions attempt to get at whether or not there exists a problem with funding

education as the boundaries are currently structured, and whether or not a change in

boundaries would enhance our ability to lund education. These quest¡ons also

attempt to identity whether a change in boundaries would reduce the overall costs of

educat¡on.

Fourteen of the questions (#s 1 , 2, 6,7,g,21 ,27 ,29,31 ,37,50,52,53 &54) ask about the

quality of educat¡on (approximately 24%). They try to get at whether or not the

quality of education has been atfected by things like changing demographics and

funding capability. The underlying definition of quality is equity, equity ¡n the

provision of both programs and services.

124 See aFpendix 1
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Five of the questions (#s 21,22,23,24 &42) ask about curriculum (approximalely

9%) and how it is, or might be, affected by boundaries and technology changes?

Five of the questions (#s 16, 35,36,38 & 41) are d¡rectly related to governance

issues (approximately 9%) and how boundary changes might affect who controls

what actually goes on in schools?

Three of the quest¡ons ( 35,36 & 55) in the document relate directly to how

bounda¡ies affect staffing (approximately 5%). These quest¡ons attempt to get at how

the roles of the slakeholders (which include educators) might change and how

boundary changes, which might affect th€ir welfare contractually, should be handled.

Only two of the questions (#1 & 37) might be considered to be student

ach¡evement questions. (3.5%)

Two of the questions (#s 3 & 5) ask directly about the need for boundary change.

This is approximately 3.5% of the questions asked.

The remaining quest¡ons have to do with the logistics of. boundar¡es as they currently

ex¡st and how changes to the existing boundaries might best be made. These

quest¡ons number twenty five (the logist¡cs of curront status #s 8, 10, 11, 12,

14, 15, 17 & 47, and the loglstics of boundary change #s 4, 8,19, 20, 26, 30, 32,

33, 34, 39, 44, 45, 46,48, 49, 51 , 56 & 57). These questions comprise aboul 44"/" of

the quest¡ons asked in the discuss¡on document.

SUMMRRY OF THE TINDINGS TCONCTUSIONS re:
THE BRC DISCUSSION DOCUMENÏ

On pages ii and iii of the Boundaries Fleview Commission Discussion Document there

are messages from both the Minister of Education and Training and the Chairperson of

the Commission. According to both of these people no decisions have been made

regarding boundary change and lhe Commission has the authority to arrive at

unbiased conclusions.
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On page one of the Boundaries Review Discussion Document the Mandate and Terms

of Relerence lor the Commission are l¡st€d. Here the message ¡s ditferent. The focus

of the mandate and terms of reference is clearly on boundary reorganization. The

question under study se€ms to be not whether the boundaries should be changed, bul

rather how changes would affect cêrtain aspects of the current system. This is

underscored ¡n point lll of the terms of reference which directs the Commission

members to find out the regulations ànd practices associated with boundary

establishment. The impl¡cat¡on sêsms to be that some changes will be made.

ln examining thê issues and questions in the d¡scuss¡on document several things

emerged.

The first thing that emerged ì,vas the focus of attent¡on identified in the issues within the

Boundaries Review Commission Discussion Docuinent. Three of the issues were

about cost, thrêe wer€ about govemance, two were about qual¡ty, two were about

curriculum, one was about staffing and none of the issues were about student

achievement. The fact that more issues were dedicated to cost and govemance is not

surprising for two reasons. Firstly the government was examining boundary

reorganizat¡on as a possible strategy to reduce educational costs, and secondly the

establishment of the Francophone Division has raised the question of school

governance. (The fourth term of reference guiding the Commission is devoted entirely

to governance. ) What was more surprising was the lack of attention given (in either

the issues or the questions) to student learning or student ach¡evemenl. None of the

issues focussed on student achievement and only two of the questions asked could be

sa¡d to relate to this important question.

The second find¡ng that emerged was the definition of quality implicit in the d¡scussion

document. Whereas the recent research literature identifies student ach¡evement as

the definition of quality, th€ d¡scussion document uses equity, an earlier research.

definition, as ¡ts def¡nit¡on of quality education. Why is this? ls it because of lack of

knowledge of the recent research? ls it because the program and service equity we

worked so hard to achieve with¡n the province has sutiered as a result of a serious

decline in enrollments in a number of divisions? Or is it because equity is a more
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work€d so hard to achieve within thg prov¡nce has suffered as a r€sult of a serious

decline in enrollments ¡n a number of divisions? Or is it because equ¡ty is a more

easily quantifiable measure of quality?

The third finding that emerged was that the number of issues did not predict the

number of questions that would be asked on each of the research variables. For

example: both cost and governance had three issues dedicated to both giv¡ng and

gather¡ng information about them. Yet there were eleven questions asked related to

cost and only f¡ve asked related to governance. This might not matter except that on

p.13 of the discussion document respondents speaking to an ¡ssue were asked to

address the questions related lo the ¡ssue. lf lhe respondents did so they would wind

up thinking about, and discussing some aspects of boundary reorganization much

more than others. (see appendix #1) This in itself could bias the response and
perhaps the recommendations made with respect to boundary reorganizat¡on.

The fourth finding was the amount of attention given in the discussion document to the

logistics of boundary change. Three of the issues in the document were related to

logistics. ln addition the highest number of questions asked (25) were dedicated to

gather¡ng information related to the logistics of how divisions came to organized as

they are, or how they might be bettêr organized for the future. To what extent does this

d¡rect the thinking towards boundary change?

The sixth point that emerged was that none of the research on division size was

mentioned in the discussion document.

When the discussion document and the Commission process are framed this way

what are implications for the findings of the Commission?

ïhe examination of the Boundaries Review Commission Discussion Document led the

writer to wonder what role Commissions played in the format¡on of public policy. The

following are two literature findings w¡th respecl to Commissions.
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COMMISSIONS RNO THEIH BOLE IN RESERRCH & POTICY MRKIN6

Commissions and committees of inquiry involve a process which is in itself a mode of

research. The procriss of lnvestigation and information gathering conducted by

Commissions usually involves interaction with a broad base of stakeholders who

might have something to say on the quest¡on and / or who might be affected by any

changes which are made. Weiss identified commissions as one example of a

decision-driven model whereby research enters social problem solv¡ng.125 In

addition, the information that has been gathered through comm¡ss¡ons and committees

of inquiry adds to our knowledge base and so contributes to the research on the

quest¡on.

One of the differences between more academ¡c research, and Commission research,

is the impact on policy decisions. The findings from Commissions can often be more

immediate, in terms of ¡mpact, than other forms of research.

' 
'The findings of such research, clearly targeted upon â
part¡cular problem area, are far more likely to have
substantial imPact." 126

One explanation for the increased impact of commission research and its

recommendations on policy formation is found in the process itself. ln the literature

Lindblom and Cohen delined interactive problem solving as'to undertake or stimulate

act¡on-usually interaction-so that the preferred outcome comes about without anyone's

having analyzed the given problem or having achieved an analyzed solution to ¡t.'127

Another explanation is that commissions are set up by govemments in areas in which

those govemments have already decided that policy changes are desirable; This also

is supported in the literature. Bulmar claimed that "Commissions may also act as a

dev¡ce to enable governments to do what they want to do anyway, sometimes clothing

125 f{6þse¡¿y, p.Pgg.
126 lbid., p.259.
127 tb'K1., p.254.
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it in the legitimacy prov¡ded by research." 128

SUMMRBY & CONCTUSIONS II'¡TH RESPECTTO
C$MÞ{ISSIONS & IHE BBC OOCUMENT

The Commission process ¡s an ¡mportant strategy in policy formation. ln the interaction

process it provides the opportun¡ly for the politicians to do several things.

Through the Commission process the govemment can disseminate information to the
general public to create an awareness of the problem at hand. The establishment of a

Commission signals to the public that the government is seriously thinking about this
issue and discussion around the topic is stimulaled. The Boundaries Review

Commission held over twenty public me€tings throughout the province. They heard

from all of the representative employee groups, business people and parents. ln
addition to enabling the government to obta¡n information the Commission process

enabled it to share a lot of info¡mation aboul the respective divisions (in terms of things

like enrollment and per pupil óosts) w¡th a large group of people.

The Commission process can also be used to generate consensus around an idea.

The notion that govemments do not establish Commissions except in areas where

they wish to make changes is commonly understood, and can serve to create a

consensus around the idea that it will happen. The writer spoke to a number of
people about the Boundary Beview Commission. ln all cases these people sa¡d that

they thought that the govemment had already decided to reorganize the boundaries

and that the f¡ndings of the Commission would not make any difference. The structure

of lhe process used by a Commission can serve to diminish or enhance the notion that

the decisions have already been made. As mentioned already there was an attempt

to dispel the notion that any decisions had already been made. This was stated ¡n the

opening messages of the Boundaries discussion document.

'There are no preordained decisions on this matter and the
Commission will draw its own conclusions and formulate ¡ts

128 lbid.. p.256
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own recommendations at the end of the process.'

"The other Commissioners and I undertook this task on the
basis of being allowed the freedom to conduct our review
totally ¡ndependeiltly in order to arrive at unbiased
ç9¡6lugi9¡9.'1?s

Yet the Mandate, Terms of Reference and the number of issues and questions

dedicated to the logistics of boundary formation and change might direct one to think

otheMise. lt is l¡ltle wonder that a number of people were coming to accept the idea of

boundary reorganization prior to any recommendations or dec¡sions. ln addition,

during the time in which the Boundaries Review Commission was meeting and

formulating recommendations, the Minister ol Education and Tra¡ning, Mr. Manness,

issued a New Directions Document for Education in Manitoba which emphasized the

role of parents ¡n the educational process. Governance was ostensibly a question

under discussion by the Commission. The expectat¡ons outlined in the New Directions

Document ra¡se questions about the value of the feedback from the Commission

around the quest¡on of governance, and could cause one to speculate to what extent

contradictory feedback would be heeded.

The Commission process also allows the government the opportun¡ty to test the level

of consensus around the decìsion under discussion. The interactive dialogue within

the process allows the government to find out what people think in relatìon to the issue

prior to making a decision. lf the idea gains general acceptance (or already has

general acceptance) then it is more likely that the government will have the political

will to move in that direction. lf it does not have general acceptance then the

recommendations from the Commission can be shelved or delayed until there is

acceptance.

ln addition the process also provides the opportunity for alternate ideas and solulions

to emerge or to be highlighted. For example: an altemative to boundary real¡gnment

might be more cooperation and shared use agreements among divisions. This

strategy has been encouraged by the Department through funding but has not been

utilized as frequently or as etfectively as it might. A Commission might strengthen the

129 Bqu¡d¿¡ies Fleview Commission Discussion Document, p.ii and iii.
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w¡ll to make these alternate strategi€s be utilized to a greater extent in lieu of less

acceptable altematives.

The writer noted ¡n the analysis of the Discussion Document that no mention was

made of the research on d¡v¡s¡on size. The ¡nt€ractive nature of the Commission
process does, however, allow the presenters to br¡ng forth information not only
perla¡n¡ng to the¡r opin¡ons, but also to the research lindings. ln this way individuals

and organizations have an opportunity to introduc€ research findings which may

influence the outcome of the decision.

The next chapter is dedicated to the responses of the official organizations to the

Boundaries Review Commission. What did they say ¡n response to the ¡ssues and

quest¡ons outlined in the Discussion Document? Tó what extent d¡d they follow the

format structured by the Commission? To what extent did they parallel and / or use

research findings in their presentations?
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CHNPTEB FIUE

NN RNRIYSIS OT THE OFfIEIßI._-1[TftKf;TLQLü8ffiä' &fiåÐlTLËN

PRESENTRTION TO THE BOUNTRRIES RÉI'-¡ËTU COMMüS$IIIE

The briefs from the official stakeholder groups were obtained Írom the organ¡zat¡ons

directly. The writer phoned and asked each organizat¡on to send a copy of their brief

and it was sent The writer examined each of the briefs noting the following:

1. the format and content of the subm¡ssion,

2. the extent of support for the notion of boundaries revision, and

3. what the respondents had to say on the research questions related to

opt¡mal size, and the suggest¡ons and formally identified

recommendations they made to the Commission.

L The format and content of the subm¡ss¡ons:

ln this section the writer examined the extent to which lhe organizations responded to

the issues and questions identified in the Discussion Document. The writer also

identified the length of the documents.

CUPE: The Canadian Union of Public Employees spoke to six of the issues (#s 1, 6,

7, 8, I & 14) identified by the commiss¡on, and answered six of the questions relating

to those issues (#s 3, 25, 31, 33, 36 & 55). The CUPE submission contains eight

recommendations. The document is 24 pages long.

MASS: The Manitoba Association of School Superintendents responded to all of the

questions asked in the discussion document. The MASS submission conta¡ns nine

recommendations. The document is 33 pages long.
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MAST: The Manitoba Association of School Trustees made an ¡ntroductory

statement on school governance and followed that with th¡rteen recommendations to

the commission. The document is 26 pages long and has two appendices which total

16 aciditional pages.

MTS: The Manitoba Teachers' Society responded to all of lhe issues identif¡ed in the

discussion document and made seven formal recommendations to the commission.

There were a number of other recommendations made by the MTS "bu¡ied within'
their responses to the identilied issues. The document is 37 pages long. ln addition it
has 31 pages of tables ¡n appendix one and it has 16 pages in appendix two.

MAP: The Manitoba Association of Principals submitted a paper wh¡ch contains
seven recommendations to the commission. The document is 2 pages long.

MASBO: The Manitoba Association of School Business Officials organized their
response around three top¡cs:

' what is working well in the system
* where improvements could take place in the system, and
" what are some of the possible consequences and I or implications, both

positive and negative, from possible boundary revisions or alterations.

This document d¡d not contain separately ¡dentif¡ed recommendations although there
were eight things which the association noted should or must be done. The document
is 15 pages long with 2 additional pages of appendices.

HSPTFM: The Manitoba Home and School Parent - Teacher Federation formally
identilied five issues and one question to which they formulated responses. The

documenl, which is 9 pages long, contained some suggestions but did not contain any
formally identified recommendations.
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SUMMFRY OF TTTE FINDINGS ON FORMRT A CONTENT

The responses of the official stakeholders varied in both format and content. For

example: the com¡'nission requested that the presenters at the hear¡ngs respond to the

questions identified in the discussion document but only one of the otf¡cial

stakeholders (MASS) chose to do so in th€ document they presented to the

Commission. The rest of the otficial organizations us€d other structures to get their

message across to the members of the comm¡ssion.

The documents varied in length ranging from two pages (MAP) to thirty seven pages

(MTS). Three of the documents had appendices (MTS, MAST and MASBO).

Five of the organizations made otficial recommendations (CUPE, MAST, MTS, MAP

and MASS). MASBO and HSPTFM did not make formal recommendalions, although

MASBO did make e¡ght suggestions.

CONCTUSIONS ON TORMRT & CONIINT

The structure of the discussion document did not predict the way in which the official

organizations would respond to the Commission. Each of the stakeholders responded

differently (in terms of format) in the documents they prepared for presentation.

The length of the document is a reflection of the extent to which the organization has

the capacity to research and prepare presentat¡ons. This lack of infrastructure (money

and human resources) also restricts the extent to which the organization can be

influential.

The content of the discussion document did influence the responses made by the

official organizations. Although the organizations emphasized issues and questions

differently depending upon their perspective, they d¡d not introduce new issues or

questions.
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2. The extent of support for boundariee revision:

This quest¡on is implicit within the whole process, but is also directly asked in question

numbers 3 & 5 in the discussion document:

#3. Are legislative reform considerations necessary to ensure that boundaries are
sufficiently transparent to allow and promote ¡ntêr-divisional cooperation,
resource shar¡ng and collaboration?

#5. ls 56 an appropriate number of adm¡n¡strat¡on un¡ts to deliver education in
Manitoba? Should there be more? Should there be less?

The writer examined the documents to determ¡ne the extent of support for boundary

revision.

(Notê: the page numbers of the quotes from the documents are lound are in

parentheses at the €nd of each quote. The parts which are in bold do not app€ar in

bold in the actual documents. This emphasis has been added by the writer.)

CUPE: This organization was not in favour of boundary change.

'...we are not convinced that the existing school boundaries
need to be changed. (p.1) We fear that amalgamation will
simply be used as an excuse to reduce services and iobs in
the public school board seclor. (p.11)......we are not
advocating boundary changes.' (p.17)

MASS: This organization identified the need for some changes but qualified what

might be gained from the changes.

'Realistically there is not need for 56 administration units to
deliver education in Manitoba." (15)

"Some boundary changes are
needed...(p8)...boundary alterat¡ons in and of themselves
w¡ll not constitute a suff¡c¡ent response to the challenges we
face in education. (p.8)...boundaries represent only a small
subset of the range of responses which may be

contemplated in addressing the need for reform.'(p.5)
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MASS suggested several tirnes ¡n their document that parents should have more

choice with respect to the schools their sons and daughters attend. lf this were the

case the organization stated that it would etfectively r€move some of the need for

boundary change.

'...it is adv¡sable to have more flexibility with regard to
attendance. Perhaps parents should be able to choose
schools lor their students, ...'(p.16)

"...this occasional problem can best be addressed by giving
parents and students some reasonable choices insofar as
school placements are concerned." (p.17)

'lf parents are given more freedom to move their students to
schools of their choice, parents will be less likely to try to
obtain boundary changes." (p.14)

MAST: The Manitoba Association of School Trustees was not in favour of legislated

changes to boundaries. The association favoured the retent¡on of the Board of

Reference (p.18) to make boundary revisions. The assoc¡ation was also not ¡n

support of consolidating urban divisions. MAST had already studied the possibil¡ty of

amalgamating urban divisions following the implementat¡on of Unicity and had

decided at that time that furth€r urban consolidation was undesirable. (p.8) lf
boundary changes were to be made the association indicated that they should be

undertaken only ¡f there were clear educational benefits. ln addition the assoc¡at¡on

members were against breaking up divisions in the creation of new boundaries.

'A number of notable changes in school governance have
occurred as the province has developed over the last 25
years. (p.8)...These developments are evidence that the
system by which public educat¡on is govemed in Manitoba
cont¡nues to evolve in response to emerging needs of the
peopl€ that ¡t serves." (p.9)

"A further review of school governance took place following
the implementat¡on of Unicity...The proposals on
consolidation ol urban school divisions were not supported
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by MAST." (p.8)

"Unnecessarily changing division boundaries will divert
energies from other urgent change initiatives which would
make a ditference in the province's classrogms. Boundary
changes should only be lnltiated to achieve clearly
¡den!¡f¡ed educatlonal benefits. (p.10)

'The Manitoba Association of School Trustees
recommends, that wherever possible, existing boundaries
be utilized when school division or d¡str¡ct consolidat¡on is
to occur.' (p.1 8)

MTS: The Society was in favour of boundary review and change.

"The Society has called for a review of division / district
boundaries for over a decade. ln 1983, ¡t advocated a
province-w¡de study of dlvlslonal and dlstrict
boundarles. We have continued to atf¡rm this policy.' (p.2)

'There should be statutory provisions for automatically
reviewing Manitoba's public school division boundaries at
least once every 10 years." (p.6)

"An effective redrawing of boundaries would address many
aspects of unequal access to educat¡on programs. lt would
restore economies of scale and could improve program
access." (p.1 7)

MAP: The official organizat¡on represent¡ng the principals of Manitoba supported the

notion of a boundaries review, both currently and on a regular basis. They did,

however, add a qualitying slatement.

"...the Manitoba Association of Principals wishes to
emphasize that it favoufs a rsvlew of school
boundaries. lt would also support a provision for periodic
review of any new structure which arises. (p.2)...There
should be a detailed explanation of how the interests of the
students and communities w¡ll be better served from any
specific changes.' (p.2)
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MASBO: Although this associâtion did not directly state a posit¡on lor or against

boundary change one can sense from what is said in the document both a desirê to

maintain the status quo and an understand¡ng that changes might be necessary. They

d¡d state, however, that any changes made to boundaries should be made using the

curfent system for doing so.

'...the present school divisions are, for the most part of a size
where they can respond to problems in a direct and timely
fashion." (p.6)

'Society and education, in particular, are always in a state of
change and the memb€rs ol MASBO understand that
boundary changês may be necæsary." (p.15)

"Residents have had the opt¡on of pursuing boundary
revisions through Board of Reference Hearings. This
system has worked well and should be retained. " (p.6)

HSPTFM: The parents' association had some concerns with changing the school

division boundaries and indicated that changes should only be made ¡f those changes

resulted in an improvemênt in the quality of education.

'Parents are emphatic that boundar¡es should only be
altered if there aro eff¡c¡enc¡es to bo real¡zed and
only if these savings could be allocated to benelit
the child ¡n tho c¡a$sroom. Present administrat¡ve
figures illustrate that b¡gger is not necessarily better. ' (p.2)

"Whether reform requires alterations in boundaries is
another question" (p.2)

The association had several questions of ¡ts own in relation to boundary change. One

gets the sense that the answers to these quest¡ons would provide them with more

information on which to make a recommendation regarding boundary change.

"ls a boundary change going to ensure a smaller class size,
or more resources to enabl€ each child to reach h¡s / her
full potential? ls it going to ensuÍe that each partic¡pant in
education including government, adm¡n¡strators, teachers,
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parents, and students, know their respons¡bil¡ties and are
accountable?" (p.9)

SUMMRRY OF THE FINDINGS ON SUPPOBT Ff¡R FEORGNN!ZftTIf!¡{

The response to th¡s question is mixed. Two ol the organ¡zations supported boundary

revision - MAP and MTS. Two organizat¡ons were cleady aga¡nst boundary revision -

CUPE and MAST. Two of the organizations were not for revision but ind¡cated that

there might be a need for it - MASS and MASBO. The Parents Association said it

should only occur if it would be better for the educat¡on of their children.

No matter what their overall position most of the official stakeholders represented here

went on to state what should be considered Íf changes were made to the boundaries.

ln addition four of the offic¡al stakeholders (CUPE, MASS, MAST and MASBO)

requested the opportun¡ty to respond to any recommendations made by the

Commission before they are implemented.

CONCIUSIONS ON SUPPORT FOR BEOBGRNIZRTION

lf the Commission were to base its decision solely on what the majority of

organizations said w¡th respect to whether reorganization should take place it would

not be able to make a recommendat¡on. lf other variables were considered (like

membership numbers or power or influence) then the MTS recommendation would

carry more weight than the others were the Commission certain it reflected the views of

the majority of the membership. This could be assessed to some extent by comparing

the responses of the parent organizat¡on with the responses of the local associat¡ons.

The fact that the organizations asked for an opportun¡ty to respond to any

recommendations before lhey were implemented implies an expectat¡on that there will

be boundary reorganization.
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3. What the respondênts had to say on the research questions
related to optimal size - and the¡r suggestions and
recommendations to the Commission.

ON COST:

The Canadian Union of Public Emolovees opened ¡ts presentation by urging the

Commission to ensure that if cfranges to boundaries were recornmended hey not be

drúen by the govemment's determination to reduce spend¡ng on education. (p.2)

CUPE did not advocate changing boundaries to do th¡s. ln addition they stated that

they did not see amalgamat¡on as an effective way to reduce costs.

"lt is clear frorn ofier regions of tttat county that
amalgamat¡on is being re¡€cted and one of he reasons is

that it doesn't save money." (p.11)

ln the report, prop€rty taxes (which were cited on p.6 as an inequitable source of

revenue), declining provincial support and ¡næpropriate use of funds were blamed for

some of tfre funding difficulties being experienced in the public education system in

the province.

ln lieu of amalgamat¡on CUPE suggested the following ways to ensure adequate

funding and to reduce costs:

1. reduce the dependence on property tax and move towards full provincial

funding, (p.6)
2. remove funding from ttre private schools ' and give it to the public schools'

(p.10)
3. review existing funding formulas and regulations to ensure that ftere are no

im@iments to divis¡on and d¡strict cooperatbn, (p.5) and
4. assess the number of trustees wifr a view to reducing the numbers and the

associated costs. (p.1 5)

The union epressed the fear that amalgamation would be used as an excuse to

reduce services and jobs (p.11) and were aga¡nst th¡s be¡ng used as a cost sav¡ng

measure. The Canadian Union of Public Employees made two formal

recommendations to the Comm¡ssion related to finance.
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RECOMMENDATION #3 (p;1 l),
We strmg! recoÍrmend that he discussion about ta¡< assessrnents take phce in tre
corìte)d of a revþw ol how educat¡on dollars are generated, including the declining
role of provincial government funding and sfrilt in funds to private schools. We urge
he Commissim to recûnmend hat the Provinchl Government move the funding of
public education from the property tax bas€ to full direct provhchl funding.

RECOMMENOATION #4 (p. 1 3)

Guidelines for the sharing of services and pooling of resources mu$ include
provisions for ensuring hat the necessary servir:es continue or be improved and hat
those servbes be performed by public sector ernployees in order to maintain
accountabilig and serv¡ce control and preserve jobs.

The Manitoba Association of School Suoerintendents made two significant

¡ntroductory statements wtìich eplain pañ of their hesitancy in cfranging the size of

divisircns to make them more cost efücient. The first was hêir statement that when we

face maþr fìnancial constraints it is easy for substantive issues ¡n education to be

overshadowed by fiscal and administrative erpediency. (p.6) The second was heir
stalement hat new understandings about governing strucÍures and scfrool

organization render previous understandings about relationships among size, cost

and outcomes obsolete. (p.7)

The Superintendents were uncertain that significant savings or efficiencies of scale

would result froÍì boundary alterations. (p.8) ln addition they stated that there would

no signifcant savings gained through a reduc'tion of trustees or administrators. (p.9)

MASS suggested that:

1. the province should provide a greater share of the funding of educatiorì,(p.21)
2. regional boards could be established which might create savings, (p.26) and
3. funding formulas and regulations should be reviewed to examine how the

Deparfnent might change these to encourage more cooperation anong
d¡visions and d¡stricts. (p.9)

The Manitoba Association of School Superintendents did not make any formal

recoÍìmendations rehted to cost.
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The Manitoba Teachers' Soci€ry stat€d ¡n the¡r doc|rm€nt cþar support for the notion

of amaþamat'nn and the economþs of scale that would result from that

amalgamation. þ. a A22) The Society also presented factual information about

division size and adm¡nistration costs to support their position. (p.8 & 22) ln addition

they indicated that other savings may result when duplication in seMces, such as

transportat¡on, are reduc€d through consolidation. (p.19) On the other hand hey did

not present consolidation as he onþ solut'on but also stated hat it must be

recognized that small scfrools are a tradition in Manhoba, and lhal there are efra
costs which ûll always be associated w¡th the prov¡skm of educatkrn in low density

remote areas. (p.22)

The Society's presentat¡on also spoke directly to the problems ûth how education is

financed. ln the¡r presentation to the Commission they noted that some school boards

regard keeping school taxes down as a duty affecting not only he local contribution

but also the entitþrnent to some components of provincial funding. (p.17)

A key point in their presentation was that the object of examining costs should be on

gaining better value for the money spent - not on cutting costs. (p.21) To do this the

MTS suggested that:

1. public scfrool divis¡ons in rural and northem areas should be reorganized
around maþr regional centres to strengthen them educationally and
economically, (p.12)

2. that the province should provide full funding for public sdrools, (p. 20)
3. that the d¡vis¡ons and districts should be reorganized ¡n a way that nanows

the range of MAPP (Market Assessment Per Pupil) values, (p.20) and
4.thal a mechanism for revenue equalization be included in the finance model

for education in the province. (p.20)

The Manitoba Teachers' Society made two recommendat¡ons related to cost.

RECOMMENDATION #3 (p.37)

Long term viable school divisinns with the potential for funding, tax and program equity
should be created.

RECOMMENDATION #5 (p.37)

The criterìa used in establishing new boundaries should be:
(a) a scale of operation sutficient to offer a full range of programs, and
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(b) provincial funding for programs or a market a$s€ssrrent per pupil close to
provincial average w'rh equalization payments to redress inequities.

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees indicated in he¡r presenlation hat it

should not be assumed that a reduction in divisions will resuh in any admin¡strat¡ve

savings. (p.10) They also stated that recent studies have shown that the savings

associated with scfrool division reorganization are at bes{ modest, and do not reach

the levels promised by advocates of larçr size. (p.1 0)

On funding they suggiested that:

1. local ratepayers should continue to have a say in education hrough the¡r
financial contribution, (p.'14) and

2. the govemment should review funding fomulas to remove im@iments to
loint use agreenìents and adjust those formulas to provkJe allowances for
divisions who ¡n¡tiate and participate in þint ventures. (p.1 6)

MAST made tu/o fecommendations related to cost:

RECOMMENDATION # 5: Right to Levy Taxes (p.1 4)

The Manitoba Association of Scfrool Trustees recommends that the govemment of
Manitoba recognize the ¡nherent right of local school boards to levy and determine the
rate of prop€rty taxes without legislative restrict¡on, so that he educational servl:es at
the local levy may be adequately funded and maintained.

RECOMMENDATION #7: lnterdivisional Cooperation (p.1 6)

The Manitoba Association of Scfrool Trustees supports the provision of opportun¡ties
to increase interdivisional cooperat¡on in the provision of educat¡on service. MAST
recommends that the fund¡ng formula be adjusted to provide allowances for divisions
who initiate and participate in jo¡nt projec.ts which benefit the drildren of Manitoba.

The Manitoba Association of Principals made the following recommendat¡on related

to cosl

RECOMMENDATION #a (p.2)

That any administrative savings which result from boundaries revision should be
retained in the syslem and be used to support equal access to programs and services.

Although not directly stated one can infer from this recommendation that the Principals'
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Association believes that there will be some reduc{ion in administrative costs as a

resuh of amalgamation.

The Manitoba Association of School Business Officials indicated that there ì¡ras no

consistent reht¡onship in Manitoba between size and costs per pupil or betwÉen size

and adm¡nistrative costs. (p.6) Their presentation included a table to show this. They

also stated that the adm¡n¡strative costs (at an average oÍ 4.2"/o) we'e reasonable and

confirmed efficient administration of multi-million dollar operations. (p.6 &7) The report

also indicated that boundary revisircn could resuh in contrad chançs whidt could

mean a general overall increase in costs. (p.11) ln addition the association predicted

that larçr divisions could mean that additinnal stafi mþht be required rather than

fewer. (p.1 1 ) Although the association did see the amalgamation of divis'rons as

having the potential to reduce dupliration of services and capital investments in some

areas, one can infer from the overall presentat¡on that MASBO does not see

amalgamation as a way to reduce costs. Their position on this was eplained ¡n the

section of the¡r document entitled Wtrat are he lmplications of Boundary Revisions. ln

th¡s section they pointed out that the relat¡onship betwe€n cause and efiect was a

complicated one with any cfranç having the possibility of ditfering outcornes

depending upon the other variables which come ¡nto play. The assoc¡at¡on suggested

that if fiscal efüciencies were a goal then the recommendations for boundary revisions

should be based on a careful analysis.

MASBO did note several th¡ngs that might result in fiscal efficþncies. The association

suggested:

1. formalizing some of the informal arrangements between
divisions for bulk purcfrases, transportation servir:es, consultative
services and educational programs, (p.7)

2. applying the model presently being used for sharing of services of clinicians
to other areas sudt as computer technicians, curriculum consultants
and library specialists, (p.9) and

3. improving the Schools'Finance Program as it d¡scouraged flexibility
of fiscal anangements across boundaries. (p.10)

The Manitoba Association of School Business Otficials made no separately identif¡ed

recommendations in their document.
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The Manitoba Home and School'ParenþTeacher Federation report talked about the

cost of educat¡m more directly in relationship to wtìat it means to the student and the

quality of educatkrn. Their report stated that the issue of the economy in itself was not

appropriate unless there was some significant educational gain to be made. (p.2) The

document did state that the rural areas were under tremendous pressure to prov¡de

quality education with a shrinking economic base and reduced provincial funding (p.3)

and it also noted problems in urban areas with crouded conditbns and hck of

classroom supports. (p.4) Although the report noted that there had been feedback

stating that he public feels highly taxed, the parents group saw these monetary

concerns as having more to do with the value received for the money spent (an

accountab¡lity issue) than solely the amount of money spent. (p.7)

The parents' association d¡d not see the cûst factor of trustees as a major issue. (p.4)

What the assoc¡ation did see as a major ¡ssue was the focus on finances and not on

education.

'Too manyfinanchl decisbnsclelEcLfrom the child! This
process and the present period of financial constraint have
caused school boards to spend a great deal of time
struggling with financial decisions in thê day-today running
of the educat'ronal organization. This change of focus has
stolen t¡me that should be used in the developrnent of
leadership for the delivery of qual¡ty education for the child,
wtro is the very reason for the existence of the organization.'
(p.8)

Although the Manitoba Home and Sdrool ParenþTeacher Federat¡on did not make

any formal recommendations wih resp€ct to cost it did suggest that:

1 . business needs to look at education as an investment, (p.6 )
2. sharing between divisions would be a positive incentive, (p.3)

3. the Depafiment ol Education and Tra¡ning should facilitate transparent
boundaries but that local ¡n¡t¡atives are more produclive than legislation
with respect to most cÞoperative anangements except perhaps
bulk purchases or access to technology, (p.3) and

4. there were unanswered questions around the process whereby arbitrat¡on
boards do not consider the employers' ability to pay. (p.7)
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SUMMflRY OF IHE FINOINGS ON COST

D COMPRRISON TO THE TITEBRTUBE

The research findings in the literature are mixed. While there are some economies of

scale that can be achieved with amalgamation they occur at much lower enrolment

levels than was believed previously. There is also research which indicates that cost

gains predicted may not materialize because of costs which occur with larger

organ¡zations that are nol accounted for in the studies. Administrat¡ve costs, which are

assumed to be reduced in larger organizations, do not result in significant savings

because: (a) they are often such a small percentage of the overall budget, and (b)

increases in size tend to lead to increases in bureaucracy which lead to increases in

administrative costs. The studies also show new knowledge about diseconomies of

scale which begin much earlier than previously thought as an organization increases

in size.

The concerns expressed by the official organizat¡ons with respect to gains made

through amalgamation would appear to be similar to that lound in the research.

Except for the MTS the organizations werê generally 'uncertain" as to the cost

advantages of amalgamation, or did not see amalgamat¡on as a viable strategy to

reduce costs. MASS (p.8) went so far as to state that extensive research from several

sources clearly shows that creat¡ng larger units would not significantly reduce costs or

improve educat¡on. The Teachers' Soc¡ety was the only olganization clearly in

support of amalgamation with economies of scale being used as an argument ¡n their

posit¡on. ln support of the Teachers' viewpoint it is unlikely that in a province of small

schools and small divisions, such as Manitoba, amalgamations would become so

large, in terms of enrolment, that they would create some of the diseconomies spoken

of in the research. Whether some of the other factors raised in the research and in the

other official presentat¡ons would offset any gains made becomes the question. For

example: in rural and northern Manitoba increasing divisional size also means

increasing geographic size. This change, while addressing some of the concerns with

purchasing and administrative costs could bring about other concerns in

communication and transportation which could create further inefficiencies rather than

correct¡ng them.
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The mixed findings in the research literature is partly a functlon of the t¡me in which the

studies were conductêd. The earlier sludies aÍe more favourable towards economies

of scale achieved through amalgamation. The later studies, which are less favourable

towards amalgamation as a way to reduce cosls, tend to examine more variables (ie

costs associated with large bureaucracies) wh¡ch impact negatively on fiscal gains

made and introduce other outcome concerns (student achievement) which are

affected by size. Because the information for the Commission in Manitoba has been

collected recently it ¡s of l¡ttle surprise that more of the associations presenting express

some doubt as to fiscal gains that will be made through consolidation. Th¡s is

especially understandable for those associat¡ons that actually refened to the research

in the¡r presentations. (MASS, MAST, CUPE)

The research studies in the literature are also ¡nconclus¡ve because thê relationship

between inpuls and outcomês is both complicated and ditf¡cult to evaluate. Monk

noted this complexity in his studies and MASBO, the organ¡zat¡on most directly
responsible for understanding divisional finance, referred to th¡s same concern in their
presentation.

There is, however, persistent consensus in the literature in two areas. One persistent

consensus ¡s that economies of scale, with respect to both resources and staff¡ng, do

accrue to larger organizations. Th¡s belief might explain the MTS position on

amalgamation. lt might also explain why the other groups recommended some form of

inter-division cooperat¡on arrangements which could be seen as a type of partial,

voluntary amalgamat¡on. (These cooperative arrangements are, however, mostly

aimed at increasing divisional s¡ze on the management side of the enterprise while

maintaining a smaller divisional s¡ze on lhe educational side of the enterprise.)

The other pers¡stent consensus in the literature is that there appears lo be no

relationship between the amount of money spent on education and student

achievement. What this consensus of findings assumes is that the implementation of

strategies to reduce costs will nol affect student performance. What it does not tell us

is whether this is true for all and any of the strategies which might be implemented.

The responses of the official organizat¡ons to the Boundaries Review Commission
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does not give us any new intoÍfiat¡on related to this thinking. Although the

Commission did ask the respond€nts how boundaries might be designed to be

compatible with the education principles from the summary reært of the panel on

Educat¡on Legislative Reform, it did not directly ask them how changes in division size

or cost might atfect student achievement. lt should therefore be of little surprise that

the documents from the otficial stakeholders do not têll us what they believe about this

relationsh ip.

One research f¡nding that bears more ¡nvest¡gation indicated lhat students had higher

achievement in areas where some of the funding for education was locally based.

This finding supports the MAST recommendat¡on that some local levy be reta¡ned, but

is in contradiction to those otficial stakeholder groups (ie: CUPE, MTS, MASS) which

support a move towards greater or full provincial funding.

c0NctustoNs 0N cosT

An examination of the l¡têrature and the presentations from the official organizations

casts doubt on the etfectiveness of amalgamation as a strategy to reduce costs in

education. What also emerges, in contradiction to this finding, is the pers¡stent

consensus of belief that costs will be reduced in larger organizations.
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ON QUALITY:

The Canadian Union of Public Emolovees indicate in their presentation that the

government should be addressing th'e real problems facing the education system

¡nstead of redrawing boundary lines. Those problems they defirred as: declining

provincial government funding for education, deteriorating standards and growing

violence. (p.22) While the CUPE document did not formally define quality, adequate

staffing to sustain a well maintained, safe learning environment came across as key to

their definition. The association described their members as contributing to the

máintenance of that environment and be¡ng cornerstones to the leaming
process.(p.13) ln their document the union referred to the needs of students being

negatively affected by boundary changes and the union tied expend¡tures to quality.

"We remind this Commission thaf the educalional needs of
students are negatively atfected not only by reductions in
programs, teaching and support staff but also by commun¡ty
upheaval, and family trauma. Boundary changes could
create all of this." (p.22)

'Provincial funding levels have not even been keeping pace
w¡th ¡nflation, never mind keep¡ng pace with the needC of a
quality education system." (p.8)

CUPE made two recommendations related to the quality of educat¡on.

RECOMMENDATTON #1 (p.4)

We recommend that the Commission consider the ¡ssue of violence in the context of
this review particularly as you look at such issues as education legislation reform, cost
efficiency and effectiveness, school / division / d¡strict / department roles and
responsibilities, policy-making structures and current trends in educalion reform.

RECOMMENDATION #2 (p.5)

We recommend that legislative reforms be considered if they clearly allow for greater
inter-divisional cooperation, resource shar¡ng and collaboration and at the same time
meet the essential educat¡onal themes. Further, we recommend lhat no leg¡slative
reforms be considered that will result in job losses.
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The presentation of the Manitoba Association of School Superintendents conta¡ns a

number of statemenls quest¡on¡ng how boundaries revision will affect the quality of

education in Manitoba.

'...the question of boundaries revision is not in and of itself
the overarching educational problem facing Manitobans
today...Boundar¡es represent only a small subset of the
range of response which may be contemplated in
addressing the need for educational reform." (p.5)

'...simply redesigning boundaries will not necessarily
. enhance these eight pr¡nciples." (p.13)

"Altered boundaries would not necessarily enhance the
education of students. lt depends on how they are altered,
and whether or not equity is enhanced." (p.25)

"...boundary alterations in and of themselves will not
constitute a sutficient response to the challenges we face in
education." (p.8)

Although MASS did not formally define quality in their document there were several

statements which referred to the need for equity throughout the province.

"The benefit to ru¡al and northern divisions will be realized
only with a high level of "equitf subsidization by Manitoba
Education and Training.' (p.13)

"...this number should be decreased only if the resulting
structure provides better educational opportun¡ty...' (p.1 5)

"All students should have access to these schools.' (p.20)

'There is a great disparity in services." (p.22)

"All students should have equal access, as much as
possible, to all programs, and all boundary changes should
be canied out w¡th this principle in mind." (p.25)

"Distance Education...ln many ways this is an equity issue.'
(p.28)
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"The province.should provide a base level of educational
opportun¡ty which is available lo all Manitoba students and
make funding available for those needs.............The Minister
must provide leadership to ensure that equity is a strong
provincial goal." (p. l0)

"Technology and distance education must be utilized in the
best ways possible to help achieve equitable program
delivery.' (p.1 1)

Three statements in the document suggest that MASS holds a broader definition of
quality than equity.

"M.A.S.S. agrees with all eight "education principles"
outlined on pages 14 and 15 of the Review Commission's
'Discussion Document." (p.1 2)

'The new challenges, complex demands and higher
expectations of present day society make it necessary for us
to cont¡nually re-examine the purposes, structures and
practices of education...lssues and recommendations which
have emanated from previous initiat¡ves such as the
Provincial Commission on Education Reform, could provide
some of the substance for dialogue concerning the society
we envision for future jurisdictions and the frameworks we
construct to achieve it.' (p.6)

'Because of constantly changing needs in education, there
needs to be a significant research component to ¡nform the
ongoing changes.' (p.10)

The MASS report also spoke on the ¡ssue of size in relationship to qual¡ty.

"...larger divisions / districts do not always prov¡de better,
more efficient, or less costly educational services." (p.13)

"...smaller schools have some characteristics thal make
them better than larger schools...there is no research lo
show that schools can be opened or closed on the basis of
absolute numbers. Circumstances vary greatly." (p.15)
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The Manitoba Association ol School Superintendents made two recommendations

with respêct to the quality of education.

RECOMMENDATION #2 (p.8)

Co-operation within regions should be encouraged to ¡ncrease and equalize
educational opportunities.

RECOMMENDATION #6 (p. 1 O)

The Minister of Education and Training should try to achieve equity for all students in
Manitoba.

The report presented by the Manitoba Teachers' Sòciety defined quality as equity and

clearly linked size w¡th equ¡ty.

"Student equity includes not only equity among programs
and services oflered by ditferent school divis¡ons, but also
equ¡ty ¡n opportun¡ties for individual students, regardless of
their ditfering learning needs.' (p.15)

"Student equ¡ty does not mean sameness either ¡n

curricular offerings or per pupil expend¡ture. lt does require
access to a uniform offering of education programs and
services throughout Manitoba public schools.' (p.17)

'Differing policies of public school boards also promote
unequal access to programs." (p.16)

ïhe province-wide FRAME report¡ng structure shows
evidence of wide disparities in program delivery and
program expend¡ture among school divisions. ' (p.16)

"Student equity is seriously impaired by the existing
divisional and district boundaries of Manitoba.' (p.15)

ln the presentat¡on by the Teachers' Society equity was not only described in terms of

equal access by students to programs and services, it was also described in terms of

teacher equity (teachers having equal access to resources and services) and taxpayer
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equity (taxpayers being ask€d to make a similar etfort to support educat¡on).

It is clearly the posit¡on of the Manitoba Teachers' Society that the quality of education

in the province would be improved if the equity issues were solved. Further they

clearly indicate that changing the boundaries to enlarge the divisions would be an

important part of the solution to the equity problem.

"The foundation of public education is equity. When equity
is upheld and continually strengthened, the public
education system can provide quality educational services.
When equity is fettered, that ab¡l¡ty is diminished.' (p.3)

'An effective redrawing of boundaries would address many
aspects of unequal access to educat¡on programs. lt would
restore economies of scale and could improve program
access." (p.17)

ln their presentation the Teachers' Society spoke to the purpose of education and

student learning under issue #13 Current Trends in Education Reform. Although
educational trends dialogue was stated as "of interest" the report indicated that this
dialogue did not bear d¡rectly on the mandate of the Boundaries Review Commission.

The Manitoba ieachers' Society made one recommendat¡on with respect to the
quality of education.

RECOMMENDATION #3 (p.37)

Long term viable school divisions w¡th the potential for funding, tax and program equity
should be created.

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees had Furthering Student lnterests as their
first recommendation. Although they did not formally define quality education the
assoc¡at¡on stated within the explanation of this recommendation that the mission of
public schools was to educate every child to the fullest of his or her potential. The
association further stated that when this is met it is because the schools'every effort is

devoted to enabling students to succeed in their quest for increased understanding.
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On quality the assoc¡ation further stated:

"Unnecessarily changing division boundaries will divert
energ¡es from other urgent change in¡tiatives which would
make a d¡fference in the province's classrooms. Boundary
changes should only be initiated to achieve clearly
identified educational benefits.' (p.10)

The associat¡on made one recommendation related to quality.

RECOMMENDATION #1 (p.10)

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees recommends that any changes to the
boundaries of school divisions and d¡stricts must meet the needs and further the
interests of students and thereby fulfil the educational mission of schools.

With respect to the qual¡ty of education the Manitoba Associat¡on of Principals stated

that the educational system should reflect equal access lo services for all students and

that present inequities should be narrowed as much as possible. The association

made two recommendations to support this.

RECOMMENDATION #4 (p.2) also a cost recommendation

...the Manitoba Association of Principals recommends that any administrative savings
which result from boundaries revision should be retained ¡n the system and be used to
support equal access lo programs and services.

RECOMMENDATION #5 (p.2)

There should be a detailed explanal¡on of how the ¡nterests of the students and
communities will be better served from any specific change.

The Manitoba Association of School Business Otficials identified their responsibilities

as supporting the best poss¡ble learning environment for students. (p.1) Although a

high quality education was refened to several times in their document quality was not

defined nor could the wr¡ter definitively infer it from the document. MASBO did,

however, ident¡fy some problems with quality ¡n the system as it exists.
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1. 'Boundaries'tend to prevent some decisions that would
benefit studenls. For example rather than being able to
cross boundar¡es to attend a school in a closer
neighbouring school, some students are required to travel
longer distances to attend a school w¡thin the Division of
their residence." (p.8)

2. 'As the Department of Education and Training cont¡nues
to reduce its consultative support in many areas, the co.
ordination and provision of services, is becoming non
ex¡stent...This lack of leadership at the provincial level
creates the problem of maintaining a high quality
education." (p.9)

ln addition, when looking at the ¡mplicat¡ons of boundary revision, MASBO noted that

each school division had its own priorities and policies and that time needed to be

given for reconciliation and standardization of educational philosophies.. The fact that

school divisions have different priorities and policies speaks to the differing notions of

what constitutes a high qual¡ty program.

The Manitoba Home and School Parent-Teacher Federation document talked more

about children and lhe classroom than any of the other otficial documents. They

explained this ¡n the beginning of their presentation by stating:

'Our only interest is in regards to the welfare of children.
Therefore our comments are focussed on areas where
parents see the quality of their child's education is in
question.'(p.1)

HSPTFM made a number of statemenls directly relat¡ng to the quality of education.

'Educational reform is necessary and imminent." (p.2)

"Focus is often on short term gains rather than on long term
values.'(p.2)

"Change for the sake of change was not appropr¡ate...if
there was not some significant educational gain to be
made." (p.2)
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"supports must be ¡n place to ensure that teachers are not
hindered in their attempts to facilitate learning." (p.2)

'Parents have declared that the mandate of education
nseds to be more clearly defined." (p.2)

'Parents want to be assured that children will have the same
quality of education no mattsr where they go to school."
(p.4)

'An amalgamation of divisions in rural areas creates an
¡nstant concern that ch¡ldren will be transported longer
distances." (p.4)

"Parents want assurances that mors equal opportunities will
ex¡st between rural and urban divisions." (p.6)

'Current admin¡strations spend too much time on the
process of decision making rather than focus on the *vision'

of education.' (p.7)

One of these statements sp€aks to the not¡on oT equity as a component of quality. The

others express concern for the improvement of quality in ways that boundary changes

would not affect (ie: the need for vision, for clarifying the mandate, for identifying long

term values). On the second last page of the parent document there were several

quotes, one of which was by Larry Martz: Mak¡ng Schools Better. lt talked about what

was needed to improve schools. This would not be achieved simply by redrawing

boundaries.

"Making schools better comes down to reaching deep within
the commun¡ty that is a school. lt involves giving both the
adults and the children a sense of hope, a fa¡th that the daily
rhythms in their classrooms really will amount to
something." (p.8)
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SUMMRBY OF ÏHE F¡NOINGS ON QURTIW
D COMPRRISON TO THE LIÏEBRIURE

The litêrature shows that there is a ditference between the find¡ngs of researchers

depending upon wiren that research was conducted. The research stud¡es are

affected by not only the knowledge of the time, but also by the definition of quality used

in those studies. The earlier the research on school division size, the more it focuses

on economies of scale and spending etficiencies, w¡th program diversity and staffing

considerat¡ons being used as the measures of quality. Because being larger made ¡t

possible to afford more (more programs, more expertise), consolidation efforts

received very favourable reports. The later the research, the more there is a tendency

to focus on outcomes as opposed to inputs. Those outcomes involve how size atfects

students personally and socially, how size atfects governance, and how size atfects

student achievement. ln the later research it is these outcomes that form the definition

of quality. This research has found that these quality outcomes are not linked to
program diversity or statf qualifications and/or experience. ln addition it would lead us

to believe that larger organizations are less effective, not more effective, at producing

these high quality outcomes.

ln lssue #1 in the Boundaries Discussion Document eight principles of education were

identified. They came from the report on Education Legislation Fleform. These eight

essential themes indicated the shoulds and musts for education legislation. The

assumption here is that these principles form the basis of a quality education. Here

equ¡ty ¡s balanced with other considerations like Excellence, a Respect for Learning

and Accountability. Some of the otficial presentations (CUPE, MASS and HSPTFM)

did indicate support for the eight principles from the Legislation Reform Report.

Although the MTS supported some of the principles it expressed concems with four of

them - numbers 3 (Partnership), 4 (Fair Resolution of Disputes), 7 (Accountability) and

I (Coordination of Services).

Within the rest of lhe document qual¡ty was referred to several t¡mes - but was nol

clearly defined. The most specific references regarding quality were those that talked

about equ¡ty.
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'This makes meet¡ng the goal of equity in education ditficult
to achieve.'130

"One of the goals of the Deparlment of Education and
Training is to ensure the provision of equity in terms of
access to education irrespective of locat¡on ¡n the
province.'131

'ie. is there an increasing need for transparent boundaries
in order to minimize cost duplication and provide some form
of equitable education irrespective of population base or
location?"132

ln the official presentations to the Comm¡ssion there was no clear consensus on thê

definition of quality. Equ¡ty was, however, talked about more than other dimensions of

quality. The importance of equ¡ty appeared directly in four of the prêsentations made to

the Commission by the official stakeholders (MTS, MASS, MAP and HSPTFM). These

associations variously referred to it as the need for equal accêss, equal opportunity

and equal services. The need for equity was given the most emphasis by the

Manitoba Teachers' Soc¡ety who illustrated, with information from the Department of

Education and Training, some of the differences in programs, program delivery and

services which exist throughout the prov¡nce.

The parent presentation h¡nted at the broadest definition of quality when it talked about

the need for vision, the need to take into account long term values, the need for a

clearer definition of the educational mandate, and the need for more accountability.

ln the section on cost the writer identified the cooperat¡ve arrangements

(recommended by several of the organizations) as a way to increase the management

size of the division while maintaining a smaller educational size. The assumpt¡on here

is that some costs and duplication of services might be reduced w¡th no adverse

atfects on quality. lt is on this point that other official groups appear to disagree with

the MTS pos¡tion that increased size will also mean increased quality. MASS d¡d,

however acknowledge that there exists a growing popular view that costs can be

130 BRC Discussion Documenl p.21
131 BRC Discussion Document p.26
132 BRC Discussion Document p.30
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reduced s¡gnif¡cantly by eliminating or reducing boards and senior administration w¡th

l¡ttle negat¡ve ¡mpact on the quality of education. (p.6)

cf¡Nclust0Ns f¡N 0unt¡TY

It is evident from the presentations that equity, an earlier research definition of quality,

is being used as an ¡mportant measure of quality in Manitoba. This could be a function

of a number of things. Demographic shifts within the province have led to significant

enrollment drops in some school divisions. (ln 1992 thirty two jurisd¡ctions had an

eligible enrollment of fewer than 2000 students.) These changes, in combination with

reduced provincial funding, are affecting the abil¡ty of these school divisions to provide

levels of programming and serv¡ces found elsewhere in the province. Perhaps in a

democratic society the solving of ¡nequ¡ties assumes dominance and must be

addressed before mo¡e sophisticated measures of quality can be used. As stated in

the CUPE presentat¡on:

'The public school system is an essential component of our
democracY."133

It might also be a function of the way the discussion document was structured.

Although the first issue hinted at a broader definition of quality only one question (#1)

referred to this, and it was asked in such a broad, general way that it did not solicit

opinions with respect to the effect of s¡ze on other dimensions of quality like student

achievement. Whatever the reason, no clear consensus on the definition of quality

emerges and only MASS cast doubt on the nolion that larger would mean more

effective.

lf equity is used as the definition of quality a reorgan¡zat¡on of divisions could be said

to be justif¡ed. If a broader definition is used reorganization would not likely be a

recommended strategy as it could have a negative ¡mpact on the quality of education.

133 BRC Discuss¡on Docum€nt p.9
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ON CURRICULUM

The Canadian Union ol Public Employees did not make any recommendations with

respeet to curr¡culum. Programs were only ment¡oned twice in their presentation to the

Commission. Both references had to do w¡th reductions in programs and the etfect on

quality and the needs of students. The union saw technology as having a posit¡ve

impact on the ability of divisions to provide programs.

"Faced with declining revenues, School Divisions are being
forced to cut programs and jobs...programs such as band,
music and drama have been eliminated; and now
discussions are taking place on the elim¡nation of nutrition
programs, child guidance personnel, ESL, Summer School,
Literacy Program and the list goes on...'Creative
management and prudent spending," to quote Education
Minister Clayton Manness, can only go so far before the
quality of education beg¡ns to sutfer." (p.9)

'We remind this Commission that the educational needs of
students are negatively affected ...by reduct¡ons ¡n
programs..."(22)

The Manitoba Association of School Suoerintendents made a number of comments

about programs in their document. The associat¡on linked smaller divisions with a

lessened ability to provide programs.

'lt is obvious that smaller enrollments have made it more
diflicult for divisions and districts to provide lhe program
options much in demand today. " (p.19)

'The present Provincial financial restra¡nts have certainly
atfected the ability of divisions / distr¡cts to provide
programs. There is no doubt that there have been
educational losses." (p. l9)

"The existing 'regional vocational schools" were created lo
serve groups of divisions and districts, and these
arrangements have worked reasonably well...All students
should have equal access to these schools and all of them
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do not at this timat (p.20)

"D¡vislons and districts with lower assessments, at the
present time, obviously find it more difficult to lund
educat¡onal programs.' (p.21 )

'All students should have equal access, as much as
possible, to all programs..."(p.25)

"Advanced technology can have a very positive ¡mpact on
all areas. (of program delivery) (p.27)

'Advanced technology w¡ll enhance program
delivery..."(p.29)

The only recommendation the association made was in reference to how technology

and distance educat¡on might be utilized to somewhat equalize educational

opportunit¡es for students in rural and northern Manitoba.

RECOMMENDATION #7 (p.1 1)

Technology and distance education must be utilized in the best.ways poss¡ble to help
achieve equitable program delivery.

The Manitoba Teachers' Society expressed a number of concerns about curriculum in

their presentation. Those concems related not only to the equity ¡ssue, but also to

roles and responsibilities in the area of cuniculum. The Society clearly linked size and

cu rricu lum.

"The criteria for gauging student equity in schools is equality
of access to educat¡onal programming and related
services." (p.3)

'Equitable access to educational programming and related
services should be provided to all public school students,
regardless of where they live. Student equity includes not
only equity among the programs and services offered by
different school d¡visions, but also equity in opportun¡ties for
individual sludents, regardless of their learning needs."
(p.15)
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'W¡thin the scop€ of a broad prov¡ncial curriculum, school
divisions should be allowed to develop curriculum to meet
the unique needs of their commun¡ties." (p.24)

'Distance educat¡on technologies can be used to fonivard
the cause of equity in program otferings among schools and
divisions.' (p.30)

"The Department of Education and Tra¡ning must be held
accountable,not only for the d€velopment of new curricula,
which is ¡ts legislated responsibility, but for the
implementation of cunicula.' (p.5)

"The Department of Education must take a leadership role in
the ¡mplementation of curricula and reform." (p.33)

'Differing policies of public school boards also promote
unequal access lo programs" (p16)

"School divisions cannot prov¡de a full range of education
programs and services to students ¡n geograph¡c areas
which are too small. Equal access to programs and
services can be achieved by creating greater symmetry in
operating scale among school divisions." (p.2)

"Access to public school programs should not be l¡mited by
place of residence, socio-economic conditions, local
jurisdictional policies, or the relative affluence of commun¡ty
tax bases." (p.2)

"Applying the principle of operating scale to publ¡c
education would mean enhancing program offerings and
related services by ensuring an optimum number of
students per service unit. lf the number of students is
inadequate, the possibilities for providing programs and
related services are severely reduced." (p.4)

"The diseconomies of scale present in most Manitoba
school divisions /districts in the opening years of the 1990s
have raised barriers to uniform access to education
programs and services throughout the province, and a
burden on teachers striving to maintain the quality of
education. (p.4)

"ln small scale jurisdictions, it is usually too expensive to



otfer anything but the most basic programs." (p.15)

'Attempts by school divisions and districts to function at a
miniature scale of operation are comparatively more
expensive. There are four possible consequences wilhin a
school division:..lhe program or service is ofiered desp¡te a
relatively high unit cost...the curricular scope has been
narrowed...th€ program has been elim¡nat€d....the program
has never been otfered.' (15 & 16)

"The analysis of how money is spent by school divisions /
d¡stricts lhroughout Manitoba reveals...disparities in the
provision of education programs and services from one
division to another.' (p.21 )

'...creating divisions with a specified minimum population is
only one aspect of delivering equitable and cost-effective
programs." (p.22)

The Teachers' Society made one recommendation related to programming.

RECOMMENDATION #5 (p.37) (also a cost recommendation)

The criter¡a used in establishing new boundaries should be:
(a) a scale of operation sutficient to offer a full range of programs, and
(b) provincial funding for programs or a market assessment per pupil close to
provincial average with equalization payments to redress ¡nequities.

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees talked about program and curriculum in

the context of decision-making and governance. The association did not see currenl
boundaries as interfering with program delivery.

"We believe lhat school boards must have a mandate to
meet ths educational needs of their communities, while
fulfilling the responsibilities assigned to them by the
provincial government.' (p.4)

'Local conlrol of public schools ensure that decis¡ons on
school programming are made by elected representatives..."
(p.5)
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"This brief identifies the role of the school board in
represent¡ng the communiti€s thal it serves, acting as a
responsible employer, and ensuring that curricula reflect
community needs." (p.1 2)

'Local levy funds allow school boards to prov¡de those
programs which may not be funded by the province,but
which the local community has deemed important ¡n the
light of its specific priorit¡es and circumstances." (p.14)

'Communities have the right to decide what programs they
want in the¡r schools, and they must be lree to decide how
much they are willing to pay to support them." (p.14)

'...these institutions are exploring ways of delivering
educational programming through interactive lelevision."
(p.1s)

'Current boundaries have not prevented an amalgamation
of etfort in order to improvê the d€livery of programs." (16)

MAST made one recommendation in the area of curriculum.

RECOMMENDATION #10 (p.19 ) Distance Education and Technology

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees recommends the ¡mplementat¡on of the
recommendat¡ons of the Task Force on Distance Education and Technology. ln
particular, MAST recommends that the resources required to coordinate, develop and
maintain regional consortiums, as proposed in recommendation #1 of the Task Force,
be provided.

The Manitoba Association of Princioals made one recommendat¡on related to
curriculum.

RECOMMENDATION #4 (p.2) (also a cost & quality recommendation)

...any administrative savings which result from boundaries revision should be retained
in the system and used to support equal access to programs...

The Manitoba Association of School Business Oflicials mentioned some of the

inequities in programming that currently exist. They suggested that there were

problems with funding and leadership that contr¡buted to those problems. They, did
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however, suggest that ¡ncreasing the sizs of divisions would increase the ability of

those divisions lo offer more in the way of programming. They also identified

technology as a possible strategy to cons¡dor in order to maintain or increase the level

of programming provided by a division.

'Each school division has its own priorities and
policies...Some divisions have introduced an aggressive
program of computerizat¡on. Some divisions have
comprehensive mus¡c programs; while others, because of
costs,have eliminated the same programs.") p.13)

"The current Schools' Finance Program.....is a complex
formula....and it is often quite difiicult lor divisions to fully
assess the impact of various cost cutt¡ng measures or the
¡mplications of sharing students and / or programs.' (p.10)

'The number of cuniculum consultants work¡ng out of the
Department has been reduced. Th¡s lack of leadership at
the provincial level creates the problem of maintaining a
high qual¡ty education." (p.9)

'...amalgamation...could result in a more comprehensive
program select¡on for students." (p.10)

"Larger divisions ...would allow for the employment of
spec¡alists in such areas as...curriculum..." (p1 1)

"...such possible solutions as distance education should be
identified as a priority." (p.9)

The Manitoba Home and School Parent-Teacher Federation expressed some

concern about the ability of small schools at the secondary level to ptovide adequate

programming. HSPTFM posed the poss¡b¡l¡ty that distance education might create

more program equity within the system. The federation also saw a role for business in

some school pfogramming.

"...there is recognition at the secondary school level that
"small" may not afford the choices necessary to prepare
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young people tor post secondary education or the world of
work." (p.6)

"Distance educalion opportunities will help reduca the gap."
(p.6)

"Business needs to look at êducation as an ¡nvestment.
...Cooperative work experiences, apprenticeships,
mentorship programs can all lead students towards making
decisions more relevant to their futures." (p.6)

SUMMRRY OF THE FINDIN6S ON CURBICUIUM
& COMPRRISON TO IHE TITEBRTURE

The research has shown that larger schools and school d¡visions do offer a broader

curriculum. There are, however, recent quêstions that have been raised with respect

to four things related to that expanded curriculum:

- the kinds of courses that are added and their pedagog¡cal value,
- the link between more programs and student ach¡evement,
'whether lhe social and personal "losses" wh¡ch occur for students in a larger

environment are offset by any gains in course offerings, and
* the degree to which equity is atta¡ned when most of the additional courses

seem to benefit a small percentage of students at both ends of the
spectrum and draw resources away from the average student.

The quest¡ons around these issues, and the findings that are emerging ¡n response to

the quest¡ons, have raised some doubts about the value of increasing s¡ze merely to

realize gains in curriculum offerings.

ln the presentations from the official stakeholders the disparity in programming

between schools and divisions was mentioned. Three of the groups (MASS, MTS and

MASBO) directly indicated agreement with the research find¡ng that larger schools and

school divisions are able to otfer more in the way of programming. ln addition several

of the presentations expressed concern that students in smaller schools and divisions

might be at a disadvantage because of this. MAST tied the diversity of programming

more to governance than to size.
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None of the presentations by the otficial organizations reflected the recent questions

being asked in the research literature. None ol the organizations questioñed the value
of the programs that were not available in smaller schools or divisions. lnstead they
tended to suggest alternatives whereby the ¡nequit¡es that exist might be addressed.
These alternatives included; shared use agreements, transparent boundaries allowing
freer movement of students, more parental choice among schools and divisions, and
the use of distance education technologies. These were otfered as alternatives to
simply redrawing boundaries to achieve program equity. One could infer generally

from their presentations that the more programs a division offerred the better it was.

coNctustoNs 0N cuRBtculuM

Equal access to programming and services was seen as a plus less in the literature
and more in the responses of the otficial organizations. This ditference could be
pred¡cted from the difference in the definitions of quality. Where equity ¡s the pr¡me

definition il is understandable that there would be a concern that all students do not

have lhe same educational opportunit¡es.

lf increased curriculum offerings were a reason for reorganization one could infer, both
from the literature and from the presentations by the official stakeholders, that it would

be a viable strategy. Whether this would make a difference in terms of a student
achievement definition of quality is the issue.
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ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

ln a couple of the documents there were references to the educational needs of

students.

'...the public school system ex¡sts to meet the educational
needs of students." (MAST p.4 A 22)

'Members of the Manitoba Association of Principals regard
thsmselves as educational leaders as well as teachers and
see the¡r most important prior¡ty to enhance the
effect¡veness of schools to be able to meet the educational
needs of their students." (MAP p.1)

The only group to talk about learning, however, was the Manitoba Home and School

Parent- Teacher Federation. ln their document HSPTFM indicated the importance of

providing the supports to teachers to facilitate that learning. ln addition the parents

group questioned the value of any boundary changes unless it would make a

difference to the students and their potential to learn.

Other than these comments by the parents not much was said about leaming or

achievement, and how that might be affecled by any changes to the present

bounda¡ies.

SUMMRBY OF THE FINDINGS ON STUDENT BCHIEUEMENT
& COMPRBISON TO THE LITERRIUBE

It would seem from the research that student achievement has emerged as an

important variable when determining the quality of schooling. lt has replaced both cost

and a definition of inputs (for example: class size, têacher qualifications and

experience, diversity of programming). Perhaps this is because "accountab¡lity" has

become a more ¡mportant issue contextually.

While the relationship of student achievement to divisional or district size is still
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cons¡dered ambiguous, recent studies would se€m to suggest that student

achievement is lower in larger divisions. They would also suggest that failure rates

are higher in larger divisions. Assuming that the research findings related to failure

and student achievement are accurate this could have a negative impact on the quality

of school life for students.

What is more consistent in the res€arch is the relationship found between school size

and student achievement. Here researchers have found that the relationship is an

inverse one. That is: the larger the school the lower the student ach¡evement, the

smaller the school the h¡gher the student ach¡evemênt. Since one of the effects of

consolidation ¡s an increase in school size it would seem to call into quest¡on the

mêr¡ts of division reorganizat¡on unless the division falls below an enrolment of S00.

The only otficial organization to speak to the issue of size and student achievement

was the parenls' group. This group wanted to be assured that ¡f changes were made

the supports would be ¡n place to ensure lhat leachers were not hindered in their

attempts to facilitate learning. (p2) While the federation did not offer an opinion about

the effect of divisional size on achievement it d¡d ask the following questions:

"ls boundary change going to ensure a smaller class size,
or more resources to enable each child to reach his / her full
polent¡al? ls it going to ensure that each participant in
education including government, administrators, teachers,
parents, and students, know their responsibil¡ties and are
accountable?" (p.9)

As mentioned earlier the lack of attention paid to the effêct of size on student

achievement may be a function of the way in which the discussion document was

structured. None of the issues or questions made any specific refe¡ence to student

learning and achievement. Nor did the issues or quest¡ons lead the readers to

speculate as to the effects of size on achievement. The eflect of division size on

students was discussed in termb of how the educational opportunities for students

would be atfected, leaving the impression that the capacity to prov¡de more programs

and services would mean that the quality of education would be improved. The

inference to be made is that students would automatically learn more. This notion is
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not supported in the recent resêarch.on size.

The only concem expressed about students in relation to division size had to do with

the time spent on busses. The groups speaking to th¡s ¡ssue were not in favour of long

bus rides and suggested that a maximum time should be set for travel. The inference

here is that student travel time might be related to student learning.

CONCLUSI ONS ON STUDENT RCHIEUEMENT

Accountability is currently an important issue, and has been identified as such ¡n the

New Directions Document recently put out by the Minister of Education and Training.

Yet there is very little emphasis given to student leam¡ng and achievement in the

Boundaries Fleview Discussion Document. This may be because the link between

size and learning is only recently being explored. Researchers are only iust beginning

to understand that there is a relationship between what students learn and the size of

the organ¡zat¡on, and to draw some conclusions about that relationship. From what

has been found the writer would suggest that if reform of the public school system

were to focus on ways to increase student learning, then reorganization aimed at

creating large divisions and large schools would probably not be one of the strateg¡es

under discussion.



ON STAFFING

The Canadian Union of Public Employeeq stated the concern for their membership

very directly. ln their presentation the Union cited several examples of job reductions

and what that has meant to the quality of education. Nn acjdition to the¡r concem for job

loss and increased wo¡kload, the union was also concerned with the protection of their

members (contracts, benefits etc.) should there be changes to the boundar¡es.

'We also believe that such cooperation must not result ¡n

any job losses during these times of economic ditficulty."
(p.s)

'Faced with declining revenues, School Divisions are being
forced to cut programs and jobs. We have seen the jobs of
teachers, cuslodians, ma¡ntenance, workers, leacher
ass¡stants and clerical workers el¡minated..." (p.9)

"We fear that amalgamation will simply be used as another
excuse to reduce services and jobs in the public school
board sector." (p.11)

"...we do not accept that increasing efficiency has to mean
staff reduct¡ons.' (p.17)

'ln order to minimize the uncertainty and potent¡al industrial
strife which may accompany a boundary real¡gnment, it is
essential that legislation affecting any such realignment
contain clear provisions ensuring no loss of jobs. " (p.17)

"Boundary changes may also potentially jeopardize
employees' rights, especially pertaining to salary, benefits,
tenure and sen¡ority. Therefore any legislation affect¡ng
Division boundaries should contain provisions which
ensure that these rights are preserved. lt should contain
provisions which recognize and support the continuation of
employment, opportunit¡es for advancement and benefits
earned through years of good service." (p.17)

"This is most equitably achieved by utilizing the best such
conditions and rates in effect as between those Divisions
being merged.'(p.18)
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"Protections which are afforded to teaching statf affected by
boundary change should be afforded to non-teach¡ng
similarly atlected." (p. 1 8)

CUPE made one recommendation regarding statf¡ng to the Commission.

RECOMMENDATION #7 (p.21 )

The Commission should recommend labour adjustment measures in its report which
protect employees' jobs, the¡r opportunities for advancement and their wages and
benefits. These measures must be developed at the provincial level in close
consultation with the Unions and enshrined in law. Furthermore, that ¡f the
Commission recommends any boundary changes, a recommendation be made to set
up a single defined benefit pension plan for all Manitoba non-teaching School
Division employees.

The Manitoba Association of School Superintendents was also concemed with the

welfare of school division employees and mad€ one recommendation related to

staffing and boundary change.

"The Commission should take into account thê fact that
major boundary changes may have very serious
consequences on employees and the communities where
they work and l¡ve. lf any major changes are implemented,
spêc¡al steps should be taken to ensure that employees are
re-assigned, wherever possible, to new and sim¡lar
respons¡b¡l¡ties." (p.1 1 )

'lf school division / districl boundaries were altered, the
most practical way of dealing with differences in
employment contracts would be to go to the normal
collective bargaining process. Unresolved disputes, as
usual, can be given to boards of arbitration.' (p.32)

RECOMMENDATION #8 (p.1 1)

Any major boundary changes should consider the ¡mpacts that these changes will
have upon employees and their commun¡ties.
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The Manitoba Teachers' Society stated their concern for the welfare of teachers ¡n the
introduction to their presentation and in their respons€ to ¡ssue #14.

'Teachers are th€ direct providers of educat¡onal programs.
Their well-being and morale directly affect the quality of
educat¡on. Any changes to boundaries must cons¡der the
needs of teachers and ensure their salar¡es, benef¡ts, and
working conditions are protected." (p.2)

'Teachers should not lose benefits they now enjoy,
including salary, accumulated s¡ck leave, or rights as a
result of boundary changes...Teachers must be protected
from negative effects of geographic translers due to
reorganizat¡on of school division boundaries." (p.34)

The Society defined equ¡ty ¡n three ways: equity for students, equity for teachers, and
equity for taxpayers. ln the definition of equity for teachers the welfare of teachers was

expanded ¡nto working conditions.

"Teacher equity is served by ensuring that learning and
working env¡ronments throughout Man¡toba's public
schools are conducive to delivering quality educational
services. All teachers should have the resources and
support services needed to address the expectations
placed on public schools." (p.3)

The Society also identified the role teachers would play in instances where the

technology was used to narrow lhe gap in program delivery to rural and northern

centres.

"The interactive technology does not el¡minate the need for
certified on-s¡te teachers to oversee the program, work in
partnership with the distance educat¡on teacher, provide
support and remedial instruction, adm¡nister tests, and
supervise distance education classrooms." (p.29)

The Teachers' Society made one recommendation directly relating to the welfare of
teachers in the event that divisions were re-aligned.
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RECOMMENDATION #7 (p.37)

Teachers must not lose salary, benefits, sick leave accumulat¡ons or rights due to
reorganization of school division boundaries.

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees expressed concern for the welfare of

school division employees and made one recommendation with respect to staff¡ng.

BECOMMENDATION #11 (p.20)

The Manitoba Assoc¡ation of School Trustees recommends that any boundary
changes be implemented in such a way as to minimize negative impacts on all school
division / d¡strict employees.

The association raised the additional point that amalgamation might upset the

economic viability of some areas. They suggested that this should be taken into

consideration when any changes were recommended.

'ln many communities, the school division or d¡strict is the
s¡ngle largest employer, and makes an important
contribut¡on to that community's economic viability. lf school
divisions and districts are consolidated, a great deal of
personal dislocation and distress may occur. We must
ensure that any change to school boundaries minimizes this
potent¡a1." (p.20)

The Manitoba Association of Princioals made one recommendation with respect to

staffing. Again, the recommendation was directly related to staff welfare.

RECOMMENDATION #6 (p.2)

The government must honour the contractual obligations of any present employees in

the system who may be affected by the changes.
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The Manitoba Association of school Business otficials d¡d not make any formal

recommendations in this area but it did identity one issue and suggest how that might

be resolved.

"Further, if a reduction in the number of divisions results
írom this process, serious consideration will need to be
g¡ven to the implications for incumbent employees. All
possible measures should be taken to ensure that the
incumbents are given maximum opportunities to reta¡n and /
or secure posit¡ons ¡n the new divisions. A comprehensive
plan should be designed to heìp minimize the effect on

employees who have given faithful service to their present

div¡sion. lssues to be considered in such a plan should
include redeployment requirements, contractual obl¡gat¡ons'
retirement options, retraining, outplacement and related
counselling." (P.1 1 )

The Manitoba Home and school Parent-Teachet Federation did not comment on

staffing issues nor on any of the problems that might accrue to staff as a result of

boundary changes.

SUMMBRY OF THE FINDINGS ON STRFIIN6
D COMPRRISON TO TIIE TIIEBRIURE

Two findings in the research are signif¡cant. The first ¡s that qualifications and

experience, two factors cited in arguments for consolidation during the Sixties, do not

seem to make a ditference ¡n terms of student ach¡evement. The second ¡s that

specialization, another early argument for consolidation, loses its effect at a much

lower enrolment level than was previously thought to be true' One finding that needs

more study is the effect of size on staff morale. lnit¡al information in this area would

lead us to believe that staff morale may be negat¡vely related to size. What effect this

could have on student achievement also needs more study.

ln the presentat¡ons almost noth¡ng was said about the etfect of amalgamation on
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teacher qualif¡cations or workload. There was, howev€r, considerable concern

expressed by most of lhe organizations regarding the importance of being fair to all

employees in any process of change. This was expressed in terms of loss of:

employment, benefits, seniority, localion of work, etc. ln addition to these concerns

CUPE also identified some of the effects of reorganization on the workload of their

members and on the organization. CUPE gave a number of actual examples of

workload which had changed and the impact of that change on schools and students.

A number of the official organizat¡ons made suggestions about the kind of process that

should be used to ensure that consolidation was fair to all.

CONCTUSIONS ON STRFFING

ln 1959 the Royal Commission on Education in Manitoba recommended

reorganization as a way to address concerns about the quality of teach¡ng. With

reorganization came an increase in the qualifications necessary for teaching, and a

standardization of those qualifications. lt was assumed that increased

professionalization would have a positive effect on the quality of education in the

province.

At that time the MTS was clearly ¡n support of boundary reorganizat¡on to not only

increase the professionalism of teaching but to also improve the welfare cond¡tions for

teachers.

ln the Boundaries Review Commission of 1993 the key issue regarding statfing seems

more related to job and benefits security than to the effects of reorganization on the

improved ability to produce a high quality educat¡on. Only the Teachers' Society

presented the case that an increase of size, and therefore tax base, would impact

positively on the ability of teachers to work more etfectively.
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ON GOVERNANCE

Governance was an important issue of discussion in the boundaries review process. lt
was the fourth term of reference id€ntìfied in the discussion document put out by the
Boundaries Review Commission and it was carefully spelled out. That term of
reference read as follows:

lV Determine and recommend the best governance structure which will:

(a) further educational excellence
(b) facilitate effective and efficient program delivery and development in the

public school syslem
(c) facilitate the goals of education of the province and ensure that education

ref lects principles such as equity, openness, responsiveness, excellence,
choice, relevance, and accountability

(d) ensure flexibility in student movement between and among div¡sions
(e) acknowledge the increasing applicability ol technology to facilitate program

delivery
(f) foster partnership between / among government, community, parents, labour,

business, and industry
(g) receive public acceptancel34

The official stakeholders tended to comment on the ¡ssue of governance in relation

to four areas: the present structure, municipal boundaries, parent committees and

divisional size.

The Canadian Union of Public Emoloyees was not in favour of altering the present

method of governance. Although they suggested that the number of trustees might be

reduced, the structure whereby elected representatives govern the educational
process was not questioned.

"The current slructure allows for the Divisions to be
response to cultural, social, economic, and geographic
factors particular to a community.'(p.15)

'School Divisions should play an important role in
facilitating the involvement of statf, students and parents in
education and administrative policy decision-making

134 BRC D¡scuss¡on Docurnent p.1
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pfocesses." (p.15)

"Some consideration should be given to assessing the
number of trustees required to adequately represent the
community..."(p.15)

CUPE made onê recommendat¡on related to governance.

RECOMMENDATION # 6 (p.15)

We encourage the Commission to recommend that School Divisions and their
governance structures be designed such that democratic and public control of the
education system is enhanced, not restr¡cted and the boundaries respect, protect and
promote the community of interests that ex¡st within this province.

The Manitoba Association of School Superintendents emphasized the varying roles

the participants play in the process and the importance of leadership.

'For any discussion concerning the alteration of delivery of
educational service to take place, the part¡c¡pants must
recognize the underpinning roles played by the various
partners ¡n the educational enterprise." (p.6)

"...the most productive schools require both 'top down" as
well as "bottom up" init¡atives as well as real collaboration
and mutual support." (p.6)

"Superintendents have a specific role in leading
educational organ¡zations into the next century." (p.7)

"The role of the provincial government...musl be
strengthened.' (p.1 0)

"The Department of Education and Training needs to play a
stronger role than at present." (p.24)

'...current trends demand that there be strong leadership at
all levels." (p.25)

The association was clearly in favour of retaining the current structure of governance.
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'School boards, as presently constituted, have served
Manitoba very well ov€r the past several decades. No
malor changes are needed." (p.9)

'..."existing units" (school boards) serve us adequately at
present and should be able to serve us approprialely in
future as well." (p.19)

The assoc¡ation d¡d not see an advantage in making the school division boundaries

coincident with municipal boundaries which they obviously thought could lead to

schools being governed by municipal officials.

"The Commission should not try to change school division
boundaries to coinc¡de with those of municipalilies...the
benefits ol these would be minimal...There would be not
educalional benefits. Elected school trustees should
cont¡nuê to adm¡n¡ster the schools, and elected municipal
off icials should continue to look after the¡r current
responsibilities." (p.30)

'The schools should not be run by the same municipal
officials who are responsible for other essential municipal
services." (p.9)

The association favoured school committees but did not see them replacing trustees in

the governance structure.

'School committees are an essential ingredient in the
operation of an effective school div¡sion. However, there
needs to be a clear delinition of roles and funct¡ons as well
as opportunities for people both within and outside the
school community to leam to work effectively with each
other." (p.10)

'Local school comm¡ttees may promote an opportunity for
parenls'vo¡ces to be heard, and we are in favour of these
committees. However, elected school trustees should
cont¡nue to hold their present powers and responsibilities."
(p.27)

The Manitoba Assoc¡ation of School Supetintendents expressed some real concerns
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about the effect of larger divisions on local control.

"ty'ery large divisions would certainly reduce the impact of
local influence. But where does "positive local influence"
end and "negative parochialism' begin" (B.25)

"Larger jurisdictions tend to have less 'local control." (p.26)

The association suggested the formation of regional boards to facilitate co-operation

between the divis¡ons.

"A region would consist of several compalible divisions
and / or districts which would set a govêrnance structure to

oversee co-operative ventures among member divisions."
(p.23)

'...regional boards could deal with matters of common
concern such as vocat¡onal schools." (p.26)

The association made three recommendations w¡th respect to governance.

RECOMMËNDATION #3 (p.9)

Manitoba super¡ntendents strongly believe that school d¡visions and districts should
continue to be independent ent¡ties governed by democratically elected boards with
large measures of taxing authority and substantial control over their budgeis.

BECOMMENDATION # 4 (p.9)

The foundation of local school / commun¡ty councils should be encouraged.

RECOMMENDATION # 5 (p.10)

Manitoba Education and Train¡ng has the responsibility to establish a vision and
provide the nêcessary leadership and support.
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was pr¡marily concemed w¡th the role teachers play

in governing the school system.

"Representat¡on by population, commun¡ty input, and a
voice for all the parlners in public school educat¡on -
including teachers - should be a part of any proposed
governance model." (p.2)

The concern expressed by the Teachers' Society was primarily based on lwo recent

legislative bills (Bills 25 and 34 of 1993) which ignored the role of teachers in rhe

governance models for both the Front¡er School Division and the Francophone School

Division. (p.5) This trend of increased authority for parents, and reduced teacher

involvement 135, was rejected in the MTS document.

'A review of boundaries should not recommend the French
School Division governance model lor other divisions. The
French model leaves out representation by anyone other
than parents on school advisory committe€s. lt ignores all
of the other partners in education.' (p.23)

The Manitoba Teachers' Society supported the continuance of the current system of
governance which involves the elect¡on of trustees, with a clear mandate for policy and

hiring. Although the Society also supported the notion of parent involvement through

committees, the role the Society would like to see for parents is clearly an advisory

one.

'Publiq school divisions should continue to have duly
elected school boards of trustees, but the role and
responsibilities should reflect the expectat¡ons of the 1990s.
The school board's role is to develop policy for the delivery
of education and be responsible for employing the
administration and the teachers to deliver it." (p.2a)

"Whenever an advisory comm¡ttee is established for a
school, its role should be:
(a) to advise, to give a perspective that may be useful to
consider in the usual operational procedures of a school,

135 New Directions Document p.
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and
(b) to enhance communicat¡on between the various groups
involved ¡n the education of students.' (p.27)

The Teachers' Society also responded to the question of municipal boundaries and

suggested a governing structuÍe for distance educat¡on.

"lf the local levy is retained, school division boundaries
should be common or coterm¡nous with the boundaries of
municipalities and local government districts...School
division boundaries should be establ¡shed first. Municipal
boundaries should then be adjusted to make them
coterminous...Most municipalities would be contained within
one of the divisions and only minor adjustments would be
required to make the remainder coterminous." (p.32)

"Because of the inter-divisional nature of distance
education, a government Junded interorganizational body
should be establ¡shed to define, develop, implement, and
monitor the system." (p.29)

The one formal recommendat¡on made by the Teachers' Society had to with the

inclusion of teachers in the governing of public school education.

RECOMMENDATION #6 (p.37)

Any governance model must include teachers.

Governance issues formed a large part of the Manitoba Association of School

Trustees presentation to the Commission. Pages 5 to 9 of the¡r presentation were

devoted to the purpose of school boards and the history of school governance in

Manitoba. The association was clearly in favour of the retention of the current system

and opposed assigning goveming author¡ties for education over to municipal otficials.

Although MAST was clearly supportive of parent advisory comm¡ttees this association

saw them as advisory and pointed out some of the difficulties that m¡ght arise if their

authority changed.
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"The unique North American institution, the school board,
was created in recognition of a bold concept: ord¡nary
people can decide what is best for themselves and for their
children. Recognizing this, the leadership of Manitoba's
schools is designed to reflect the will of the people." (p.5)

'...school boards must be recognized as full partners in
education governance..." (p.5)

"These developments are evidence thal the system by
which public education is governed in Manitoba continues
to evolve in response to emerging educational needs of the
people that it serves." (p.9)

"The history of school boards in Manitoba has demonstrated
that communities are willing to make adjustments when
change can be shown to be in the best interests of the¡r
children." (p.1 1 )

"The current Public Schools Act delines the posers and
responsibil¡ties of school boards ¡n ways which enable
Manitoba's school boards to fulfil these leadership roles."
(p.12)

"We atfirm the essential features of our education
governance system which continue to serve educat¡on well,
and which must be preserved." (p.22)

"The effectiveness of educational governance would be
undermined if assigned to governing authoritiês such as
municipalities which have other areas of responsibility.'
(p.13)

'School boards especially value the contribution of parent
advisory committees...' (p. 1 5)

"Parent committees operating with a definite legislative
mandate could evolve into hundreds of school-level boards
of education, effectively reversing the consolidation
movement of the 1960's.'(15)

'Local school commitlees, no matler how they are
const¡tuted...create an additional administrative body and an
additional layer of bureaucracy.' (p.15)
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MAST made three recommendations related to governance.

RECOMMENDATION #3 Maintenance of Duties of School Boards (p.12)

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees recommends that the duties of school
boards be maintained in accordance with the current provis¡ons of the Public Schools
Act.

RECOMMENDATION #4 Retention of School Board Govemance System (p.13)

The Man¡toba Association of School Trustees recommends that the current system of
school board governance be retained to ensure that voters have the right to elect
trustees whose responsibility is to govern education.

RECOMMENDATION #6 School-Level Advisory Comm¡ttees (p.14)

The Manitoba Association of School Trustees supports the establishment of school-
level advisory committees or parent councils, to encourage greater partic¡pation and
collaboration in educational issues.

The Manitoba Association of Princioals expressed concern over the role of parent

committees and made three recommendat¡ons in this area. Governance was the

major topic in the principals' presentat¡on.

"...any school based commitlees (should) act in an advisory
capacity to the school principal." (p.1)

'...any recommended advisory comm¡ttee should have its
scope defined by law or regulation." (p.1)

RECOMMENDATION #2 (p.2)

The Manitoba Associat¡on of Principals recommends that any advisory committee
would be most effective if its area of responsibil¡ty were to include:

-review and make recommendat¡ons on major school renovations and school
capital projects;

-recommend an annual school budget;
-review and make recommendations on school pol¡cy, procedures and

programs;
-review and recommend short and long term priorities for the school;
-review and recommend policies on the transportation of students;
-promote the involvement of the community ¡n the life and direction of the school
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RECOMMENDATION #3 (p.2)

The Manitoba Association of Principals has reviewed a number of advisory models
and recommends that any issues regarding the hiring, dismissal or the evaluation of
staff should remain under the jurisdiction of the school division authorities.

RECOMMENDATION #7 (p.2)

Governance changes, such as mandated school advisory committees, should be
phased in and supported with professional development and tra¡ning.

The Manitoba Assoc¡ation of School Business Otficials supported the present

structure of governance involving the elect¡on of schoöl trusteês. The association also

strongly supported parental involvement but identified problems with ¡ncreasing

governance author¡ty at the school level. This associat¡on indicated that the cunent

size of divisions allowed them to respond to problems.

"lt is our opinion that the present structure of local school
boards, duly elected and accountable to the public by ballot,
should remain in place with the authority to ra¡se revenue
from the local taxpayer to meet local needs and concerns."
(p5)

"The present school systems...are able to address change
and conflict in a personal and etfective manner at the local
Ievel.' (p.5)

"As previously stated, we believe that the best interests of
the public education system and thÊ students it serves will
be best addressed through a corporate school board made
up of school trustees duly elected by the local electors..."
(p.13)

'lt is important to develop and mainlain a high level of
parental involvement at the school level." (p.13)

"A decision to prov¡de governance authority, control and
responsibility at the school level will add another level of
bureaucracy to the system. lt may also lead to multi
'administrative" un¡ts to handle daily operations of payroll,
personnel, accounting, purchasing, etc. The results could
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be a significant loss of efficiency and etfectiveness '..We
strongly recommend that the Commission consider this
issue very carefullY." (P.14)

"...the present school divisions are, for the most part, of a
size where they can respond to problems in a direct and
timely fashion." (P.6)

The Parents Federation did not question the cost of trustees, which leads one to infer

that the federation was not quest¡oning the cunent system of govemance. The

federation d¡d not support combining school and municipal jurisdictions' The

federation did express the viewpoint that parents are willing to assume a more active

role in the education of their children although they did not define the nature of that

¡nvolvement. They also suggested the exploration of alternative models currently

be¡ng tried elsewhere, suggest¡ng an openness to other ways of involving parents.

The federation was not in favour of combining urban d¡vis¡ons because of perceived

lack of parental input wh¡ch m¡ght occur.

'The cost factor of trustees in particular was generally not a
major issue." (p.4)

'To combine school admin¡stration and municipal

¡urisdict¡ons was not a desirable option lor parents." (p.7)

.There are present inconsistencies within the province

concerning parents and their opportun¡ties for input and
access to information regarding administration of
education." (p.1 )

"Many parents have a keen interest in education and are
prepared to accept responsibility where opportunities exist."
(p.1)

"Educators are iust now generally accepting the value of
community input..." (P.2)

'Other administrative models which occur in Calgary' P'8.1.'
U.S. site based models, o¡ charter schools could be an
alternative." (p.5)
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"Combining urban divisions creates a concern among
parents regarding loss of autonomy.' (p.4)

SUMMRBY OF THE FINDINGS ON GOUERNRNCE
D COMPßBISON TO IHE TITIBHTUBE

Although this is not an area directly studied in the literature on size its importance does
come through in these studies, and in stud¡es related to the etfectiveness of
organizations. What has been found ¡s that larger organ¡zations experience more
ditficulties in producing high quality outcomes ¡n part because the people who work in
the organization, and the people who are served by the organization, have less
¡nvolvement in the decision-making process. As a result the workers are less

committed to the goals and thê system ¡s less responsive to the needs of the clients

served by the organization.

MASS and MASBO were the only organizat¡ons which seemed to support this
concern. MASS indicated that larger jurisdictions have less local control and MASBo
indicated that larger organizations could mean more more staff and more bureaucracy.
MASBO also indicated that too much decentralization of author¡ty could lead to
governing problems which could negat¡vêly influence effectiveness and efficiency.

The other organizat¡ons did not talk about size ¡n relat¡on to governance.

Cunently trustees play an important role in the govemance of education. What did not

appear in the research on optimal size read by the writer was whether education

should continue to be governed by trustees. While there is cur¡ent l¡terature on s¡te-

based management and charter schools which talk directly to allemative models of
governance, the writer does not know what role trustees play in these alternative
models, nor if a connection is made in this l¡terature to school division size.

ln the presentations to the Commission the official stakeholders were clearly in favour
of retaining the current govemance model which includes the election of trustees.
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Considerable support was given to this model by CUPE, MASS, MTS, MAST and

MASBO. Although HSPTFM did not clearly state support, the document mentioned no

concern lrom its membersh¡p about thê costs associated w¡th trustees, leading one to

infer lhat the system of governance including trustees is supported.

CUPE, MASS, MAP, MASBO and MTS talked about the roles and responsibilities of

other partners in the governing of education. Three of these groups mentioned the

department of education. (MASS, MASBO and MTS) All of the groups emphasized

the role their membership plays in the further¡ng of educat¡on, and the importance of

that role.

Three of the stakeholders groups were clearly aga¡nst making municipal and school

division boundaries coterminous (MASS, MAST and IISPTFM). One got the sense

from their presentations that they feared this might lead to the governing of education

by municipal officials. The MTS was in favour of coterminous boundaries but made no

reference to the involvement of municipal otficials in the governing of education.

Six of the otficial stakeholders (MASS, MTS, MAP, MAST, MASBO and HSPTFM)

clearly supported the involvement of parênts in the goveming of education. Although

the Parents Federation did not clearly define how that m¡ght take place the group did

indicate that parents were willing to take a more active role and increase their level of

responsibility. The other groups were definite that parental ¡nvolvement should be

advisory only. MAST stated that increasing parental authority could effectively

undermine previous consolidation etforts by creating the hundreds of mini school

boards that the amalgamation of th€ sililies was designed to eliminate. Only the

Parents Federation suggested the examination of altemate governance models. This

group mentioned that site - based models or charter schools might be an alternat¡ve.

CONCTUS¡ONS ON GOUEBNRNCE

Prior to the division and district reorganization of the 60's and 70's the commun¡ty

membership had considerable control over the school which was located w¡thin the
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commun¡ty. This small and parochial organization led to problems associated w¡th

funding, curriculum offerings, standardization, teacher qualificat¡ons and welfare, and

accountab¡l¡ty for student learning. The reorganization of school divisions and

d¡stricts, lrom over 1800 to the 56 we have today, help€d to address some of these

concerns.

ln 1993 govêrnance has again become an issue- Why?

One might speculate that the government might see strengthening the vehicle for
parent ¡nput and decision-making as a way of gett¡ng parents more involved in the

system. There has been a general concern over lack ol involvement by parents in the

schools and some thinking that th¡s has contributed to a growing dissatisfaction on the
part of parents. lncreasing parental control might be seen as a way of holding the

syètem more accountable and ensuring that parents were, in fact, getting the

educat¡on for their children that they wanted.

One thing is obvious. lt will not be feedback lrom the Commission that decides this

issue. Two divisions are already organized in a way that gives parents more control -

the Francophone School Division and the Frontier School Division. ln addition the

New Directions Document has clearly spelled out a much stronger role for parents.

This was done prior to the report of the Commission which has had feedback

expressing some concern with this direction.

An interesting question that has emerged in this study is which aspects of education

are best cenlralized and which are best decentralized? What we believe in response

to this question could have an effect on what we believe in terms of divisional size and

how divisions might be organized. Several of the otficial stakeholders recommended

the formal¡zat¡on of some shared use agreements, suggesting a voluntary enlarging of

divisional boundaries for some specific functions primarily related to administration

and transportation. This voluntary amalgamal¡on for specific administrative functions

would mean the retention of divisional boundaries for functions related directly to

teaching and learning. This was referred to ¡n both the cost and quality sections.
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CONCTUSIONS ON IHE BESPONSES FHOM ÏHE STRKEHOTDERS

TTHE COMPRRISON TO THE LITERRTUBE

It is impossible to make a generalization regarding tho f¡t between the research and

the responses made by the otficial organizations. Agreement and disagreement with

the l¡terature findings ranged across both the research variables and the otficial

organizat¡ons. There were, however, five thngs which seemed to stand out when

comparing the stakeholder responses with the research.

The first is that earl¡er research findings (both those related to economics and quality)

played a more dom¡nant role in the commission process.

The second ¡s that academic research, from outside of the province or country, played

less of a role in the responses from the otficial stakeholders than either internal

research (Manitoba findings) or the Boundaries Review Discussion Document.

The third is that some of the organizations did use research ¡n their presentations. The

extent to which it was used varied, however, with the organ¡zation's ab¡lity to devote

t¡me and resources to the presentation to the Commission. The most research was

provided by MTS and MAST. MAP and HSPTFM provided the least research. ln

addition to more internal research being used, the research that was used by the

organizations tended to validate the po¡nts that the organizations were making. lf it

was congruent with their thinking then it was used to support their argument. For

example: the MTS used research on provincial program and service ¡nlormat¡on to

support the¡r posit¡on related to equity. The research MAST used had to do with the

history of consolidation and how changes in divisional organization were related to

govemance. CUPE used external sources (for example: from Ontario) to support their

case on costs, and ¡ntemal information to support their case for the protect¡on of jobs.

The fourth thing noticed by the writer was that each organization had a message to get

across in ¡ts presentat¡on to the Commission. That message varied not only with the

organization's beliefs about how reorganization m¡ght affect both children and
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educat¡on in Manitoba, but also with their beliefs about how reorganization would

affect their members.

W¡th CUPE the key issue was jobs.
With MAST the key issue was governance.
With MTS the key issue was equity.
With MASS the key issue was leadership.
W¡th MASBO the key issue was finance.
W¡th MAP the key issue was governance.

The exception was HSPTFM, for whom the key issue was how the proposed changes

would atfect their children.

The last conclusion of note was the d¡tference found between the presenlation by the

Manitoba Teachers' Society and the other organizat¡ons. The Society was quite

different from the others in the strong support it gave to the notion of reorganization.

Since this support differs from the other stakeholders, and differs from the research

findings, one wonders why this is so. Part of the reason may be found in the

differences between teach¡ng in the urban areas and teach¡ng in the rural areas.

Since the writer has only had the former experience, and the MTS has experience in

the latter, there may be a solid reason for their recommendation which is based on the

needs in the rural and northern areas. On the other hand there may be not only

teacher and student gains, but also organizational gains that would be made if

boundaries were realigned making smaller, more powerful division assoclat¡ons which

might be easier to coord¡nate into a strong provincial body.

ln addition to the above findings the writer noted some interesting things about the

formal recommendations made by the otficial stakeholders. The first finding of note is

that not all groups made formal recommendat¡ons. (MASBO and HSPTFM were two

groups that did not make any formally identified recommendations.) The second is that

within the formally identified recommendations increasing inter-divisional cooperat¡on

was mentioned four times by three groups (MASS, MAST and CUPE). Only the MTS

made a direct recommêndation to restructure divisions to make them more viable.

The third finding of note is that the ¡mportance of equity was mentioned only four times

within the formal recommendations by only two groups (MASS and MTS). This is
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surpris¡ng s¡nce equ¡ty came across as an important cons¡deration in both the overall

presentations and the discussion document.

The fifth is that the areas of recommendalion which were most congruent among the

stakeholders had to do with staffing and governance. Five of the groups (CUPE,

MASS, MTS, MAST and MAP) made statfing recommendations, all of which referred to

employee consideration and proteclion. Three of the groups recommended the

ma¡ntenance of elected school boards (CUPE, MASS and MAST), and three of the

groups recommended the inclusion of parent advisory boards in the governance

model (MASS, MAST and MAP).

The last finding of note is that none of the stakeholder groups made recommendations

in the arêa of student achievement. ïwo groups, did however, make recommendations

which spoke about the needs of students under the quality dimens¡on (IìAST and

MAP).

Since the formal recommendations might carry more we¡ght with the Commission it is

interest¡ng to note the kind and frequency of recommendations actually made by the

stakeholder groups.

The responses from the official stakehold'ers are not, however, the only information

used by the Commission to make decisions. The Commission also had feedback from

many subgroups of these organizations, individuals and other groups which had to be

taken into consideration before making recommendalions. These overall responses

would also have to be considered in lerms of the contelt within the province.

ln addition there are factors related to policy decision-making itself which would also

influence the outcome of the decision. The next section is devoted to a br¡ef look at

some of these political factors.
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TITERRÏURE FINDINGS ON THE CONTEHT IUIIHIN II'H¡CH POLITICRT
DECISIONS RBE MROE & SOME CONCTUSIONS ON THE EFFECT OF

ÏHRT CONÏTHT ON DECISION-MRKING

Policy making is a complex process in which information on problems and solutions is

only one of the aspects which must be considered by those making the decisions.136

lnternally politicians operate in a d¡st¡nctive organizational culture which impacts on

the decision-making process. That culture pays attention not only to the identlf¡ed

problem, and to the information available about that problem, but also to lhe power

and influence of the parties proposing or supporting the suggested policy. ln the
political world certain policymakers hold more power and influence than others. This

may vary from iurisdiction to jurisdiction. The fact that power and influence is

differentiated among individuals and groups holds constant, however. Between 1983

and 1985 Mitchell, Wirt and Marshall conducted a study in s¡x states ¡n thê United

States to identify a rank ordering of policymakers ¡n terms of their power and influence.

What they found ranks the policy makers as follows:

1. lndividual members of the leg¡slature (usually chairs of
education committees)

2. Legislative committees
3. The legislature as a whole
4. The chief state school officer
5. Teachers' organizat¡ons
6. All education ¡nterest groups combined
7. The governor and execut¡ve statf
8. Leg¡slative staff
9. The state boa¡d of education
10. The assoc¡ation of local school boards
1 1. The administrators' assoc¡ation
12. The courts
13. Federal pol¡cy
14. Non-educator ¡nterest groups
15. Lay groups
1 6. Research organizations
17. Referenda
18. Producers of educational mater¡els

1s Betty Malen, Michael J. Murptry and Sue Geary, "The Role of Evaluation lnfornralion in Legislative
Decision Making: A Case of a Loose Canmn on Deck," Theo¡v lnto Prac{ice (Vol.XXVll,No.2),p,l11.
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The l¡terature suggests that an'inner circle" of the top-
rank¡ng actors develops, and that thesê groups are best
able to refl€ct the choices and direction of policy goals.137

Th¡s notion of source weighting assumes that some information will be considered

more important or valuable because of the source, not because of the inherent value

of the information. For example, if the circle of influence ¡s the same in Man¡toba as

Mitchell, Wirt and Marshall found, one might predict that the provincial school division

boundaries would be changed on the bas¡s that such change is supported by

members of the top five ranking groups in power and influence. The Legislative

Comm¡ttee on Educational Reform has identified the need for reform. The Commission

was established by the former Minister of Education and Training Flosemary Vodrey

and supported by the current Minister of Education and Training Cla¡on Manness.

The Manitoba Teachers' Society has clearly stated ¡ts pos¡tion in support of boundary

reorgan izat¡on.

ln addition the organizational culture of policy makers l¡mits the actions they m¡ght take

without losing their own power and influence. One aspect of that culture is an

assumpt¡ve world domain which defines what are acceptable and unacceptable policy

ideas. For example, policy makers will lose power and influence if they initiate, or try

to get passed, policies which open debate on issues which diverge from the prevail¡ng

v¿hrs.138 When reorganization of boundaries was proposed in 1959 it fit with

prevailing beliefs such as: changes in the workforce demand a more skilled employee,

secondary educat¡on should be accessible to all students wishing ¡t, and greater

centralization would lead to a more uniform curriculum and higher standards. Today

the reorgan¡zation of boundaries fits with prevailing beliefs such as: it is necessary to

downsize adm¡nistrative stafl in order to cut costs, larger organizations can capitalize

on economies of scale and so reduce expenditures, and reform of the public school

system ¡s needed ¡n order to raise standards. The congruence with context creates

both a mindset favouring reorganization and / or an acceptance of it as inevitable. lt

also makes it difficult for policy makers to take issue with the question without losing

either power or influence.

137 Ç¿tþ¡i¡s Marshall, p.99
138 tbid.. p.99.
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The other ¡ntemal problem which policy makers have is that they have to work within a

very short li¡s f¡¿rns.13e The electoral time constra¡nt wh¡ch they are under means

that they have to act quickly even if an optimal policy solution ¡s not available.l4o lt
also means that they have to choose an option that can produce as least some results

in the short term which are both politically and administratively feasible, and which

also meet other organizational and distributional goals.141 The timing of a report in

relat¡onship to an election call can have serious impl¡cations for the extent lo which

recommendat¡ons are accepted or rejected, regardless of the¡r educalional value.

ln addition to the organizational culture of politic¡ans which d¡ctates how they might

both act and respond, each of the otficial organizations is restricted by its own internal
politics. Each of the organ¡zations has as its mandate an expectat¡on to look after the
welfare of its members. This mandate was referred to ¡n the documents presented by

both MASS and MTS.

"The purpose of M.A.S.S. lS:
- lo promote educat¡on which is in the best interests
school age children, and
- to providê services to M.A.S.S. members."142

"The Society was founded in 1919 and is the official voice of
the prov¡nce's public school teachers. lt operates under
Chapter 262, An Act Respecting The Maniloba Teachers'
Society, contained in Chapter T-30 of the Flevised Statutes
of Manitoba. Among its objectives are to:

(a) promote and advance the cause of education in
Manitoba;
(b) advance and safeguard the welfare of teachers in
Manitoba;
(c) enhance the teaching profession in Manitoba;
(d) address the social issues that affect the teach¡ng
profession in Manitoba; and
(e) cooperate w¡th other organizations...hav¡ng the
same or like aims and obiects.'l43

139 Holdãway, p.253.
140 McDonnêll, p.92.
141 McDonnell, p.96.
142 MASS pres€ntation, p.l.
1,1Íl MTS presôntation, p. 1.
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The pol¡ticians would be aware that the mandates of the organ¡zations would ¡nfluence

their feedback to the Commission and would have to take th¡s into consideration as

they decided which recommendations to make. The fact that five of the organizations

made recommendat¡ons in this area, and that there was a high degree of congruence

among the recommendations, supports the importance of this mandate in each of the

organizat¡ons. lt also calls into question the extent to which any of these organizat¡ons

could be expected to support changes which would atfect the welfare of their

members.

The degree to which the internal political considerations plays a role in which

recommendations are actually made and implemented is an important question which

bears f urther exam¡nation.
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CHNPTEB SII]

1UHRT HRS BEEN LERRNED FROM THE STUDY OF

SCHOOL DIUISION BEORGRNIZRTION IN
MRNITOBR?

ln this thesis the writer has examined the question of boundary reorganization and

division size as a vehicle to understanding policy decision-making in education, and

the role of research ¡n thal process.

Throughout thê thesis thê wriler has summarized the findings within each chapter, and

has drawn some conclusions about those findings.

Currently no policy decisions have been made with respect to boundary

reorganization. The Commission has completed its work and has placed ¡ts

recommendat¡ons before the politic¡ans. What will ultimately be decided is, as of yet,

unknown.

The writer has, however, learned much about poticy decision-making from this study.

This chapter conta¡ns a brief synopsis of those f indings.

The study of division size and boundary reorgan¡zation has demonstrated that policy

decision-making is a complicated process. lt is complicated for a number of reasons.

The first is that, based on this study, there does not seem to be such a thing as

completely obiective information. lnformation is biased as a result of ditfering

def¡n¡tions, which of the ava¡lable information is used in the process, and the vested

interests of the stakeholders sharing the intormation.

The second is that the information, both gathered and dissem¡nated w¡thin the
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decision-making process, can be contrad¡ctory in nature. The broader the base of
information ths more likely it ¡s that contradictions will appear which will make it even

more ditficult to assess not only which is the best decision - but for whom.

The third ¡s that infomation gained through the research literature is often d¡fficult to

use because it is not easily understood and not readily generalizable. ln addit¡on, as

we learn more the findings from research change, but those changes in thinking

requ¡re time before they are adopted by either the general population or the decision-

makers.

The fourth ¡s that informat¡on about the problem under study is only one var¡able that

influences decision-making. The decision under study is also atfected by the source of

the information, ¡n terms of power and influence, and the context of the information, in

terms of the economy, the culture and the society.

The fifth is that in order to make political decisions one must have support. ln a
democratic society politicians are elected to the¡r roles and so taking positions on

unpopular issues can interfere w¡th the¡r ability to be re-elected. The level of support

an idea has can be determined by the power and influence of the people supporting it,

or it can be determined by the degree of consensus surrounding it. lf the support is

based on the power and influence of the supporters then the pol¡tic¡ans must be

certain that those supporters have either the resources or the numbers to ga¡n

acceptab¡l¡ty for a proposed decision. lf the support is based on the degree of

consensus around an idea it becomes easier to make a dec¡s¡on ¡f it has a broad base

of acceptability because making the decision will not reduce the power and influence

of the politicians in favour of it.

The need for support can interfere with making good policy decisions in several ways.

The first has to do with the fact that it is possible to obtain support around ideas that

are not truly the best response to the problem at hand. For example: when decisions

are desired by groups ¡n control ¡t is possible to create the conditions (for example:

through the media) to develop acceptab¡lity around an idea that will not necessarily

bring about outcomes which are in the best interests of the majority of the
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stakeholders. The second is that, sinc€ research findings take t¡me lo permeate

thinking, and once learned are ditficult to eradicate, cons€nsus may coalesce around

an idea that no longer has merit. Yet that may become the only decision it is politically

possible to make because of the amount of consensus that exists supporting ¡t. The

third is that there are many cases where the analytically correct pol¡cy for achieving

some objective is known but does not have the support to €nable it to be adopted
politically. The result can be that some less effect¡ve, but more widely supported,
policy decision becomes the one that ¡s made.

The net finding is that if the school division boundaries are reorganized in Man¡toba,

research information about the optimal division size, for either efficiency or

etfectiveness, will play only a minor role in the ultimate decision.

FINRI NOÏE:

The findings from the study of th¡s question may have l¡mited applicability because of

two things: (1) the limited number of presentat¡ons stud¡ed by the writer in the
preparation of th¡s thesis, and (2) the kind of decision under study. Not all policy

decisions have the far reaching implications of th¡s one. Boundary reorganization is

not simply about school finance and the quality of education. lt is also about jobs,

community viability, loyalties, lhe ditferences between rural and urban sefiings, control

and choice. This makes division size and boundary reorganizat¡on a more emotional

issue with a broad effect. lt also makes it, ¡n every sense, a more political decision.

The examination of the boundaries question has led the writer to believe that, ¡n this

case at least, what is in the best interests of students is both ditficult to assess and not

the central quest¡on. The central question appears to be "What needs to be done to

ma¡ntain the system?" The system appears to be suffering from both a cris¡s of finance

and a crisis of confidence. ln lhis context, boundary reorganization, coupled w¡th a

strengthened role for parents, becomes a viable strat€gy. The tax base w¡ll become

more equitable. The trustees will be more removed Írom their constituents creat¡ng the
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potential lor cost reduct¡ons lo be made through hard decisions such as the closing of

small schools, the cutting of programs and the creation of magnet courses and

programs. ln addition parents will have more choice about where they send their

children to school, mak¡ng, in theory, the school more accountable.

What we don't know, and what the wr¡ter has come to doubt through this research, is

whether it will have any positive impact on student leaming.

"Each reform movement began with a vigorous media attack
on education. Each had its own "gimmick" or technological
innovat¡on. Each argued that ...business was endangered
by a poor education system that threatened its competitive
posture with other nations. Each reform movement,
although addressing the waste and inetficiency of the public
schools, ended up increasing the cost of public education.
...|f such revelations are not startling enough, there is still
another, perhaps more interesting aspect, about these
reforms - all of the 'reforming" led to little change."l44

144 lu!¿, p.127.
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CHÐPTEB SEUEN an addendum

TO 1UHRT EHTENT DOES THE RCTURL BOUNDRBIES

REPORT SUPPORT THE FINDINGS OF THIS THESIS?

ln this addendum to the thesis I will commênt briefly on the extent to which the final

published report of the Boundaries Review Commission fits with the findings of this

study.

The report of the Boundaries Review Commission was given to the Minister of

Education and Training, Mr. Clayton Manness, on November 30, 1994. lt is a

comprehensive report which is 178 pages in length. lt was distributed to the other

stakeholders during January and February of 1995. As of the first week of March 1995

no support to the report or the recommendations has been given by any of the political

part¡es.

The Boundaries Rev¡ew Commission Report recommends a major reorganization of

the school divisions and districts in Manitoba. lt recommends that the urban divisions

be reduced from 10 divisions to 4, and that the rural divisions be reduced from 34 to

13. lt further recommends that the northern and remote divisions and districts be

reduced from 7 to 2.

The report deals with some of the same topics covered in this thesis, for example: the

history of consolidation in Man¡toba, the context of boundary review across Canada,

definitions (of size, of quality...) and the research findings on optimal size. lt also

includes topics not covered in this thesis, for example: the definition of boundaries and

the physical and cultural geography of Manitoba.
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I believe that the way in which the report is written, and the content of the report,

support the findings in this thesis. The following ¡ndicates some of the areas of

congruenc€ with respect to the thesis conclusions related to the literature variables on

optimal size.

oN cosT
The Commission report and recommendat¡ons support the thesis lindings that there is

a persistent consensus of bel¡ef in two areas: economies of scale and the relationship

between cost and etfectiveness. This persistent consensus of belief is evident in both

the section on Cost (p.62-66) and the section on Future Educational and Financial

lmplications of Change (p.106-12a). The ent¡re latter section also supports the

premise of th¡s thesis that Boundary Reorganization is mostly about educational

finance. The report leaves the impression that there are net f¡nancial ga¡ns to be made

from reorganization. This was predicted ¡n the thesis, although the writer of this thesis

does not support that finding. What was not predicled was the emphasis in the report

that any gains made would be moved to the classroom. This was mentioned several

times ¡n the report. This emphasis supports recommendations made very directly by

MTS, MAP and HSPTFM that changes to boundar¡es should only occur if there are

direct positive consequences for the classroom.

ON OUALITY AND CURRICULUM

The report and recommendations support the thes¡s findings that equity ¡s the

definition of quality being used by the Commiss¡on. lt is interesting that on page 35 the

Commission asked the quest¡on DO CHOICES EQUATE TO QUALITY? ïhe question,

however, was not answered, and the argumênts cited were used instead to support a

distinction being made by the Commiss¡on belween equality and equ¡ty. ln The Future

Educational and Financial lmplications Of Change section (p.106-124) the three (out

of sixteen) implications identified for the urban and rural areas which were most

related to qual¡ty were about cho¡ce and access, two equ¡ty issues. When the report

talks about net educat¡onal gains it talks about it with reference to equity.
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ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

The final report and recommendations of the Boundaries Review Commission bear out

the findings of th¡s thesis that the etfects ot divisional size on student achievement

have not bêen stud¡ed in this process. The only direct statement about student

ach¡evement can be found in the secl¡on on School Division Size (p.55-61) where

reference is made to the research findings on school and dlstrict size relaled to student

achievement. This information, however, ¡s not incorporated into the study or the

recommendations. This finding is predicted in the thesis.

ON STAFFING

The report talks about statf¡ng ¡n terms of salary contracts and benefits. This was
predicted in the thesis from the issues and questions in the Boundaries Review

Discussion Document, and from the responses made by the official stakeholders. The

report supports the MTS pos¡tion that reorgan¡zation would improve not only the

welfare conditions of teachers, but also their opportunities for increased profess¡onal

collaboration and development. What surprised the wr¡ter was the link made in the

report betwê€n teacher effectiveness and teacher mobility (p.108). This point was not

raised in the thesis, and the writer is unsure as to the thinking behind the conneclion.

ON GOVERNANCE

The report from the Boundaries Review Commission strongly recommended the

retention of elected trustees, the writ¡ng of enabling legislation to encourage and

promote local parent advisory committees and the strengthen¡ng of the role of the

principal. lt also recommended the reduction and / or rationalization of trustees and

super¡ntendents. Given the findings of this thesis the first two recommendations would

be expected. ln the urban section on Future lmplications (P.106-112) the Commission

talks about the potential for increased centralization and bureaucracy mentioned in

this thesis. lt presents the strengthened school un¡t as the way around this - and

assumes that more parental and student freedom of choice will make the schools

become more competitive and more accountable. (One assumes that this

accountabil¡ty ¡s in terms of student achievement, although, as mentioned, there is no

direct reference to student achievement.) This tension between making the system

larger and smaller with both boundary and governance recommendations is also
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referred to ¡n the thesis.

The overarching quêst¡on ¡n th¡s thesis has to do not w¡th opt¡mal division size but

rather with how policy decisions are made and the role of research in that process.

The writer believes that the content and fo¡mat of the Boundaries Review Commission

Report support the conclus¡ons found in this thesis. To illustrate this the wr¡ter is

otfering the following examples. The reader may w¡sh lo read the Commission Report

to locate more, or to take issue with the writer.

THE ROLE OF BESEARCH

ln the Boundaries Review Commission Report there is a section on school division

size (pages 55 to 61). ln th¡s section the Commission cites and discusses some of the

academic research on optimal size. The report identifies the same ditficulty in defining

sizè as did the author of this thesis. The report also identifies the conflicting opinions

that exist with respect to optimal size and the effect of size on outcomes. What the

report does not do is ident¡fy that the conflict has more to do w¡th changes in thinking

over time than it has to do w¡th differences in findings. The content of this section of the

report, and the way in which it is written, conf¡rm three of the findings of this study

related to the role of research in policy dec¡s¡on-mak¡ng.

1. That politicians find academic research difficult to use in making policy

decisions because it can be contradictory and not easily generalizable.

This part of the report emphasizes this difficulty throughout the section.

2. That the power and influence of the providers of the information has

significance in the process. Note the emphasis given to the MTS lindings

on page 57, and note that the concluding statement is provided by a

Manitoban (Dr. Ball) who is well known and respected in the rural community.

'....There are no clear answers that define the most efficient
or effective school district size." (p.60)

3. That pol¡ticians use research which supports their position. Note that

although opposing viewpoints are identified more space is given to
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pos¡t¡ons which support reorganization.

The entire report supports lour other findings ¡n thg thesis with r€spect to research and

the role of research in the decision-making process.

1. That academic research (from outside of Manitoba) is being used

less in this decision than ¡s provincial information provided through research.

Note that throughout the report more space and attent¡on is given to this kind of

information.

2. That deeply rooted ideas are ditficult to change. Note the emphasis given

to the economies of scale throughout the document.

3. That research is only one source of information used by politicians as they

try to balance competing ¡nterests in an essentially political environment.

4. That the Commission process is a form of interactive research conduct€d in

order to solve problems.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTEXT

This thesis noted the importance of cont€xt in policy decision-making. The Heport of

the Boundaries Review Commission supports th¡s notion by the amount of attent¡on

paid to context in the report. Pages 14 to 29 provide both the historical context and the

current Canadian context w¡th respect to boundary reorgan¡zation. Comparison with

other provinces occurs several times throughout the document. ln addition pages 36

to 53 prov¡de information about the physical and cultural geography of Manitoba with a

heavy emphas¡s on the changes that have occurred in enrolments in the various

divisions and distr¡cts.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE POL¡T¡CAL CULTURE

ln September of 1994 the Francophone School Division began operations. The

establishment of this division left a number of other divisions in a largely untenable

posit¡on due to the loss of both schools and enrolment to the new division. This
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change in divisional status was an initiating lactor in prompting the establishment of

the Boundar¡es Review Commission. lt was not, however, the only factor. Had the

economy been epanding, had the confidence level been high in the system, had the

other provinces not b€en involved in similar reviews and reorganizations, the

governm€nt might have selectêd alternat¡ve strateg¡€s to solve the problems in the

atfected divisions. The point I have made in this thesis, and one which I believe is

supported in the wr¡tten report of the Boundaries Review Commission, is that the

review of boundaries has not come about as a result of trying to resolve the academic

question regarding the optimal divisional size for maximum educational etficiency and

effectiveness. This policy decision was recommended because it fits with the curr€nt

public mindset about downsizing, and ¡t fits with the reform agenda in €ducation

already be¡ng pursued by the government.

THE PROBLEMS WITH A BROAD BASE OF INFORMATION

During lhe course of this process the Comm¡ss¡on heard from all of the div¡sions and

from a range of stakeholders across divisions. I attended one of the public meetings

and read a number of presentations beyond those g¡ven by the official stakeholders'

Each of those presenters, and th€ written presentations, spoke pos¡t¡vely about the

ability of the personnel in the¡r respective divisions to provide a high quality education.

At the public meet¡ng Mr. Norrie joked that the Commission had heard why divisions of

1OOO, 5,OOO and 34,000 were the optimal size and that the members were now looking

fon¡vard to hear¡ng why 13,000 was an opt¡mal size. lt is not only academic research

which is difficult to sort through to some conclusion - it is all information which comes

from people with vested ¡nterests in the decision being made.

THE ANSWER YOU GET DEPENDS UPON THE QUESTION YOU ASK

Nowhere do we see this more clearly than as we watch the politicians in Quebec

struggle w¡th the question they should ask on the referendum. As ment¡oned in the

final chapter I believe that the central question asked in this review was "What needs

to be done to ma¡ntain the system?" The sub questions were: "How can boundaries

best be realigned to to deal with some of the financial pressures in education?" and

"What governance model do we need to make the school more accountable?' Given
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the questions being asked the recommendat¡ons should come as no surprise - to

anyone. Had the question been different (for example: Does divisional size make a

difference in terms of student achievemenl?) the report and recommendations might

have been different.

FINAL COMMENTS

lf anyone takes any part of this thesis as a criticism of the Boundaries Review

process, or its members, please let me correct that impr€ss¡on. What I have

learned from the commission process is that (a) it is profoundly difficult, and that
(b) it is still worth doing. I have a great deal of respect for the work the

Commission did in bringing these recommendat¡ons to the policy makers. lt will

be interest¡ng to see which elected politicians decide to advocate the report,

and to see if those polit¡cians are able to garner the support to carry through

w¡th these recommendat¡ons. lt will also be interest¡ng to observe both the

change process, and the results of the change process, if the politicians do

decide to implement the ¡ecommendations.

My thanks to my advisor, Dr. Levin, and to my committee members, Dr. Bruno-

Joffre and Dr. Osborne, for their assistance and th€¡r encouÍagement.
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Appendix 1

Questions from the Boundaries Review Discussion Document organized by the

variables related to optimal size in the research literature.

Cost Ouest¡ons

12. Are boundaries sutficiêntv trensperent that coop€rative ventures b€twe€n divisions / dist¡icts are
easily acconplishable or do existing boundaries ad as ¡fip€d¡ments to sr¡ch coop€rat¡on?

13. How do lhe chang¡ng pettenì.s of econom¡c aclivity interacl with arìd aff€ct school div¡s¡on /
d¡strict boundaries?

18. Are changing pu¡ril enrollments having an ¡mpâd on the divisions / distrftXs ability lo operate
schools in areas of shrinking or expand¡ng €nrollrnents?

22. How have funding levels affec'ted the ability to provide bas¡c, cunent and / or optional programs?
25. ls lhe wide diçarity in assessment bases for lhe fifty-sh divisions / distrifs a problem?
27 . l{ow does and to what ext€nt do lh€ differenl ass€ssm€nt bas€s âffêct lhe ability of each

edrcational unit ¡n provkl¡ng s¡milâr educåt¡onal opportunities lo all Manitoba stud€nts?
28. How serious is lhe issue of differenl laxat¡on levels being g€n€rated by diffêr€nt comb¡nst¡ons of

municþl ar¡d school division boundaries?
29. Could the efficienry and etfecliveness of our education delivery system be improv€d via alt€mate

forms of administrative and polit¡cal slrudures, groupings and / or bounda¡ies?
3l . Does / can epansion or arnalganntion of adm¡nistrative / political units result in æluâl quantifiable

efficier¡cies and if so, how will thes€ efficiencies affect the quality of education?
40. Would regionâl boundarìes for some asp€cls of educåtion prornole crealive cost-effeclive

educat¡onal program selection and delivery?
43. Do you see sharing of technologicâlly advancêd systêms and equ¡pment b€tween schools or

divisir¡ns as addressing some of our fiscal prcblems?

Quality Quesl¡ons

1 . How can school divisions / distr¡cts boundar¡es be designed to be compatible with education
prirrciples?

2. How do we best ênsure that boundaries aid rath6r than impede achieving lhe goal of equity,
where lhe best learning opportunities are provided lo all Manitobans regardless of background
or geographic localion?

6. How have lhe populat¡on shifts affecled edrcational delivery? How have they affected thê
divisional unit?

7 . How has the decreesing family sizê affec-ted the delivery of educâtion?
9. How have the changing transportation patterns of Manilobans affecled our educâtion delivery

sy$em and vice versa?
21 . How are changing gudent enrollm€nts affecting the ability of lhe school divisions / dislricts to

provlJe quality programs lo me€l presenl provincial cuniculum requirements?
27. How do€s end lo what extent do th€ ditferenl assessmenl bases afiect lhe ability of each

edtrcational unit in prov'xJing sim¡lar educat¡onel opporlunities to all Manitoba students?
29. Could lhe efficiency and effectiveness of our education delivery system be improved via alternate

fo¡ms of administrative and politir:al struclures, groupings and / or boundaries?
3l . Does / can eparsion or arnalgarnation of administrative / politirxl units result in actual quantifìable

eff'ciencies and if so, how will lhese efficiencies affecl lhe quality of educat¡on?
37 - Would allered boundaries enhance the educal¡on of sludents?
50. Would there be any edrrcational benefits to srrch coincidental (municipal) boundar¡es or would all

considerations be admin¡strâtive and political?
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52. Do exisling boundaries allow us to €nterla¡n des¡red cunenl €ducât¡onal trends?
53. How can boundaries be designed srch lhat they w¡ll b€ ñþre responsible lo educalional trends?
54. How do we ensure that todays's judgm€nls and resuhing dæisions will stand the test of tirne

rather than b€ p€rceived as adopt¡on of some of lhe negalive âsp€cts of historical lrends in
educalional delivery?

Cuniculum Ouestiorl.s

21 . How ere chang¡ng dudent €n¡ollments aff€cl¡ng the ability of the school divisions / distric,ts to
provide quality programs to meel piesent provincial cuniculum requiremenls?

22. How have lunding l€vels affected lhê ability to provide bas¡c, curent and / or opt¡onal prograrns?
23. Would changes in the size of units perm¡t e4eansion of th€ variety of programs that can be offered

in your scttools? Would shared use agreements between divis¡ons be an allernative?
24. Hâs lhe cunent êconomic climate hâd an ¡mpact on str.¡denl seleci¡on of pograms offered, such

as vocal¡onal programs, and are lhere changes ¡n the numb€r of students requesting access to
prograrns not offered in the divisions in which lh€y r6s¡de?

42. How will advanced technology have an impacl on prcgram ddivery in your area?

Governarrce Ouest¡ons

16. Could other political and administrative units respond nnre approprhtely, or do existing units
adequalely serve us, end will they b€ able to serv€ us approprialely in the fulure?

35. What are lhe consequences of boundary changes r€lating lo th€ roles and responsibililies of
each entity in the delivery of edrcation?

36. Would altered divisions and ward areas affed local influer¡ce? Would more comprehensive units
allow for obleclive decisiors on a brcader scale, witho.¡t parcchialism?

38. Would boundary adju$ments have an irìpact on the role of the policy-making structures?
41 . Can utilization of local school committees ensure thal parents vob€s are heard inespeclive of lhe

s¡ze of divis¡onal units?

Staff¡ng Quest¡ons

35. What are the consequences of bundary changes relaling to lhe roles and respons¡bil¡ties of
eåch entity in the delivery of education?

36. Would altered divisions and ward arêâs affect locâl influerEe? WouH more comprehensive unils
allow for objective decisiors on a broade¡ scale, withor¡t parochialivn?

55. Ìf school division / di$ricl boundaries wer€ altered, what would be the moS pract'lr:al way of
dealing with differerrces in enployment conlrac{s, especially pertaining lo salary levels, benefit
levels, lenu¡e and seniority provisions?

Yes / No Boundaries Questions?

3. Are legislative reform cons¡derations necessary to €rf,sure that bourìdad€s are suflic¡enlly
transparent to allow and prornot€ interdivisional cooperation, resource sharing and collaborat'on.

5. ls 56 an appropriate number of admin¡stration unils lo del¡ver educalion in Manitoba? Should
there be more? ShouH lhere be less?
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Logistics of lhe Cunent Situation Ouesl¡ons

8. Have immigration and relocat¡on oÍ athnic / linguislic goups affected lh€ divisional unit? ( Does or
should lh¡s hav€ any effêct on sclìool divisirrn boundaries?)

1 0. Are school div¡s¡on / district boundaries in tune with the rìonnel lÉnsportation pattems Manitobans
follow for olher purposes, or are lhey in conflict?

11 . Do children attend a local elem€ntary school only to have to atl€nd a high school in a local¡on lhat
is inapprcpriale duê to boundaries that w€rê s€l m¿¡ny years ago?

12. Are boundaries suffic¡entv lranspsrent thâl coop€rative vênlures belw€€n divisions / districts are
easily acconplishable or do existing boundaries ad as inp€d¡mênls to strch coop€ral¡on?

14. Do the påttems of commerce and resultant transportation patlems mesh w¡th educal¡on del¡very
m€ctìanisírs or are lhêy at odds?

15. Has the edrcation system been abl€ to keep pace with the changing economic pattems and do
lhe existing political unils (divislcns / d¡slricts) adequate! refl€cl lhat ab¡lity?

17. Do the division / dislricl bounda¡ies adequately reflect thê changes ¡n curerìt sludent
enrollment?

47 . What prcblems, if any, are caused by lh6 fact school divis¡on / d¡strid boundaries and municipal
boundaries are lotally different?

Logisti{:s of Boundary Change Questions

4. Following implemental¡on of any chang€s to school d¡vision / district boundaries as a result of
rêcommendations from this Commission, how should future boundâry issues be handled?
Should the previous vehicle, the Board of Reference be reaclivated in its previous form with lhe
sarne or different authority?

8. (Have immigration and relocation of ethnic / lingui$ic groups affected the divisional unit?) Does or
should lh¡s have any effect on school division boundaries?

19. Should boundar¡es be designed with Sudent numb€rs as a major factol?
20. How mt¡ch should geographic cons¡derations play in determining optimum division / district s¡ze?
26. ShouH assessment base be a fãctor in delermining educalional bounda¡ies? lf so, to whât

€xlent?
30. How can boundaries be des¡gned such lhat lhey aiJ in cooperation b€tween divis¡ons and

d¡str¡cts rather than act as impedirnenls to qrch cooperalive efforts?
32. How willthe implementation of the Francophone school division affect exisling school div¡sion

boundaries?
33. Will the residml porlions of divisions b€ sufficient lo stand alone or will inlegrat¡on be necessary

for viability of adminisrative unils?
34. How can administration and financing of the residual units best be acconplished?
39. lf division / didrli bourda¡ies were adjust€d, do lhese bounda¡ies have to be the same for all

aspêcls of educâtion? Can the boundaries affect¡ng pup¡l transportat¡on, vocat¡onal educat¡on,
d¡slance educal¡on, for example, be regional in nalure?
divisions as addressing sorn€ of our fiscal prcblems?

44- lf the educat¡on system 'rs to provide uÞlodate technology programs and utilize ¡nteractive
techrrclogical delivery systerns, will these serve lo rìake divis¡on boundary lines more
lransparent?

45. Will these encourage ¡nterdiv¡s¡onal egrêements?
46. How do you s€ê edvanced techrþlogy affecling division boundaries?
48. lf lhey ex¡S, how significant are those problems (between school boundaries and mun¡cipal

boundaries) and shouH they be a consideration in any changes to sctþol div¡s¡on or d¡Srict
boundaries?
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49.

51 .

56.

57.

What benefrts, if any, couH be obtained by having educalion and municipal boundaries either
partially or totally coincftJenlal?
ls there any merit lo simplifying lh€ el€ct¡on procéss with collaboralion of boundaries and
municipal offrcials and trudees?
What are lhe best ways lo deal with disposition of tangible assets under any alteration of
boundaries which would see change in the make-up of the political un¡ts ådm¡nislêring the
jurMictional areas?
What b the bes{ way to deal with res€rves ard l¡abilities of existing divisions o¡ districts s}rould
they be afiected by boundary changes?
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